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FINAL EFFORT TO PREVENT British Admiral
For Legion
THREATENED STRIKE WILL
BE MADE BY LABOR BOARD
AT PARLEY THIS FORENOON
rat

FEDERAL AGENCY
IS PREPARED
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union leaders Insisted fear of
changes in rules and fear of fur
ther wage reductions had influ
enced their men in voting to strike.
The board is understood to be prepared to urge that this fear is
something which may happen m
is not sufficient
the future,
grounds for a strike and that tin
men cannot lose anything by waiting for those decisions to be
I'ne.vpcptod Ending,
The unexpected ending of the
board's hearing after little more
than an hour had been devoted to
taking testimony of the railroads'
conferside, followed whispered
ences among the union leaders.
W, G. Lee, president of the train.
men, asked rermission to make an
announcement to his general
chairmen, 160 of whom were present. He called them to meet here
at 9 a. m. tomorrow. W. S. Stone,
of the engineers; L. E. Sheppard,
of the conductors; W. S. Carter, of
the firemen, and T. C. Cashen, of
the switchmen, made similar announcements, and after a brief

Meet, firms Parley
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THROUGH SACRAMENTO; FLORIDA
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"Poorman's
highway. The wind tore a
path approximateof Lead.
just outside the city limits
of a mile wide
ly
recauoer
a
A bullet from
large
the
district.
The through
volver had pierced his heart.
A
rain
torrential
foil after the
priest had been lured to his death wind storm and flooded streets and
by a man who, a lew minutes oe gutters.
fore, had annealed to Father Bel
The wind approached from the
him to adminknap to come with
southwest and
through the
ister the last sacraments of the Homestead and'swept
East Sacramento
church to a sick man.
sections of the city. In East SacTonight the authorities of Lead ramento a number of houses under
identito
the
were without a clue
construction either were demolish-

prostrated

while the property loss for Lee
county Is expected to total over a
million and a half dollars. Reports
from Sananbel and Captiva islands
said water covered the entire islands. Estero island, near here, on
which two beach resorts are locat
ed, was badly damaged, the casino?.
cottages and other buildings being
wrecked.
Local railroad officials said this
city would be without transporta
ed or were badly damaged by the tion service for three days.
Highwind.
nre almost
ways out of Fort
The crash of tho buildings and Impassable, and Myers
houses in
of broken glass alarmed house- Punta Rassa weremany
either ' badly
wives throughout the stricken dis- damaged or washed away.
trict, but early reports indicated no
one had been injured.
EM'IKK WATERFRONT
VH'E1
Telephone service to the damag
OUT BY STORM
ed districts was demoralized.
corThree men, employes at the
Jacksonville, Fla., Oct. 28. The
poration yards, where city trucks entire waterfront of St. Petersburg
and machinery are stored, were In was wiped out by the gulf storm
jured by flying debris. Most of the yesterday, the worrt gale tho city
has experienced, according to a
yard buildings were demolished.
The wind, accompanied by the message received by the Times
cloud. Union toniRht.
funnel shaped
regulation
The message sent by a resident
lined tne corrugaiea mors or me
corporation buildings, tore up trees ofSt Petersburg, who went by auand carried them in some cases 100 tomobile to Brooksville, said that
rds.
Passagrille was also reported wiped
At the Standard Oil company'
out. "St. Petersburg," the message
017
added, "badly damaged and obserplant a roof was Horn off one
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of the wages they have lost as vent their men walking out delegate
L.ixe Four persons were injured, none sons are known to be dead In this
parts of the conversation.
was the former Ethel Field, only daughter ot the late Marshall
train service unions meet men
Field
a result of that cut, and a promFather Hobon, they said they seriously, and damage estimated at city and St. Petersburg, on Tampa
here at a conference re- ise by the roads not to seek fur- beginning at 6 a. m. Sunday. of Chicago.
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Father Belknap readily consent school pupil, was hurt when the MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
board. DAMAGE DONE BY GALE
held tomorrow, but others pointed board asked each
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ed, according
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The board's investigation out that the general - chairmen,
Father Hoben, who said they Class room on her. Several other
Lakeland, Fla.. Oct. 26. South
prepared
of the causes of the strike grand officers and executive com- president
thought nothing of the call as "so pupils had narrow escapes.
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SHOP LABORERS TOLD
8:30 tonight when "the five strike without reference to any your labor organization can with
Starter Wouldn t Work.
by yesterday's gulf hurricane. At
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union leaders asked per- other body.
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committee, devel- tive"Suppose
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Detroit, Mich.,
a few instances, . .iceording to reorganization,
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of the your executive committee
and after a little delay the pair left Associated
and then called tomorrow's oped
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ports, causing loss of life.
union presidents that fear of fucaraee. afoot.
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Going to Washington "In
Taken By the Robber Is the bishop's residence heard of Maintenance of Way Employes and the greatest damage. The
Union leaders tontfcht said that was the Impelling motive behind believe the strikeoccur,
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preRailway Shop laborers are urged shore drive residential
the meeting tomorrow had bee-- i the overwhelming strike majority, vented?
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a
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called at the suggestion of Ben VV. rather than opposition to tho 12
half an hour later. It lay In (he
"If the boarft shall declare a
efficient and willing service pa is a panorama of destruction.
tion and Compromise."
of last strike is not Justified and should
Which Is Kept a Secret. roadway, face downward. A large that
Hooper, vice chairman of the per cent wage reduction
have given in the peat," In a Trees are down, houses with roofs
Each
t
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declared he not occur and direct that the embruise on the back of the priest's they
board,
they expected
president
at brotherhood head- torn away and foundations weakdid not accept the July cut, but ployes not
(B.T The Auorlnfrit PrrM.)
head Indicated he had been struck letter Issued
personally to present a final prop- it
(By The Associated Tress.)
here today explaining the ened from the tidal wave that
quarters
alone would probably not have be obeyed? strike, will that order
lnstru-Aboard Steamship Maru, Oct. 25
!
blunt
a
behind
osition from the board, Mr. Hoopwith
from
San Francisco,
26.
Oct.
The
organization's reasons for holding swept in from Tampa bay, have
er refused to confirm or deny this. been enough to cause a strike.
"Will you, as clitef executive, use (by the Associated Press). That pouch of registered mail matter ment.
a strike in abeyance mt present.
collapsed.
Toriey Bertoleno, who lives near
your power and Influence to see the Japanese delegation to the taken by the bandits who shot and
Judge It. M. Barton, chairman,
At brotherhood headquarters, It
Along the water front large secsaid that its decision on today's IMITATION OF MOVIE
crime was committed, was
the
where
that the orders of the board on Washington conference on limita- Killed Frank B.
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assurances
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matter
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stand?''
police
reported
hearing might
and parts of streets were
tion of armaments and Far East- the ferry postoffico early today, several
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five. Other been given by the railroad labor away
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of
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a
vicinity
chiefs,
coming by the next day.
place
ARREST OF A YOUTH the engineers; W. G. Lee of the it ot accommodation and compro- which Is
wage reductions would be consid mediately adjoining the boulevard
New Proposals.
they heard shots.
being kept secret,
mise" was the statement tonight
ered at this time, and that steps were crushed In by the gale. Sunset
, Rond Is Closed Off.
L, E. Sheppard of the
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be taken to lower freight beach was completely
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Admiral
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Tomosaburo Kato,
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W. S. Carter of the
reached
board would make the following
When
authorities
the
conductors;
washed away.
Dayton, Ohio, Oct. 20. Imitation firemen and T. C. Cashen of the his first public utterance since he pouch contained 120 pieces of reg- the scene the road was closed off rates commensurate
with wage Small housesin were
proposals to the unions tomorrow; of "stunts" seen in moving
the city proper was
Damage
picdeclared they had no was appointed a member of the istered mail.
and a guard was placed nearby cuts in effect.
for the most part confined to the
That 'the unions suspend or
tures resulted today in the arrest switchmen,
Adams was shot as he was about so
delegation.
to
strike
cancel
not
order,
the
tracks-,anwould
power
trails
that
call off tho strike ordered for
of
unroofing ot houses. A warehouse, '
The vice admiral made his state- to aim a rifle at Xe bandit. He
Emerson cieorge for expressed the individual opinion
obscured, pending arrival of FEAR MARSHAL, F0CH
however, was destroyed as was part
Sunday and based on the wage
investigation into Injuries Inflicted that their men would not obey an ment at a dinner given in his honor died at an emergency hospital be- tbe
the Mailory nne docks.
cut made last July, pending
d
on
Everett Sortman, order from them or the board to by a group of business men aboard fore an ante mortem statement bloodhounds.
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son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sort- - remain
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,
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,
leaders of the .Japanese delegation
Two clerks, W, W. Needham and Father Belknap had no enemies.
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The
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Associnted
nev
(By
Press.)
said
the
victims of the failing of the city's
priest
The Sortman child was found
of rules which the employes
Willard S. Fleming, were held up Bishop Lawler
to, America.
New York Oct. 26. Officials of power plant. Telephone and elecVice Admiral Kato declared that also by the bandit and forced to er had received any threats.
after nn all night search, tied to only a "satisfactory settlement'
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deeply conscious of the enter a vault after tho shooting
Such a settlement, they said
anxious seat for fear Marshal Foch mass. Conservative estimates place
of Father Belknap,
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his head and he was rushed to a
intention of seeking a
gravity of his mission to America. of Adams. While they were in the murder
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be
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by
to
the damage in Tampa proper at
Pershing
10 per cent wage cut for the
hospital, where physicians said he labor board of its 12 per cen It was impossible to foresee, he the vault, the bandit disappeared Bishop Lawler said tonight.
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mall.
wouiu live.
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and
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far
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The storm traveling north apGeorge told police he had awage
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the
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Ybor
CUy, a section of Tampa.
race. He predicted that many dif conveyance in getting away from priest saw the man. The coroner's their utmost to get the vessel here
with a stick when he tried to get set aside
,.' cated a desire to abrogate time
the board's order.
loose from his bonds. Police will
ficulties would arise In course of the scene of the shooting.
innuest. which was to have been in time to allow the American Nearly 500 houses were wrecked
and a half for overtime also.
Want to Uo Reimbursed,
have the George boy examined by
the negotiations at Washington hut
held today, was postponed until commander to greet the marshal there. In the Palmetto Beach secW. S. Carter declared a settle
Prospects Jfo Better.
a mental expert.
he asserted that the Japanese deltomorrow in the hope that by that when the latter steps from the tion approximately four square
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"Each of the presidents of the
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DEAD WITH HIS aid
Lee, of the trainmen, said his FOUND
of central Europe. I am not ew of the Rev. Father P. J. Carwas
basea
ballot
organization's
any group1 or govern roll of this city and was a native
solely on the July 1 wage cut, and HEAD BEATEN TO PULP representing
ment, nor am I pressing for a de of Dubuque. He had been pastor
declared he had withdrawn from
cision. The plan provides for cap at Lead about three years and was
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the brotherhoods'
joint meeting
a graduate of the Dubuque college
El Paso, Tex. Oct. 26. George ltal Btock , amounting to $1,000, and
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St. Mary's of Baltimore,
Md.
ballot. The language of the Joint Merton, merchant and stock man 000,000 In gold, and the institution Ho was
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be governed
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St. Joseph, Mo., Oct. 26. A. M. son, a young negro, who barricaded nnesHnrm referred to all had a Lucero.' who is investigating
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Hall, a police desk clerk. waB himself In a house anil una ln
IBT THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
bearing on the frame of mind case. No arrests havo been made poses."
Mr. Vanderlip left last, night
killed, Thomas Johnson, chief ot shot to death by police and former which led the employes to vote
Merton was 65 veara old and
Washington, Oct, 26. Repeal of this amendment, and One demo
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the discussion preceding the strike
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connection with the death of vision in tho tax revision bill nrn. agreement that it would lispoae
The shooting followed attempts queston proper on both the joint for the entire quota of Liberty
Virginia Rappe, that It be per- viding for its collection this calen- of, on the calendar day tomorrow,
ui ueiecuve aaus and a companion ballot and tnat or mo trammeii. bonds assigned to Rodey, although
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(Of Tbe Associated Press.)
mitted to take depositions In Chi- dar year. The provision adopted all amendments except that offered
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German extraction
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cago and Washington, D. C was is a substitute for the excess prof by Senator Walsh, democrat, MasEl Paso police and sheriffs have Johnson was
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fined $25 here today granted by the superior court to- its section on tne existing law.
sachusetts.
The Walsh
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roDuery.
Before accepting the original ment proposes, in lieu of the ilS
New Mexico officials have little to by Justice of the Peace M. Mars- - day.
Barricading' himself In the all admitted that the other
collito
for
a
teller
the
In
senate
failure
voted
any work on. ' Rodey is forty-fiv- e
down. per cent income tax on corporareport
The
house, Henderson
miles
would probably figure
onened " flra.
are provision
sought
4? to 31, an amendment by Sena- tions recommended
sion whlch is alleged to have oc those of depositions
FORECAST.
a
wounding Detective Eads.
and two women tor
by the finance
The settlement leading to calling off rrom
peso.
curred betWeen two horses and on nurses in doctor
1921 committee, a graduated, tax as folReed,
that
for
proposing
Denver, Colo., Oct. 28. New wounded
detective's companion tliB striR'
and Lowell and
v
automobile driven by Johnson on Sherman, an Chicago now
thereafter the excess profits lows:
Mexico and Arizona; Thursday and sent in a riot call.
brought out
The questioning
El Paso. Tex.. Oct. St. Attor the
in
actor,
ta:: be 2 per cent on the net inroad. One
The officers
Twelve and one-hasurrounded tho that a vote against the strike had neys here and at Las Cruces are horse; Tucson-Nogalper cent on
Friday fair; slowly rising tempercome of corporations, between 16 the net income up to $100,000;
is declared tt have been so
15
house and in the exchange of shots been returned on twenty-thr- e
ature.
for a man named Schulti,
per cent and 50 per cent of the per cent on the net income beHan was killed and Johnson and roads by the conductors; on four- hunting
who Is believed to be the sole heir badly Injured that It later had to EXPORTS TO EUROPE
be
invested
killed.
MacDonald wounded.
capital, and 40 per cent tween $100,000 and $300,000; SO
teen
the trainmen, and on to the $500,000 fortune of George
LOCAL REPORT.
the net income in excess of per cent between $300,000
It is said that Johnson will ap
Meantime crowds began gatherin- throe by
and
SLUMPED LAST MONTH on
roads by ,the firemen. Cash- Merton, of Rodey, N. M, Merton,
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
50 per cent, six republicans joined $500,000, and 25
the
Cruz
case
to
Santa
the
peal
cent on the
In
the
g-.1
on
were
every who lived alone, was found dead
per
"
many en said the switchmen
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, former service groups
court.
the democratic minority in sup- amount In excess of $500,000.
.
men who procured
voted for a strike Stone, Tuesday morning near his home. county superior
recorded by the university:
Washington. Oct. 26. Exnorts to porting the amendment. They were
A committee amendment limitrifles or revolvers and joined the system
a nephew of the dead
after a heated protest against
scnultz,
CO
fell
off
Europe
Highest temperature
September
during
Borah, Johnson, Kenyon, LaFol-letting after January 1, $2,000 exemp"to his en- -' man, was last' heard of in Eorna- KARTHQCAKK SHOCK 8.
34 police.
as
about
coniDared
by
Cowest
$31,000,008
Norbeck
Norris.
and
now allowed
tion
The fire department was sum- emies," the information
to
20. Earthquake with
Oct.
Milan,
agreed to obtain it from llllo,' N. M. ;
In26 moned and the
The senate also voted down. 42 corporations havingcorporations,
August, while imports
Range
net income of
building was soon his office in Cleveland.
shocks were felt in Massa and creased
47
$4,000,-00to
33,
another
Reed
or
by approximately
Mean'v.,
ablaze.
amendment $25,000
less, was adopted withrevolver in
I
Henderson,
MATCH.
Carrara,- on the Tuscan coast ot
Clashes Mark Hearing.
.
to foreign trade fig proposing that the excess profits out objection or a record
67 hand, appeared at a second
ilumidlty at 6 a. m.
vote.
story
Considerable ures according
Chicago. Oct. 26. Pal Moore. Italy , .Jast night.
The hearing was marked
Issued today by the commerce tax would be 20 per cent of tl
by
29 window.
Humidity at 0 p. m.
As
a
A bullet from a police
of the unanimous
result
was
and
the
Memphis
damage
done,
.
people
clashes
bantamweight,'
of
the
.
.
tonight
between
.
member
South
net income in excess of 50 per consent
None man rifle carried away part of
department. imports from
Precipitation
the republican
and Stone. Mr. Stone charg was matched to meet Pete Herman, camped during the night In the America during the month increas- cent of the invested capital. EiKht held In agreement,
12 his
Maximum wind velocity
head.-- ' The
abeyance their Plan tr
body toppled board
fields.
ed Chairman Barton was not civ former champion' in a
ed by about $6,000,000 while ex republicans Borah, Capper. John- force a continuous. session and tho
, South through the window and bullet
Direction of wind
contest to a decision at 'New Or- Dispatches from Florence state ports remained practically
un son, Kenyon. IjiFollette. McNarv. senate adjourned at 5:30 p. m. unCharacter o day
Clear rained into it as It fell,
v a tornado h
.Continued on Jfaga Xwq.)
leans November ZS. ..,
ravaged Unit city. . changed.
Norbeck unil Noma
(
supported til 11 a. m. tomorrow. .
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ONE MAN KILLED, TWO WOUNDED

REPEAL OF THE EXCESS PROFITS
TAX AS OF JAN. 1, NEXT, MADE

IN BATTLE WITH A NEGRO, WHO

BARRICADES HIMSELF IN HOUSE

r.

CERTAIN BY ACTION' OF SENATE

1

Officers Attempt to Arrest Black, Suspected

of Having Committed a Robbery; a Gun
Fight Follows; He Is Later Shot to Death
By Police and Former Service Men.

Provision Is Adopted Providing Only for Its
Collection This Calendar Year; Republicans
Hold In Abeyance Their Plan to Force a
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(Continued

Handwriting Throw Interesting Light on Char-

acter of Future President.

The Associated l'rM.)
' New(By
York, Oct. 26. Threo letters in the handwriting of Theo-

dore Roosevelt, presented recently
to the. Roosevelt Memorial association, throw Interesting light on the
early character of the future president whose birthday will bo celebrated tomorrow throughout the
country.
The great American's modesty as
young man, verging nearly on
timidity, is disclosed in a note accepting the offer of a trusteeship
of the New lor: infant asylum.
The letter was written to Dr.
Henry D. Nicoll, then head of the
asylum, in 1881, the year when
Roosevelt, then 23 years old, took
l:is seat in the state assembly.
His
"absolute
inexperience,"
Roosevelt wrote, would prevent his
of
much
use," but, with
being
determination
also evidenced in
another letter to Dr. Nicoll, he
. promised to "try my best."
Ten months later, in 1882, he
wrote Dr. Nicoll again, expressing
pleasure in accepting the position
as trustee, but adding:
"I only fear that I will by no
'means come up to your expecta
tions. But I shall do my best."
Roosevelt's early love for outdoor life, a characteristic which
had much to do with the molding
of his later lire, end his admlra
tlon for nicturesaue characters in
frontier history, come to the front
Jn the third letter, written in 18H0
to Richard "Watson Gilder, editor
masraaine.
.of
if
The letter is in a nervous, hsty
unrint and was written from Wnsll
Jngton, where Roosevelt was hold
his first federal ortice, mat
ing civil
'of
service commissioner.
it he appealed to Mr. Glldor
'Id have a biography or sketch of
Kit . Parson's life written and
pointed out that Carson and his
comrades were "men or real marn
Wd their work "of utmost
and should not be allowed
same appeal
tij be forgotten" the broadcast
now being sent out
by
ih TinnspvpU Memorial assooiaof
'tlons to perpetuate the memory
iThoodore Roosevelt
Mr. Gilder
i He suggested that
obtain an article on civil -service
eform from "Cabot Lodge,- wno,
lie said, was "a man of note, and
a. rising one in his party.
i At that time Senator Dodge was
ai
mi representative in congress,
'Roosevelt's suggestion the articles
In
the
Mr.
Lodge
written
by
jwere
Jnagailne during that and the following year.
i. Tn mnn Roosevelt was a prolific
Writer of stories of hunting and of
!wlM animal 1If and he concluded
the lit?ils letter in the spirit of nell
his
erary freolance, keen to
'stories:
to
the three
"I will buckle down
Shunting articles for bear, moose,
will
I
bring in
and
etc.,
.panther,
'th 'Turk' Btorv." he wrbte, and
iadded the suggestion, "My bear
good
acrape would, I think, make aworth
JHeturQ, if you thought it mounSvhile; also the death of the
bison, and of the bull moose.
tain
'
The two Nicoll letters were
to the Roosevelt Memorial
association by Mrs. Henry D. Nicoll
and the r.llder letter by the publishers of Century Magazine,
.

.

conse-iquen-

ing the unions a fair hearing, after
he hsd attempted to Introduce the
names of seven roads which,
violated orders of the board.
The chair ruled against the

GEI
,

"It in not our purpose to listen tj
discussions going back Into the
hlHtorv of other decisions, or the
merits of decisions ve have rendered," the chairman said, "If you
want to be heard on that, you mav
be heard at another time and
place."
"I want to call your attention
to the fact that Mr. Hooper Just
finished asking that identical quesand Mr.
tion of Mr. Sheppard,
Shepnard replied to it," Stone re
torted.
Violations Aiiogoa.
"Violations of schedules by these
different roads have been going on
for months, and that has led up
to the frame of mind that you
find these whom I represent in.
'If we cannot find redress in
this board, then I want to know
can
where the 80,000 engineers
find relief. If we are to be prohibited explaining the feeling of our
men, then I do not see that therg
is anything more for me to say."
stona was finally permmea to
rend the nameB of the seven roads,
on motion of W. D. McMenlmen,
labor member of the board. The
first two were the Atlanta,
and Atlantlo, and the
Missouri and North Arkansas, both
of which are in the hands of receivers.
"Don't you know our decisions
were overruled
by the federal
courts on those roads?" Chairman
Barton and Mr. Hooper Interrupted.
"Then to carry it to a logical
conclusion, all a road needs to do
la to go into a receiver's hands and
the transportation ac is null and
void, Stone replied.
Other Roads Named.
The other five roads named by
Stone as violating the board's
included the Denver and
Salt Lake, Arizona and New Mexico find Nevada Northern.
Ftone then attempted to read
roads on which
list of thirty-thre- e
he- said wage reductions had been
violation of the
in
effect
in
placed
transportation aot, but Chairman
Barton interrupted, saying
they
were all short lines and not parties
to the present dispute.
"They are under the jurisdiction
of this board, however," Btone retorted.
"Anyway, as I understand it,
the trend of your argument is criticism of the board," said Mr. Barton,
"I beg your pardon," Mr. Btone
said. "I said nothing of the kind.
I said the action of the carriers
had Influenced the minds of the
men, as the result of which the
strongest strike vote ever polled by
this organization was had. That is
what I meant to infer."
Situation T'nclinngcd.
After the day hearing Mr.
Cashon In a statement to newspaper men said:
."Nothing transpired at the day
meeting to change the situation,
so far as a settlement is

f
Iff'

rvff

."

,

It was decided, the board an
nounced at the convening of the
night session, that no further representatives" of the union would
be called to testify. Mr. Hooper
announced that the board considered it had sufficient Information
from the labor chiefs, although
they might be recalled for additional questioning.
T. Dewitt Cuyler, chairman ' of
the Association of Railway Executives, acting as spokesman for the
t
rail officiate, then presented
a
be
to
said
n
.
Wide-opeeyes are
summary by the rail executives of
rashness.
events
of
leading to the .crisis.
"judicative
Kxpcct a Decision Soon.
Chairman Eartonannounced the
hearing would close tonight and
that the union men and railroad
Home-madexecutives can go home. The five
but Hat Ho
union
presidents
Immediately
,,' Equal for Loughu
called meetings of their general
chairmen
and
executive
commitMskrs a family tnpplr ef rTltees at the Masonic temple here
i1vHnilitMe routed niixliclne. Ennat fl a. m.
iy prrpareu, miu bb pwuk
"The board will take everything
into cireful consideration," Chair,
man
Barton announced in adjournIf you have a severe cough or chest
the hearing, "and ,will, within
with aorenes., ing
Hold
accompanied
a
short time, possibly tomorrow,
diflicult
throat tickle, hoarseness, orwakes
i not later than the next
breathing, or if vour child and up certainly
deliver its decision in this
day.
you
during the night' with croup
want quick help, try this reliable old matter in the usual way."
cough remedy. Any drug-ciMAN CONVICTED OF
can siippjv, you with 2ys ounces
of Pinex. Pourtnis into a pint bottle
KIDNAPING HIS SON
and fill the bottle with plain granulated sugar syrup. Or you can use
GRANTEDA PARDON
clarified molasses,
honey, or corn
syrup, if
syrup, instead of sugar
of
a
makes
desired. This recipe
pint
(By The AMnrlattd
It
Oct. 26.
Olympla,
Wash.,
really remarkable cough remedy.
tastes good, and in spite of its low George Stagg, former Tacoma
to
give
convicted a year
newspaperman
cost, it can be depended upon
ouiolc and lasting reJief.
ago of kidnaping his son, was par- You can feel
this take Jiold of l doned here
today by Acting Governor W. J. Coyle.
cough in a way that means business..
Btagg came
raises
the
and
phlegm,
loosens
Jt
from the state prison at Walla
stops throat tickle and soothes and Walla without a guard to confer
heals the irritated membranes that with Coyle.
line the throat and bronchial tubes
The desire of a father for the
with such promptness, ease and cerpossession and affections of. his
it is really astonishing.d child
tainty that
does not evidence a corrupt
Pinex is a special and highlyvon-eentrateor criminal mind, the acting govcompound of genuine. J
ernor said, In announcing the parpine extract, and is probably the don.
best known means of overcoming
Stagg took the boy east, later resevere coughs, throat and chestcolua.
storing him to his mother and
There sre many worthless imitathen returned to plead guilty.
tions of this mixture. To avoid disof Betty Brainerd, newspaper woman,
appointment, ask for "2", ounces
don
and
t was arrested in the east in connecPinex" with full directions
accept anything else. Guaranteed to tion with the case, but was
give absolute satisfaction or money
promptly refunded. The Pinex Co.,
Out of every million of the
yt. Wayne, Ind.
world's population 64 are blind.
pre-'aent-
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We have it on
track, in bins, en
route.
EGG

SUGARITE AND BRILLIANT

Aztec Fuel Company

Miss Mary Adams Stevens of
Washington, who is representing
the District of Columbia at the an
nual cotton festival now being
held at Waco, Tex., is a daughter
of the late J. D. Stevens of Washington and Mrs. Nelllo Stevens and
a direct descendant of John Quincy
Adams. She was selected as "princess" by President Harding.

NOISY WELCOME

IT

BIRMINGHAM

LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE
42.1

GLASS, PAINT,
CEMENT, PLASTER.
LUMBER COMPANY

MOUTH

riKST STHEliT.

,
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President Admonishes North
and South to Put Aside
Old Prejudices and Solve
the Race Problem.
PETITION IS SIGNED
(Hr The AMorlnted Prf.)
FOR NATIONAL GUARD
28.
Oct.

Ala.,
Birmingham.
North and South, whites and
admonished
were
by Presblacks,
ident Harding today to put aside
old prejudices and pretenses and
set the face of the nation coura constructive
ageously toward
and permanent solution of the
race problem.
In a sweeping presentation of
hi. views, which was received
of
with varying manifestations
emotion by a crowd of several
thousand whites and negroes, tne
president declared eocial equality between the races must not
be considered a possibility but
that the black man must have
an increased political, economic
and educational opportunity if the
American nation is to live true to
its traditions of democracy.
The address, one of five delivered by the president during a
day's visit to the Birmingham
was
celebration,
driven home with vigorous gesture and deliberate utterances. He
spoke with a manifest determination to make the pronouncement
one of the most plain spoken of
his administration.
The crowd was packed in the
inadequate confines of Woodrow
Wilson park, and many hundreds
on

the outskirts, apparently

AGAINST ERBSTEIN TO
BE HEARD ON TUESDAY

(By The Assocmted

(Br The Associated Press.)
Los Angeles, Oct. 26. The grievance committee of tfc- - Los Ange-

les Bar association today decided
to hear next Tuesday night charges
of Thomas Lee Woolwine, dlstric
attorney, that Charles E. Erbstein,
Chicago attorney, was "a person
Bondholders Petition for An wholly unfit to practice law at this
Order to Cease Opera- bar."
Erbstein received today a "spetions or Reduce Wages cial visitor" pass from the sheriff's
office so that ho could visit his
or Operating Costs.
client. Yesterday no wvs denied
an attorney's pass.
AMorlated
rrea.)
(Or The
25.
The
Oct.
Colo..
Brighton.
Bankers' Trust company of New
York, trustee for bondholders of
the Denver & Salt Lake railroad,
today filed a petition in the district
court here asking that the court
either order the railroad closed or
uun
n order that wages or oper
ating costs be reduced so that the
road can operate at a profit.
Th netltlon asked that the road
1 or
suspend operations November
i
on such date as me cuun. may
if the court does not issue the or
disder to reduce expenses. After
cussion with attorney for the peti
tioners, the court set jvovumoer
next, for hearing on the petition.
The Bankers' Trust company, the
holdings
petition states, represents
of bonds amounting to $10,814,000.
The road now is in the hand of
receiver who have power to Issue
receiver's certificates to cover deficits In expenses. Such certificater
are preferred liabilities on th
road's property and must be paid
ahead of the bonds. The petition
sett up that the road Is not making
enough revenue to take cara of the
bondholders.
The road W Known as me
vnitK"
It operates zo.n
miles of track between Denver and
Craig, Colo.
InIt has many points of scenlo Coterest along it's route, ncludlng with
rona, the "Top of the World,''
an altitude of 11.660 feet. The road
also serves a vast country west of
m"
Denver and carries mucn
grade coal from western Colorado
to Denver for distribution.

ROUTE

Richmond, Va.. Oct. 26. A verdict of guilty of murder in the first
dogree was) returned by a Jury in
circuit court today in the case of
Dr. Wilmarth A. Hadley, former
United States army surgeon, charged with the murder of his wife,
Mrs. Sue Kathleen Tinsley Hadley.
The body of Mrs. Hadley was found
in the James river noar here about
three years ago.
The verdict, which was returned
after the Jury had been out less
than forty minutes, carries with it
a eentenceof death by

!
SUGGEST POSTPONEMENT.
Oct. 26. Due to
Washington,
the threatened railroad strike, several members of the democratic
national committee have suggestof the meeting
ed postponement
of the committee, to be held in St.
12.
Chairman
Louis, November
White, it waB said today, will
tomordecision
make kaown hla
row.

-

4

BRIAND IS SUSTAINED.
Paris, Oct. 26 (by the Associated Press.) The policies of the
cabinet of Premier Briand wera
sustained by the chamber of deputies tonight when a vote of confidence resulted in 381 votes in
favor of the government and 186

against

It.

Announcement By

Stron

RroSo

Furniture " Rugs
For 7 hree Years

For Three Years We Have Been Trr'ng to Replenish Our Stocks of

ENGINE AND TWO CARS
PLUNGE 1NTQ RlVfcn

DINNER

WEAR

so. We invite you to see the largest and
most complete line of

at last we have done

And

Br The Awocluted PrM.)
Knnis. Oct. 26, The engine,
exbaggage and mall car of an
Borne
press train running betweenInto
the
and Naples today plunged
river near Regglo, province of Caand
four
labria. The engineer
trainmen are missing, it la thought
their bodies were wasnea away uy
the ourrent. No passengers were
injured.-

We

Linoleum
Waited

WARE

DECORATED DINNER
Ever shown in

Fiv

Albuquerque.

FromAnd the prices are

New Patterns to Select

they have been for the past four years.

much lower than

See them today.

at SECOND

COPPER

PHONE

75

-

Oorrp)ndenr to The Journal.)
Artesla, N. M Oct. 26. A committee consisting of members of
the Artesla Chamber of Commerce
and the American
legion, have
been working on the movement. In
securing a unit of the New Kexico
national guard at Artesia. Artesla
was the home of Company C, of
the old national guard of pre-wexistence.
About one hundred men have
signed a petition, asking that a motor transport corps be organized at
this place. Each signed signifies
his intention to Join the organlza
tlon, if organized. The petition
will be sent to the adjutant gen
eral's office at Santa Fe.
A large number of ArteBia men
are members of the cavalry troop
at Calsbad. However, a member
ship of one hundred men can be
obtained, according to the state
ments of a member of the commit
tee.
(Speolnl

'JThose Lights

in the Train

MEMORIAL TO AMERICA
IS ERECTED BY CHINA
(Br The Associated Frew.)

Chefoo. Oct. 26. The Chinese
have erected a three arch marble
gateway in honor of the American
people. The central arch Is sur
mounted by an American emblem
with crossed American flags and
bears an inscription to the effect
that the archway Is a memorial to
the American people, expressing
the hope that the friendship of the
peoples of China and the United
States will ever increase.

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
an
Boilermaker
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1100

W elders.

Tel.
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Wind Shield
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HUNGARY HAS ASKED
CHARLES TO ABDICATE

FORMER ARMY SURGEON
CONVICTED OF MURDER

CHARGES

COMPANY AT ARTESIA

un-

able to hear, kept up a hub-bu- b
which made his declarations inaudible to all but those close by.
cheering swept the
Repeated
segregated sections allotted to the
negroes, as they caught portions
of the speech. In the white section there were occasional ripples of applause as the significance of a phrase here and there
and pondered by
was realized
those near the speaker.
In other parts of the city Mr.
Harding was received with a
succession of intensive demonstraFor a mile he rode
tions.
through crowds In a parade, a
roar of cheering accompanying
him. He was cheered nearly a
he appeared to
minute when
speak at a luncheon and he received repeated applause as, attired In cap and gown, he addressed students of Birmingham
Southern college and then, wearing a Masonic apron, he laid the
corner stone of a new Masonic
temple.
Throughout the day the president insisted that his visit was
and, everywholly
by
where he was accompanied
to
stand at
Underwood
Senator
his side and shake hands with
each of those in line, and in his
luncheon address he paid a warm
tribute to the statesmanship of
the senator. During the early
evening he paid a call on Mr.
Underwood's mother.

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
- Inquire
JOURNAL OFFICE

Long before the locomotive is coupled to the train;
you push the button in your berth and the light flashes
on. Have you ever wondered what supplied the
current for those Pullman lights? Storage batteries,
charged by a generator under the car when the train
is in motion, furnish the current.
The first
battery ever made was an
Exide Battery. Just as in the automobile field the
first starting and lighting battery ever made was an
Exide, Every important step in storage batteries
since the beginning of the industry has been made
by the manufacturers of the Exide Batteries.
Hundreds of industries and thousands of electrically
lighted farm homes use Exide Batteries.'
The engineering experience gained in building
rugged batteries for every purpose is embodied in the
Exide made for your automobile. It has power to
spare through a long life of dependable service.
This means much to your comfort and economy in
motoring.
There is an Exide Service Station near you.
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The Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IK OCULAR
REFRACTION
Phono 1037-10T S. Fonrtll.

TreM.)

Budapest, Oct. J (by the AssoThe Hungarian
ciated Press).
government today asked former
Emperor Charles to abdlct and to
recognize cessation of his dynastic
He was ordered to surrights.
render to British authorities and
was told an answer was expected
DAY AND NIGHT SESSIONS
today.
Former Minister of the Interior
Beniczky, an active participant in
Attend a school that ll surCharles' attempt to regain the
rounded with an Atmosphere
was
arrested
today
Magyar throne,
of Business.
,
and imprisoned In Budapest; A
the
A thorough coarse In this
report was current today that
disauthorities had. picked up a forschool would prepare yon (or
a worth-whil- e
patch purporting to come from
position.
mer Emperor William of Germany,
to
ENROLL NOW.
congratulations
extending
Charles on his entry Into Hungary.
There was no confirmation.
Good Word for Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy.
Those who have used this preparation and know from their own
experience that it Is a medicinehesi-of
real worth and merit, do not
tate about speaking a good word
for It. Edward Lewi Minoa. N.
T., writes, "I have twefl Chamber-Iain'- s
Cough Remedy for twenty
years and It has never failed to
cure me. It is by far the best
cough medicine I have ever taken.
A

JEWETT FIRE BRICK
Phone 251

(By Th Annoolntfd Pre".)
Berlin, Oct. 26 (by the Assoclaf.
ed Press.) Dr. Joseph Wlrth, who
remains German chancellor In the
new cabinet which takes the place
of that which resigned last week,
of
today announced the personnel
the new cabinet formed by him.
folThe cabinet is constituted as
lows:
Chancellor and minister of foreign affairs, Dr. Wlrth.
Vice chancellor and minister of
treasury, Gustave Adolf Bauer.
Minister of the. Interior, Adolf
Koester, socialist.
Gesa-le- r,
Minister, of defense, Herr
democrat.
,
Minister of economics,' Robert
Schmidt, socialist.
Minister of food and Interim finance, Andres Hermes.
Minister of posts and telegraphs.
Johann Glesberts, centrist.
Minister of labor, Dr. Helnrlch
;
Brauns, centrist.
communlcatloni,
of
Minister
Herr .Groener, no party.
Minister of Justice, Herr
socialist.
Andres Hermes, minister of food,
decided to take on the added duty
of finance. Although it was announced that the post of minister
of reconstruction would temporarily remain unoccupied, it Is generally believed that Walter Rathe,
nau will resume his old post within eight days. His retirement for
the present Is explained as being
due to democratio scruples.
Although Herr Gessler, minister of defense, also ranks as a democrat, his retention of the portfolio was due to pressure by President Ebert, Dr. Wlrth and others
were of the belief that the war
ministry was the one governmental department which should not
be exposed to the effects of the
present crisis.
Herr Groener remains as minister of communications. Dr. Rosen,
the foreign minister, and Herr
Shifter, minister of Justtce, are the
only members of the former cabi
net definitely oui oc lam government.
The new minister of Justice. Gus-taat
Radbrueh, is a professor
Kiel university. At the session of
Dr. Wlrth anthe reichstag.
that the government
nounced
would appoint a delegate to the
eeonomlo negotiations
concerning
the Silesian award.
Bad-bruc-

Mary Adams Stevens,
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Marshal Foch Is the only
Frenchman who has been ap.
pointed a British field marshal.
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VISIT THE NEAREST

Arno Hunlng Eleotrlo Co.,
AI3CQTOB.Qt?E
v
41t West Central Ave.
CtATTONPioneer Auto Co.

EXIDE SERVICE STATION

EAST LAS VEGAS
Avenue.
GALMJP Watson-Pals- o

F. C. Orth, 11J1 Douelas
Garage.

CRENVIIXE
TEXICO

L. G. Gualor,

Textco Garape.

E
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1921 TAX ROLLS SHOW A TOTAL

STIGE

tf

Allied Nations Will Be Represented By Civic Organizations; Hundreds Will
Take Part in Celebration.
Plans for the celebration of
Armistice day, November. 11, have
been almost completed by the committee in charge. If the proposed
program is carried out, probably
the largest parade ever seen in
Albuquerque will pass through the
eity to Old Albuquerque where the
memorial tablet in the court house
yard will be dedicated to the
heroes of the world war who represented this community.
The old cannon in Robinson
park will be used for firing salutes
during the day. Practically all of
the allied nations will be represented by various organizations in
the parade.
:. The
tentative formation of the
parade as announced yesterday is
as follows:
Bund.
The dove of peace on a float escorted by Red Cross, nurses.
Members of the Grand Army in
automobiles.
Veterans of Foreign Wars and
Disabled Soldiers' league in floats
and "cootie" cars.
; Spanish
war veterans, American
and auxiliary
Legion members
members of the legion in a float.
' Red Cross members.
Second band, followed by Governor Mechem, , county and city
escorted
by the
commissioners
members of the national guards.
The Y. M. C. A., Knights of
Columbus, Salvation Army and
Jewish "Welfare league with floats
to represent huts.
Other floats wilt be the "United States," represented by the Wornen's club and Masonic orders:
by the
represented
"England"
This float will include a
Elks.
representation of Scotland, Ireland
und Wales also.
France will be represented Bel-by
Order of Moose.
the
gium will be represented by the
Odd Fellows; Italy by the Italian
societies; Kervia by the Brotherhood of Carpenters; Greece by the
Knights of Pvthlas; New Zealand
by the Woodmen of the World:
Australia by the Rotary club and
Roumania by the Central Labor
union.
Labor unions will follow, and
then the city and county schools
nnd students of the United States
Indian school. Boy Scouts and
other bodies which may wish fol-to
take part in the parade will
J

i

low.

ANDFUNERALS

DEATHS

(PREMIER BHIAHD

ASSESSMENT OF $356,379,956

BIG FEATURE OF

1

UACA .Inan Ilaeu, 60 years old,
died yesterday morning at'hls
He is
in Old Albuquerque.
fturvived bv one daughter, who was
with him at the end. The body
was taken to Crollott's funeral parlor, pending funeral arrangements.
'

The tax rolls for 1921 have been filed with the stata tax
commission and show a total assessment of $3- i.;i7'J,f!'G as compared with $386,S!3G,G37
appearing on the 1920 rolls, according
to a report issued by the Taxpayers' Association of New Mexico.
Tho value of the mineral output
This is a loss of $30,000,000.
for 1920 was $10,810,051 and a loss of at least $7,000,000 is anticipated in the net output value for 1921.. In 1920, private car
companies were assessed at $1,778,505 and a half million reduction
may result for 1921. In 1920, the valuation upon which state tax
rates were based was $104,825,253. Estimating a total loss of
$37,500,000 the assessed value of property subJectSto taxation In
New Mexico will be approximately $367,250,000.
Tax levies to be extended upon the 1921 rolls are now being
determined, the first half of which will be payable January 1,
1922, and the second half Juno 1, 1922. It is the 1921 taxes which
will provido the revenues to meet tho 1922 budgets which are
now under consideration by the state tax commission.
The state levy for 1921 will be probably five mills as compared with fivo and a quarter mills, a reduction of ,25 mills.
This reduction is made possible by the certification of a one mill
v
state road levy instead of one and a halt mill.
As to county levies the total will show little or no increase
if the general county school levies be excluded. Road tax levies
are lower except in a few counties where special acts of the
legislature imposo extra levies. For state and federal aid road
projects the total levies will be decreased approximately 33 3
.
per cent.
Tho general county school levies will show a large increase
over those of 1920. In the latter year $4,072,771.? 1 was leviofl
for the maintenance of elementary and high schools. For 1921,
the amount will be $4,673,326.10, an increaso of $600,554.41, or
approximately 15 per cent. This will, of course, mean a substantial
increaso in the total levies for all. purposes. The special school district levies will show a decrease of nearly $100,000 in the whole state.
Municipal levies will be approximately tho same as "last year.
The following shows the Increase in the county levies for
school maintenance:
1920
1921
Increase in Per Cent
COUNTIES
Tax Rate
Tax Rate
Tax Rate Increase in
per $1000' per $1000 per $1000 Tax Rate
Bernalillo
13.00
10.80
3.80
29.23
Carton (new county) . .
10.00
Chaves
9.00
1.19
2.19
24.33
1 3.71
Colfax
11.08
2.63
23.74
16.00
18.00
2.00
Curry
12.50
De Baca.
8.75
10.66
1.91 '
21.83
Dona Ana.
9.50
12.70
3.20
33.68
12.75
14.40
1.65
Eddy
12.94
OiOO
Grant
7.67
1.67
27.83
8.56
13.35
4.79
Guadalupe
55.96
12.16
Harding new county) .
8.60
S.70
.10
Hidalgo . . i
1.18
Lea ,
7.50
14.92
7.42
9S.93
Lincoln
,
13.58
35.00
1.42
10.46
Luna
8.18
.71 ,
8.70
. 8. 87
6.14
7.30
1.16
McKinley
IS. 89
Mora
9.38
13.78
4.40
46.91
' 1.71
Otero
12.23
13.94
13.99
13.50
17.31
Quay
3.81
28.22
'
Rio Arriba. .
12.00
12.58
.M
4.90
Roosevelt .
31.50
18.00
6.50
5H.25
Sandoval . . .
4.50
8.80
4.30
95.55
San Juan. . .
16.50
15.60
Dec. .90
Dec. 5.45
1 2.20
San Miguel.
11.00
lo.9l
1.20
Santa Fe. . , .
10.00 ,
32.52
2.52
25.20
Sierra
4.40
4.29
95.23
Socorro . . ,
12.00
12.36
.36
3.00
Taos
10.00
13.51
3.51.
35.10
Torrance ...
13.00
18.00
38 45
Union
12.0(1
18.00
6.00
f,fl (10
.Valencia ...
5.00
8.67
3.67
73.40
1

i
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JURY IS GROSE
TO TRY RILL

2, 500

01

IT

KILLED

MURDER CHARGE

fi

II!

YEARS,

E

LIST

CLilS

by her husband,

(Bv The Amiirliitcd Press.)
brother and a sister.
anBrighton, Colo.. Oct. 26. EviFrncral. arrangements will be
Martinez is in dence that William Riley Hlli.
nounced later.
chawed with murder in conneccharge.
tion with the death of his
the
of
inquired
The
body
WARDllOP
depth of the lake in which the
Charles F. Wardrop, who died at
in
will
was
lie
will
later found,
child's body
the Glen Ethel Ranch,
par- he presented by tho state. District
state Thursday at French's when
declared
BontriKht
W.'L.
1:00
o'clock,
to
10
Attorney
from
lors
home in his openlne statement at Hill'"
it will be shipped to the old burial.
Ind., for
trial this afternoon. He also anin Indianapolis,
The mother will escort the body nounced that the state would ask
home. The Woodmen of the World life Imprisonment.
Selection of the Jury was comwill form an escort to the train.
pleted this mornins after the state
aged
A.
Waters,
A.
exercised fourteen
WATERS
a and defense had
of the peremptory challanpes al40. a Pullman porter, died at
He
local sanatorium Tuesday.
lowed under the law. All of the
came here Rentomber 30 for his jurors except one are farmers.
in
live
Relatives
health.
Four witnesses wero presented
remains were cnt there bv the state dtirlnK the afternoon.
for interment, JStrwrBrothers. Tipton Brewer, proprietor of a
store, at Derby, Colo., testified he
had seen Hill and the child at his
STECHER BEATS GOBAR
on July 21, a few days before
store
IN 2 STRAIGHT FALLS the discovery of the body. Maps of
a

Joe
Oct. 26
Kansas City"-;o.- ,
heavyBtecher of Nebraska, formerdefeated
weight chnmolonIn wrestler,
two straight falls
Gobar of India
came
here tonight. The first fall and
in one hour, fifteen minutes
with a combination
thirty seconds and
arm hold, and
hodv scissors
forty-on- e
the 'second in debt minutes,
seconds with a combination
head scissors and arm lock. Tex..
Frank Paviscourt of Austin,
defeated Jack Rozers,out Canadian
of three.
champion, in two falls
who
John Pesek of Nebraska, failwas scheduled tn meet Rogers,
ed to rppear for the match and
Paviscourt volunteered to wrestle
the Canadian.

PASS CITY MAN DIES
AT THE jAGE OF 115
El Paso, Tex., Oct. 26. The suthe El Paso county
perintendent ofrecorded
the Ceatn
hospital today
nt Francisco Evana, 115 years old.
record,
to
the
Evana. according
was horn In Vera ' r Mexico, in
1S06, and came to Texas in 1837.
while Sam Houston was president.
He had the appearance of a
man of half his age, and,
nuthori-tieaccording to the hospital
ho retained to the last his
memory of events in Mexico
the war with the United States,
and of the early days of tho Texas
republic
s,

he-fo- re

the vicinity where tho body was
discovered were identified by other
witnesses and Sheriff K. A. Oorm-leof Brighton, had been on the
stand but a few minutes when
court adjourned.
y,

RIFLED BAGS FOUND
BY COLORADO FARMER
(By Tho Associated Press.)

Denver,

Oct. 26.

Eupene

Vet-te-

a farmer living near Aurora,
Colo., found two leather baps today in his pasture which contained

estimated today, during testimony
ut a hearing of the special senate
committee investigating conditions
In Haiti. Of that number, he added, 1,132 were killed between October 1, 1019, and October 1, 1920.
He reviewed many features of the
report he made of alleged killings
and brutal treatment of the natives
to the commandant of the marine
corps in Haiti two years ago. explaining that he had devoted two
months In 1919 to the inouiry on
which the report was based.
Although he had made the Investigation as sweeping as possible, he explained, ho could find no
evidence of the killing of natives
held as prisoners by the Americans.
"That there were killings wan
undoubtedly true," he said, "and
many of them can bo directly
traced to MaJ. Clark H. Wells, (a
marine officer) but they were not
prisoners, but were natives trying
to escape from tho corvee, or enforced rend work."
Major Turner said that noncommissioned officers of the marines, who acted as officers of the
gendarmes were reported to have
received Instructions from Major
Wells "to bumn off the cacos."
who were regarded as bandits.
He denied that evidence could
were
fie found that
prisoners'
roughly handled.
Colonel
ATeport by Lieutenant
Hooker of the marine corps to
Trig. Gen. A. W. Catlln, once In
command of the forces of occupation, on conditions in Haiti, which
has been held on the confidential
files of the navy department, was
submitted to the committee today.
In It Colonel Hooker stated that
the "gendarmes used (he natives
so brutally that many had joined
the bandits," and that Lieut. B. D.
Williams, n sergeant In the marines, "admitted he had killed several persons when they attempted
to escape."

checks made out to tho Pipcrly
Wigply Stores company of Denver.
Mr. Vetten immediately took the
bags to police headquarters hero
as
where they were identified
(trips stolen on September 19 from
Oeorpe C. Iowry, collector for the
Piggly Wisely company.
Mr. Vetten said he found the
bags in an old depresion that had
once been a pond.
At the time of the robbery
Lowry reported $9,000 was stolen THE UNITED CIGAR
from him. He was held up and
robbed while making his weokly STORE OPENS SATURDAY
rounds of the stores the company
IT. S. Farley, of this city, anowns here to collect receipts, fhe
amount of the checks had not nounces to the public, that he has
been totaled this afterrfoon.
taken over the United Cigar Stores
company agency for this city, and
will open his store, October 29.
MINE OPERATORS NOT
The fixtures, which will ornament
TO ENTER INTO WAGE
the inside of the store, are very
rich and appropriate in design, and
PACTS WITH UNION are
practically tho same kind used
in the several hundred stores of
Associated
The)
Press.)
(By
scattered in all secOct. 26. Decision the company
Washington,
of the United States.
of many West Virginia mine oper- tions
Mr. Farley has been a resident
ators to refuse next spring to repf Albuquerque for several years,
enter into wage contracts with and
acquainted not only In
their employes unions, was an- tho is well
city but throughout the state.
nounced today to the senate comhe has repmittee investigating conditiong in For the past four years Ilfeld
comthe West Virginia fields.
The resented the Charles
statement was made by B. M, Mer- pany in the capacity of traveling
rill, a Charleston operator who said salesman, and prior to that time
that "a concerted move" wag un- represented a firm. of merchander way' to fight the closed union dise brokers.
Mr. Farley states that ho will be
shop when the time for d renewal
of wage contracts arriv-April prepared to meet all demandsat for
the
any brands of United Cigars
first.
same prices that prevail in all the
located
United
Stores
and agencies
FAVORITE MINSTRELS
in over
four hundred cities
AT CRYSTAL MONDAY throughout the United States.
In connection with the United
he wll also
The popularity of the minstrel lines, Mr. Farley Btntes
handle
the famous Romance chocform of entertainment will never
of whlcn
die as long as such companies as olates, fresh shipments
arrive every ten days. The
the famous Busby minstrels of will
rear of the store will be used for
forty really clever and talented a
display room for Navajo Irullan
people prolde the entertainment blankets.
theyyd'for the popular prices they
do. A neon day parade will be given
PPitcher Art frehf. of the
and the flashy appearance of 'the
people arid the 'jazzy" music all world's champion Giants, is an
electrical engineer and expects to
will start the tickets going.
They are at the Crystal opera take up his profession in Sandushouse Monday, October 8 1st.
ky. O,
'

'
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HER LONG SEARCH
IS NQW REWARDED

AFTERMANY YEARS

lr

Mrs. Ida Pickett, 274 South Division St., Buffalo, N. T., saye:
"Twenty-fiv- e
years Is a long time
for something
to keep looking
without finding it, and It's no wonder I almost lost hope. But I fin- ally found what I was hunting a
medicine to relieve me of an awful
case of Indigestion.
rewarded
"Tanlac
.my long
search for relief, and I now enjoy
better health than I have In thirty
years.
Many people on verge of despair
have taken Tanlnc1 and recovered.
Tanlao is sold In Albuquerque by
trie Aivarauo t'narmacy ana an
...II
ut UfigioM) rci jiuqi d
dliii'i trailing
(Adv.)

.

'

N. Y. MILLIONAIRE

?'! I 1 1 s r fi TUX

(By The Ancvirrc :tph.)
Paoli, Ind., Oct. 26. Herbert
Melville Harriman, 46, millionaire
financier of New York, and Miss
Sarah 'Jane Hunter, 2 9. a Red
Cross nurse who served overseas

RED

OVER OPPONENTS

AND

CR0SSNURSE WED

were married here today in a little Methodist parsonage.
Yesterday Mr. Harriman telegraphed Miss Hunter at New York
to meet him at French Lick, Ind.,
where he has been resting, and
today they motored to Paoll where
tho ceremony was performed. Fewer than a half dozen friends were
,
present.

an Overwhelming
Vote of Confidence' Sails
Saturday to Attend Arms
Limit Conference.

Is Given

For

(By The Ansnrlntrd Press.)

Paris, Oct. 26 (by the Associated
Press). Premier Brland will take
passage Saturday to attend the con-

ference on the limitation of arma-- l
lents at AVashington, with the
prestige of ono of the greatest victories of his political career.
The majority in the chamber ot
deputies, which seemed to be moving uwny from the premier yesterday after Andre Tardieu's attack
on th cabinet, dwindled into a little minority after the premier had
replied today.
M. Briand received a final vote
of confidence, 381 to 186. The first
test of strength c'Jme on the question of priority for the order of
the day, the premier making the
This was voted, 339 to
(Tfmand.
.
ITS, many deputies abstaining.
Many of those who voted against
governthe
priority, voted with
ment on the question of confidence.
been
had
Political
passion
worked up to the highest pitch by
the asgressive attacks of M.
,
yesterday, and when M.
leader of the radicals, opened
a counter attack today, it soon became a tumult which required
more than an hour to calm. M.
Herrlot, alluding to M. Tardieu's
criticism of France going to Washington alone, said It was astonishthat
ing that he should propose conthe premier proceed to the
ference with the European coalition behind him.

Constipated Bowels, Sick Headache,
Sour Stomach, Bilious Liver

i

in
The nicest cathartic-laxativ- e
tho world to physic your liver and
bowels when you have Dizzy Headache, Colds, Hlllousness, Indigestion, or Upset, Acid Stomach is
candy-lik- e
"t'asoarets." One or two
tonight will empty your bowels

it

If

1

'

t

.

-

4

completely by morning,, and you
will feel
"They work
splendid.
while you sleep." Cascarets never
stir you up or gripe like Salts. Pills.
Calomel, or Oil and they cost only
ten cents a box. Children love Cascarets too.

Shriners, Attention!
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Dance and Refreshments
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MASONS TO RECEIVE
HONORARY DEGREES
FROM SCOTTISH RITE
The honorary Masonic degree of
Knichts Commander of the" Court
of Honor will be conferred upon
nine Scottish Rite Masons of New
Mexico at the reunion in Santa Fe
Two Albuquerque
in November.
men, Harry K. Walter, secretary of
the Matonic lodges, and TCdward D.
SncUett. will be honored.
The rank is a preliminary to the
degree
much coveted thirty-thir- d
which has alien dy been conferred
upon W. M. Blekel of Oallup, R. L.
Ormsbee and T. Z. Winter of Santa
Fe. Othrrs in the state who also
havo earned the K. C. C. C. H. are:
VeArthur M. Stnley of Easth Las Clo-vof
gas, William H. Duckwn-tIra L. Orimshsiw, FHvard R.
Wrifht, C. F. L'nney. William R.
Criffin and W. O. Conner, J '., of.
Santa Fe.
y
,

DEMVFR WILL HAVE A
NEW ATHLETIC FIELD

HO

U
Konn.

OLDEST "LEATHERNECK" IN THE WOULD
GREETS NAVY HEAD, FORMER MARINE

S A VICTORY

(Bv Thr A'm.i-- iled Pros.)
Brighton, Colo., Man Is AOct.
26. Since
Washington,
to
(Bv The AMiirlsled Pre".)
His
Have
Slain
lleged
American
of Haiti
occupation
Denver, Colo., Oct. 26. PurKSPIXOSA Ueym G. Espinosa.
six
nbor'
natives
2,500
years
ngo,
Her
Body
chase of a large plot, of ground
Stepdaughter;
nsed
years, died yesterday
have been killed "in action," Mai. near the campus and announceSouth
morning at her residence on illness
in
Lake.
Was
a
Found
T. C. Turner of the marine corps ment that plans were under way
Jlroadvay efter a short

She
two

Patfe l'hree
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for the "construction of a modern
athletic field, were made todav bv
W. S. Illff.' member of the athletic

council of the University of Denver. The ground for the field Is
300 by TOO feet and will include :i
football field, a baseball diamond,
outdoor basketball court, cinder
track and tennis courts, according
Plans for
to the announcement.
construction of wooden stands enfield are
half
the
nenrlv
circling
called for, Mr. Hiff raid.
Dr.

Murray, osteopathic
Woolworlh T.ldg. rhone 644W

CUTICURA HEALS

ECZEffiON

BABY

Rash.Burned and Itched.
Was Fretful and Cried at

In

i

Night. FaceDisfigured.

"When baby was six weeks old
eczsma broke out on his cheek in a
watery rash and gradually spread
until the whole cheek became a burning, itching eruption. It irritated so
he would rub his face. His face w3
disfigured and he was fretful, waking
and crying at night.
"The

trouble lajted about ten
weeks. The doctor recommended
Cuticura Soap and Ointment and
after using nix cakes of Soap and
one box of Ointment he was healed."
(Signed) Mrs. Fred Hargreavea, 10Z
Winchester Ave., Detroit, Mich.
For every purpose of the toilet and
bath, Cuticura Soap, Ointment and
Talcum are wonderfully good.
SastUtMhrrMbrM VU. Artffras:"Cit1erttl-or1erll- v,
lpt. B, tUtn 41. Iku." Sold
8op2Sg. Ointment 2b and 50. Talcum 26e.
JSBrCuticur Soap shave without mug.

MONDAY
II. B. Hallowell and Secretary Denby.
of age, is said to be the
Sergt. H. B. Hallowell, eighty-twoldest marine in the world, lie servedyears
as orderly at the White House
under President Buchanan and has seen service in several wars on land
and sea. He recently called on Secretary Dcnby of the navy at the
capital. Secretary Denby served as a marine during the World war.

Sergt

And

Shriners Only

Masonic Temple Formal

I

E. T. CHASE, POTENTATE

SURVIVING MEMBERS
OF
OF CLASS
1868
AT ANNUAL REUNION

Theaters Todav

"Ii" Theater Repeating for the
last time today "Tho f'on(Uest of

Canaan." with Thomas Meishan
and an
cast; also repeating the "Travelogue" and "Current
Events."
Jjyrlc Theater "The Old Nest,"
one of (loldwyn's big productions,
is Htill nt the Lyric, and drawing
hip crowds at. each show. afternoon and eveninp. It is an attrac. cast.
tion reiiuirlnir an
It," the Chester
HepeatlniT "Bt-a,
comedy.
Fox
l'lislime. Theater William Far-mi
presents the popular Dustln
m as the star in the leadlns attraction of "The Primal
Law,"
nlsio shovlno; a Ft. John comedy,
"Fast r.ntl Furious."
nil-st-

all-st-

(By The AxMirltiled

1'rt'HS.)

llasonville, Colo., Oct. 28. Six
surviving members of the "Class
tho log
of ISO 8" Who attended
school house in the Mk Thompson
bottom, east of the present town
of Loveland,
Colo.,
today held
their annual reunion at the home
of their teacher, .Mrs. Sarah .Smith.
The combined r.ses of tho six
pupils and teacher is nearly 4UU
yea rs.

The members of tho class are:
Arrah Chapman of Fort
Collins; Milo Osborne of I.oveland;
Abner- - Kprague of Kstes Park;
Mrs. Winnie Taylor of Fort Colof Fort
lins; Mrs. F. N. U.
Collins and Mrs. C. 11. Wow of
Loveland.
Ono other member of the class
survives but was unable to attend.
PAHAMOCNT She ia Mrs. Emma Terrill, who
TIIO. MFir.ItW.
lives on the western
slope of
ST All. IS AY FIT; CAST IIS
This is tho first class
"Tlti: fOXQl'KKT OF CANAAN" Colorado.
reunion she has missed since the
In "The Conquest of Canaan," meetings began thirty years ago.
Pare mount's picturiza'lnn of Booth
Tarktnston's celebrated novel of JEWELRY ESTIMATED TO
that mm", which will be shown at BE WORTH
$63,000 AND
the "IV thea'cr tndny for the 1at;t
AUTOMOBILE
time, Thomas Jlelchan. the stn:
STOLEN
has an opportunity for some of tho
best work of bis motion picture caThe
I'rrM
)
(Bt
Mr.
As
"Joe Iouden"
reer.
Los Angelc3, Oct. 2. Jewelry
Melchan plavs the part of the os- said to be valued at JiiO.OOO and
tracized youth a member of the an automobile in which Sam Ilur-wit"other half in Canaan,
a Talesman, was csnveying it
a typical middle western town with from one retail jewelers establishand
dislikes
nnd
likes
ment to another for exhibition purits provincial
its "society." lie loves Ariel Ta- poses was stolen here today by
bor, who nlro belongs to the same two men who jumped into the car
strata of unrespeetables. but life and drove away immediately after
fur them It a burden. Ariel's uncle Hurwltss had stepped out of It at
street and Moneta
dies and she Roes to Paris and Joe Sixty-Firproes away to study law. lie returns
to conouer "Canann" and his probThut Fearful IIeiilnhc.
lems rive Mr. Meitrhan a splendid
If it is caused by a 'jilious attack
talent..
opportunity 'to display his
Poris Kenyon is leading woman In take three of Chamberlain's Tablets and bo well tomorrow.
the picture.
Mrs.

S--

Asmer-hilt-

z,

Pilfer

PRICE'S

st

OT,T NFST." GTIF.AT
STORY OF MOTHFTS T;OVF..
STII.Ii AT TIIF. JAIUC

'Till

American photoplay
at last! "The Old Nest." a story
of mother love and
common to every family the world
over, which was shown at the
T.yrln theater yesterday and Is
repeated today, is the work of
orrtinent
the
Hughes.
P.upert
It was proAmerican novelist.
duced bv noldwyn and directed by
h humor
Reginald Parker. There
and there are tears in this plain
storv of daily life as we all know
it. Not n person in the audience
was free from the grip of its appeal. If you like to laugh. If youIf
enjoy a gentle weeping spell.
von want to see yourself, your
brothers and sisters, your father
and your mother on the screen; go
nnd see "The Old Nest."
While this story Is gripping, it
has a different hold on the emotions than the usual thriller. There
Isn't one melodramatic scene. Tet
this picture held the audience nt
the Iyric theater more strongly
than any melodrama ever 'filmed.
And the reason is that the "Old
Nest" Is a genuine story, beatitiful-l- v
acted and excellently produced.
We have never seen one woman
mother
portray tho gradual-aginso deftly as Mary Alden acted this
iron
became
role. Her black. hair
And with the
grey, then
passing of the yenrs, the physical
appearance nnd activity of the
mother kept pace with time. "The
Old Nest" is a picture that America hasxbeen waiting for.
A penulne

be-in- ir

Powder

LEGAL NOTICE
--

11U-,

M'

FOIl

Dl tiKI V. OF
TIFIF.I)
IM'UMC ACCOUNTANT, FOR XF.W mk;co.
Notico is hereby given that the
State Board of Accountancy of
New Mexico will hold examinations
for applicants applying for the
of Certified Public Account: sixteenth
ant on the fifteenth
of November 1921.
Candidates'
for
examination
should report to the Board t nine
o'clock a. m. on November 15th at
the Chamber of Commerce ulld-In- g
in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
All persons desiring to make application for these examinations
will be
furnished
application
blanks by applying to the Secreof
Mr.
the
It, D. Jonefl,
tary
Board,
Room 6, Citizens' National Bank
Building, Albuquerque, New MexTill--

:

de-gr-

ico.

Applications should he In the
hands of the Board not later than
November Eth.
These examinations will be held
In accordance with Chapter 181 o;
the Session
of 192'. and all
s
candidates
under the
applying
waiver clause are requested to
!n person before the Board on
these dates,
W, V. GAXO, President.
R. D. JONES. Secretary.
Lf-w-

op-pe-

NOTICE.
.

HHiil
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The
partnership of M. W.
Thompson and R. C. Morgan under
the name of Builders' Supply company, has been dissolved and the
business will be carried on in the
Similar Skin
future by M. W. Thompson personally. AH obligations of the partnrSTTV FARNFM IS AT
Blemishes
are assumed by M. W.
nership
THF, PASTTMF THFATFU
and all accounts owing
'
Thompson
IN "TIIF. rMMAIj LAW"
Quickly Disappear
to the partnership will be collected
M. W. THOMPSON.
All who lave tuxd Beauty Bleach enlhuil
Dustln Farnum Is nt the Pastime by horn.
E. C. MORGAN.
Fox
'UticaUjr proclaim it a wonderful blemiit theater todav in a William
remover and akin beautif ier.
picture. "The Primal Law," hased
Tkie ckli'thtfully fragrant,
on a stirring western story by E.
told cream ii lightly applied at bedtime T,lovd Fheldon. In the role of
The invisible, filmy coat remain! on ova Prlan Wayne the popular Acreen
nifht The imt morning the ikin cleansed star is given exceptional opportun15
'with Black and White Soap, with the ad- ities not only to appear In the .hedition of a little Black and White Clean
Then let Tour mirror prove the rerole, type of character, but also to
eulta Write today for
jinf Cream if the akin U irritated.
display to greatest advantage, thf
the trlnl.
charni of his personalThia Black and White Beauty
t well known
Now
that dermatologists and akin
litia effective will not harm the most ity, In Brian's devotion to his
are agreed that the bespecialists
in
and
nlso
delicate ikin, 'and ii to inexpensive Black tle pal. Cobble Carson,
ginning of baldness la the gradual
and White Beauty Blemiih leUa for onl) his scenes with Janice Webb, the
thinning of the hair and that that
Thur-ma- n
eastern
Mary
girl.
the
cake
la due. to a microbe In the acalp. It
25c
Black
and
White
50c;
lovely
Soap
is Fnrnum's leadlnB woman
wai not difficult fir science to overand Black and White Cleansing Cream
come It. ; So It la now pnaslble to stop
25e and 50c a can. You can find them In this picture.
thinning out of the heir, falling hair,
The story deals with a plot to
all for tale at your favorite drug or departbaldness, gray hair, bald patches,
wrest valuable lands from western
ment store.
itchy,
acaly dandruff and other such
afflictions of the hair and scalp.
Write De'pt C, Plough, Memphis, for ranchers, and their fightIs aagainst
There
the
new method strengthens the hair
rapid
The
conspirators.
tells
which
leaflet
Book
and
your Birthday
manv tense situation!".
roots and follicles, makes the scalp
all about Black and White Toilet Prepare. action and
healthy and sanitary and puts life,
Suspense is said to be sustained
iiona.
gloss and lustre Into the old and
throughout, with surprisesV-- occtfr-rtn-' ? growing
hair. , Tests show It will do
3W
in striking fashion.
this Irs 15 dys In your own
LtfrvnlTE
Bernard Purnlne directed the
less In your case. Send your
rY blEAM
nnd his
reputation
production
address today for the 15 days home
should guarantee fine staging. trial to the
This is the first of Severn! Fox
' " AVMKS COMPAX'X
feature .productions starring Dus-M- n
44 Kaat ZDrd St.. New York.
Farnum whlh will bo mndo in
tho current season.

Pimples.

31

o

siki-ery-

Blackheads

OCTOBER

EVENING,

i

Three Grades of
Shades

Window

SIX POPULAR COLORS
We have a grade of window
shade for every purpose, and
a color for every decorating
The Shawnee ia a
scheme.
water color shade. It is the
Next
cheapest we handle.
comes the Linwood, a machine

made oil shade; then the
Standard, the best hand made
oil shade we can buy. These
come in two shades of solid
green, each of the greens with
one surface of white ; tan, and
all white.
.

WE GET 9 OUT OF 10

c

Try This on Your
Hair
Days
-.

Treat-'men-

home-per-

F-1-

haps

CONTRACTS
Here is an interesting phase
of our shade business. According to our books we get nine
of every ten shade contracts

we submit figures on. This
should be an inducement for
to shop around
shade-buyeand get ALL the figures. Ours
will stand comparison.
rs

STAR

CO.

AS.AU4I

ll)W.

OOLO

AV.

PACHYDERMIC PULCHRITUDE ON

SIX TONS

TESTIMONY

4

FEET.

cue

'

mony of an interesting character
but which conflicted with several
important points with that of previous witnesses for Mrs. Lydn
Southard was introduced by the de
fense today in her trial for the al
leited poisonlncr ot i.avara
Mever, her former husband.
Two witnesses, Miss Lulu Stout
and Charles Hannah, both of Boise,
broucht into the case in an effort
bv the defense to impeach the testimony ot Deputy Sheriff V. H.
the witness
Ormsby, occupied
stand for the greater part of the
afternoon. The first contradicted
and the
testimony of the defendant
story of the second differedof mathe
terially from the evidence
other touchins upon incidents in
common
part.
which each had a
The connection with the case of
Miss Stout came first in the form
of a letter addressed to Mr. Ormsby
In April of this year and introduced in evidence by the state early
in the case. In this letter Miss
Stout suggested a meeting with Mr.
Ormsby and during one or two
held in
meetings subsequently
Boise, offered to go Ao California,a
together with Charles Hannah,
friend, in search of the defendant,
and if possible obtain a confession
of guilt. On the witness stand toduring nn inday she declared that in
March the
terview with Ormsby
latter asked her "what she would
of
think of it if. after the bodies two
Lewis, McHatfio and the exand
exhumed
Dooleys were
amined, poison were found therein."
Upon cross examination by prosStephan
ecuting Attorney Frank
of
the witness wavered as to date Mr.
conversation.
the alleged
recolOrmsby testified be had no
such conversation
y
lection
statebut if he had made such a to
the
ment it was nt a. time pitnr
bodies
actual examination of the
referred to.

pfWMl?i.

I.-

IN OLD TOWN

RAIDED

Federal prohibition agents and
officials of the sheriff's office arrested Manuel La Scala and Eleceo
Sanchez when the Golden Eagle.
was raided
In Old Albuquerque,
Tuesday evening. The place has
. been undr the suspicion of the
sheriff's office and the federal
agents for some time. Officers
stated last night that they found
a considerable quantity ot liquor
at the house

En

fayL

that walks the earth, coming to Albuquerque Saturday, October
wild anlmaWcircus. "Tusko" stands 12 feet
the Al O. llarnes four-rin- g
The
five inchos, which is 11 inches taller than was "Jumbo," the best known of all pachyderms.
Barnes elephant weighs nearly six tons, and is insured for a quarter of a million dollars.
"Tusko,"

the largest elephant

29, as one ot the big

features

of

OFFICERS SEIZE
ONE DRINK FOR
ALL OF US-B-

OF BOARD AGAINST
WHICH STRIKE IS THREATENED

DECISION

UT

Twenty-thre-

e

ADVANCES

TOTALING
$825,000 APPROVED

(By The Aaanrlatrd 1'rem.t

"Washington, Oct. 26. Approval
of advances aggregating more than
825,00O on agricultural and
loans was announced today
by the war finance corporation.
The advances Include $!5,000 to
the Texas financing institution on
$45,000 to a Montana
livestock;
bank on livestock; three advances
of 1200 000, $30,000 and $.10,000 re
spectively on South Dakota banks
on agricultural loans, and $9,600 to
a Nehraska bank on agricultural
loana.
live-sto-

(By The Anmielalcd Prew.)

26. So
Houston, Tex., Oct.
greatly improved are conditions
over lines of the International &
Great Northern railroad, whose 600
trainmen have been on strike since
Saturday, that tomorrow will witness a slight loosening of the
freight embargo which was clamped on at the beginning of the strike,
E. G. Goforth, general
manager,
said late today. He added that sixteen freight trains moved today.
Applications for jobs still are be
ing received, it was said, and new
men are being put to work as
quickly as possible.

r

To Impurities in the Blood
Pure, Rich, Red Blood Nourishes the Body and Fights
Off Disease.
Waste Products or Impurities Cause Many Forms of
Rheumatism, Skin Disorders and a Lowered Vitality.
(Tow S. S. S. Clears the Blood of Waste Products.

I

ffvsl?

1

nro-tiA- A

Many Human Ills Are Due

Tour eystem Is continually taking In nutrition and throwing off
waste proCucts. This process goes
on all during life. But, sometimes
the organs do not properly function
and these waste products, instead
of passing out through the pores
of the skin, through the kidneys
a?d throu,."i the alimentary canal,
are absorbed in the blood. Then
the blood becomes poisoned, and
cannot properly nourish the system.
Ill health sets in. You may lose
your strength and vitality; or you
may have rheumatio pains in the
muacles and joints; or you may be
troubled with bad bolls, sores or
eome
other skin eruptions.
All
because of the poisonous
waste
in
the blood. Nature now
products
needs help.' She has done her best

1

1

rek-rsta-

ago. when he moved to town. He
built several substantial houses,
and was a progressive citizen. Mr
Adlon is survived by his wife, who
was Miss Adeline Hays before her
marriage about eight years ago: a
young son, Edgar; his mother, Mrs. STRIKE SITUATION ON
Harriett Adlon, and a sister, Miss
I. & G. N. IMPROVING
Etnma Adlon.

'GOLDEN EAGLE CAFE

M

Pa-clf- le

con-sul-

.

inent and long time resident of
home here
Ms Vegas, died at his
Tuesday night after a brief Illness
came
Adlon
from pneumonia. Mr.
here in 188 2 from Knoxvllle, la.,
with his father, the late John C.
Adlon. They established the Las
Vegas Iron works, a foundry and
machine shop, which was operated
until 110, when it burned down.
Since tWat time Mr. Adlon has engaged In ranching until three years

fI

-

oU-nn-

)

t
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thousand, four
"normal"
hundred and seventy
drinks of wine were seized yesterday by federal agents.
Counting "normal" sized drinks,
this is one for almost every man,
woman and child in the city. But
no one gets 'em. Government seals
that you da'sn't even pester with
have been placed over the exit
holes in the ten big barrels containing four hundred and fifty gallons of wine, white wine, that cannot In-- lookrcl upon even though
It In not red.
Julian Armljo has been arrested
In riiiii"('tlnn
willi tho ownership
LOYAL EMPLOYES OF
of til liquid fruit of the grape. It
SANTA FE WILL HAVE Is said that be denies the ownerami clniin'1 he didn't know
INSURANCE KEPT UP ship
(here was ll.fino pints of wine in
The raid was mad1
America.
about five miles Eouthwest of
(Serial CorrMntcnc lo The Journal.)
Em26.
Oct.
Amnrtlln. Tex.,
Albuquerque.
ployes remaining loyal in case of
strike will be protected in their in- RATON HIGH AND VEGAS
surance in case ot expulsion from
their organization, F. A. Lehman,
NORMAL GRID ELEVENS
western
general manager of the
WILL CLASH SATURDAY
Fe, announces.
lines of the
His statement follows:
teleand
service
CorresiiunuVm'B lo T!i .touriV'l.)
"Engine train
remain (Slerlal Vegas. N. M., Oct. 2 8. The.
graph employes, if they
imin
the
company
to
this
academics and the Hat on
Normal
loyal
occurs, and by Highs will meet in a football game
pending strike, If it because
of
loyreason of expulsion
This is the, first
hero Saturday.
t.
and the
Intersehool football game that has
alty to the company
insurance in their organizabeen played horn In years. The
tion is lost to them, the company Normal has a fast team, but Is
similar
them
for
will procure
handicapped somewhat by the fact
amount of Insurance with no in- that
nearly all (ho players are in
creased rost to them for premiumof the game
for the first timo thla
and without any impairment or season. Conch Miller has got them
their status In any pension the in good shape, and the All Stars,
by
death benefits provided cost
to a team ot former football gladiaany
company without
tors, has played them two games,
them."
winning one and losing one, both
by close scores. Raton has a seasoned bunch of veterans and Is exPIONEER RESIDENT OF
pected to be a hard problem for
LAS VEGAS IS DEAD the
locals to solve.
(Special rorrenpnndeiiMi to The Journal
Las Vegas, N. M.. Oct. 26.
Charles F. Adlon, aged 61. a prom-

NEGRO

Ail

Defense Attempts to Break
Down Stories Told on the
Stand By Witnesses for
the Accused Woman.
(By The Ansoflatfd Trm.)
Twin Falls. Ida.. Oct. 26. Testi-

county levy for the same county on
sponsible for a larger charity on PROVISION IS MADE
96 per cent
both sides, a beginning of better
The commission held that, at it
FOR APPOINTMENT OF
GHT OF
understanding; and in the light of
didn't have the power of fixing
that better understanding, perhaps,
DEPUTY
ASSESSORS
levies, It didn't have the power of
we shall be able to consider this
on what estimated percentsaying
problem together as ft problem of
DiaeAfCH 10 mosnihoi joumnai.!
age of collection
ail sections and of both races .n
they should be
IS
26.
J. E. Saint, based and the only question for it
Santa Fe, Oct
whose solution the best intelligence
tax commission
of both must be enlisted.
chairman, today was the approval, or disapproval,
Don't Blink at the Facta.
stated the commission had Inserted of the budget
The commission adjourns
recwe
be
wise
to
will
"Indeed,
provision for tho appointment of
UK
ognize it as wider yet. Whoever the
assessors
authorized
deputy
by
will take the time to read and
ponder Mr. Lotting Stoddard's the fifth legislature in the county
book on the "Rising Tide of Color," budgets which omitted their salary. LANDIS WILL RULE ON
In doing this the commission
Insists Upon Equal Educational-O- or, say, the thoughtfulon review of took
GEDE0N
STATUS
the stand that the appointrecent literature
this quesBut some
pportunities,
ment
assessors
was
of
Fthe
deputy
tion which Mr. - D. Lugard pre(Br The Associated Press.)
sented In a reoent Edlnburj re- made
mandatory and allowed
San Francisco, Calif., Oct. H.
Isr Against Any Sugges- view,
must realize that our rae CI, 200 for their salary and $1,200 Judge
K. M. Landls, national baseproblerry, here in the United States more for expenses, so they could ball commissioner,
tion of Social Equality.
telegraphed W.
Is only a phase of a race Issue that assess property on the ground. In
H.
McCarthy, president of the
the whole world confronts.
Surely all budgets.
(By The Associated I'ml.)
Coast
Baseball
league, today
This means that first and second
blinking class
Birmingham, Ala., Oct. 26. The we shall gain nothing by to
counties, which already have promising to issue a ruling soon on
the facts, by refusing
give
status
the
of
Joe
baseball
Gedeon,
and
one
right of the American negro ed-to thought
will
have
another,
not the
to them. That
deputy,
who was released by the
broader political, economic and
American way of approaching such third, fourth and fifth Mass coun- player
St.
Louis
Americans
following reties, which now haven't any, w.'
ucational advantages, based on a issues."
.have one deputy and, In the com- port that he had knowledge of aton
never
aspirabut
of
race,
pride
mission's
opinion, will result in tempts to bribe players. McCartion for social eauality, was cham- AMERICAN CONSUL AT
adding considerable property now thy askedto for the ruling as Gedeon
here
desired
omitted to the tax polls, i
play In an exhibition
pioned by President Harding
The counties have the power of game in Maryaville, with league
SAUNA CRUZ STABBED
today in a plainly worded enunciacontion, fff hiJ views on the whole
players.
and
Judge Ls.n" said It
making the appointments
American race problem.
trol over the expenditure of tne would take a few days 10 lr. jk into
The Associated Press.)
(Br
the
of
some
principles
These are
Oct. 26.
Lloyd salary and expense Items allowed the matter.
Washington,
on which the president appealed BuVlingham, American consul at by the commission, but the comto the nation to "lay aside old SalinaCruz, Mexico, was assaulted mission has the power of reassessVOTE OP ONVlDKNCK.
prejudices and old antagonisms" and stabbed by unidentified assail- ing any counties that do not show
Berlin, Oct. 26 r.y the a?" vial- constructive
a
to
and give support
ants In the consulate last Monday proper assessment at their expense. ed Press). The
nt;
The commission
i
policy of racial relationship.
according to advices today,
approved the confidence In the new :nu,h;n
and
economically night,
's
.over
Dr.
"Politically
Wirth tonight. The voib '
to the state department. The
Quay county school budget
there need be no occasion for great
230
wnich
132.
to
Rock
advices
the
the
Island's
The
was
said,
injuries,
protest,
majority
and permanent differentiation,
were not believed to be of a serito the fact that the school made up of majority socialists, Intrntn aides there shall be ous nature, consisting only of two objected
levy, 17.31 mills, was based on 90 dependent socialists, centrists and
. per cent tax collection
recognition of the absolute diverg wounds In the left arm.
and the democrat.
ence in tnings social ana new.
man
black
"I would say let the
vote when he te fit to vote; prohibit
the white man voting when he la
unfit to vote."
"I wish tha,t both the tradition
of a solidly democratlo south and
the tradition o a solidly republican
black race might be broken up."
"I would Insist upon equal educational opportunities for both:"
"Men of both races' may well
Islntrlv- aaralnst
every suggestion of social equality
This is not a question oi wjuuu
equality but a question of recogTAKES the
nizing a fundamental, eternal, Inescapable difference."
blend
to complete Spur's
No Rnrtal Amnlgnmntinn.
'TJoelal
there can
spicy flavor. A day's
not be. Partnership of the races in
developing the highest aims ot an
smoking of Spurs will
humanity there must be if humanwe
which
ends
the
to
achieve
bring that right home
ity is
have set for it."
to you
"TVitt nlaelr man should Seek to
to be.
k, Ann1 oVimtM n encouraged
the best possible black man and
not the best possioie lmi.uuun oi
white man."
Th. nrnflldont'l nddrCSS which
brought him (mm Washington on
his first extended
trip into the
south sinco inauguration, was de- cele
livered at. a
bration of the founding of tho city
He praised the,
of Birmingham.
nmth fnr ll Industrial recovery
and took occasion to renew hls
faith in the world leadership ot a
reunited nation. He said in part:
RiR'O Problem Is National.
I'Tk, .fl.1 irar hrniiffht. IIS to
full recognition that the race probthat Spicy
lem Is national rather than merely
sectional. There are no authentic
FLAVOR
statistics but It is common knowledge that the world war was mark
ed by a great migration
Kentucky Burley
The only crimped
(or good old tobacco tasi
people to the north and west. It
lina brought the ouestlon Ot race
America
in
cigarette
I
closer to north and west, and.
Choice Macedonian
no paste.
for spicy aroma
believe, it has served to modify
secthose
of
views
the
somewhat,
v
Golden Virginia
tions on this question. It has made
the south realize Its dependence on
for life and tparkla
the labor of the black man and
Broad Maryland
mado tho north realize the difficulties of the community in which
for
two greatly differing race's -- are
& Myers Tobacco Co.
Liggett
brought to live side by sloe, l
should eay that it has been re
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but in falling. A blood purifier
should be used at once to assist
nature to throw off these waste
products.
S. S. S.. the standard blood purifier and system builder, is the ideul
remedy in these cases. The effect
of 8. 8. S. Is to rid the system of
the poisons which are causing the
trouble. For over BO years, S. S. S.
has proven to be of unusual merit.
Get S. S. 6. at your druggist.
Use it strictly accordlhg to
a
and write Chief Medical di721
rector, Swift Specific,
Co.,
S. S. 8. Laboratory, Atlanta, Ga.,
and let him help you regain your
health and strength. He is help- -'
ing people every day. Ask him to
send you his Illustrated booklet,
"Flirts About tho Mood" free.
S, 6. S. is sold by all drug stores.
dlrec-tion-

IT

The Association of Railway Executives, New York, has issued a
statement quoting the decision of
tho railroad labor board, effective
July 1. 1921, decreasing the wages of employes about 12 per cent,
against which a strike Is now
threatened. The statement, in part,
...
follows:
"The T'nlted States railroad labor board, acting under the authority of Iho transportation act,
1920, nnd in furtherance of the
purpose of skid act, hereby renders a decision upon a. series of
controversies between the carrier;;
and the representatives of Certain
employes of the curriers. Involving
the quest ion of vtliat slmH constitute just anil rcn'onnblo wages.
"Immediately after the orranl-zntloof this board ami on April
IS, WZj, It received and took over
for hearing a dispute thnt had
what was
been pending before
Known an the
board,
between a large number of carriers
which hod been under government
control, including most, if not all,
nt. thos
now before the board in
thetie raes. and their employes,
other
which, dispute.
among
things, involved tho question of
wages.
"After a full bearing and as
careful crrislderation as the time
and conditions would allow, Ihe
board in that case rendered Its decision No. 2 awarding certain Increases and fixing what it deemed
Inst and reasonable wages at that
time for nil the classes of employes
of all the carrier?! then before the
board. Thnt decision or award was
accepted in good faith and acted
on both by the employes and their
emnloyes.
"That decision was rendered nt
a period of Inflation, rising prices
Since
nnd high costs of living.
then changes, and In some respects
very decided changes, have taken
place in business, industrial and
financial conditions in the T'nlted
States, and In a varying measure
have affected all Industries and
the entire public.
"We now find ourselves in a
period of readjustment to willed
all Interests sooner or later must
conform.
"Following the raise In wages
granted by this board in deelsloi
No. 2, and to some extent based
on that, the Interstate Commerc
commission granted an increase of
rates to tho carriers which was
put In force, but after this there
came the inevitable pause in the
rising of prices and business, followed' by the like inevitable recession, and in some lines a disastrous fall in prices, and the resulting cutting down of production. This has affected all lines
of Industrial life all
over the
United Rtates and produced conditions which will have to be met
and in whose burdens all have to
ti

.

share.

"Confronted by these conditions,
the carriers before us, after conferences with the representatives
of the different classes of their
of
employes as to a reduction
wages, at which conference there
was a failure to reach an agreement, have filed
their, several
complaints and brought their disputes before this board for a decision as provided by law.
"It finds that since the Rendition
of Its decision No. 2 there has
been a decrease In the cost of living.

"Tho board also finds that the
scale of wages for similar kinds
of work in other Industries has In
general been decreased.
"The hoard believes that, baaed
on these elements shown, 1. e the
decreased cost of living and the
general decrease in the scale of
wages In other industries, tho decreases herein fixed are Justified
and required.
"There-Arcertain faeta and
conditions known to all and which
can neither be disputed nor Ignored. Whatever may be said as
to the origin or contributing causes, there has been and Is a marked, and to some extent distressing
and dlsastrqus, depression In bus
iness and Industry affecting the
entire country and some lines of
production most seriously.
"As a result heavy financial
losses have been suffered and
hundreds of thousands
many
thrown out of employment and deprived of all wages, and this loss
of purchasing power by them has
In turn accelerated the general depression by reducing the demand
for the products they would
have purchased.
"While It has been argued that
the fall In prices has not .reached
to any large extent the consumer. It has without question most
disastrously reached and affected
the producers, especially some
lines of manufacture and th agricultural classes.
"It should be recognized by all
that the problem before us is
chiefly an economic one, and wo
are all confronted by. adverse and
conditions
which
troublesome

J

oth-erw- ls

everyone must help to solve. It
should not bo looked upon as a
struggle between capital and labor, or the managements and the
employes.
"The labor board also decides:
"1. That the rates of wages
heretofore established by the authority of United States railroad
labor board, shall be decreased as
hereinafter specified, and that
such decreases shall bo effect1',- - fis
of July 1, 1!21."

ARTESIA HIGH SCHOOL
IS DOING GOOD WORK
Spclnl Corrcapondenra lo The Jimrniil.)

Artepin, N. jj., Oct. 26. The local lilph school with an average pf
over (17 per cent in attendance
since the opening day, Is pushing
forward every movement for the
betterment of the school at n rapid
rate. The entire faculty i very
optimistic concerning ho program
outlined for the year, by tha various denartments.
The football team" ! working
hard for t lie remaining games on
tho schedule. The team will meet
the New Mexico Military instil ut
junior team nt Roswell on next
Saturday. Several players are out
on account of the scarlet fsvef epidemic and injuries. The girls' basketball team is practicing regularly under the training of Coach C.
K. Newhouse. .The athbjtic year
will be n success in every respect.
MIsi Kthel Rullock, editor of the
"Rattler," high school annual, is
pushing tho work on this year
book. Clarence Btoldt, business
manager, has signed the contract
with the engraving company for
the work on the annual. The pictorial department will be very interesting.
The manual training and home
economics departments are selling
their products In order to pay the
expenses of the departments.
The
boys are making many useful
pieces of furniture, under the supervision of Prof. W. P. Pasco3.
These articles are to be sold to the
patrons of tho schools. The domestic science girls are making
and selling cookies everv week
Dr. Chester Russell, city healt'i
an examination
officer, makes
each day at all city schools, In ia
effort to check the scarlet fever
v
epidemic.
3
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The planet Mars Is never nearer
to tho earth than thirty-simillion
miles.
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NOTICE.
Last Will and Testament of David
Weiller. Deceased.
To Ida Welller, Albuquerque, New
Mexico; Cathleen Weiller, Albuquerque, New Mexico; Congregation Albert, Albuquerque,
New
Mexico; Mathilde Well, Pfaffen-hofePauline Well,
Alsace;
Marmoutier, Alsace, and to All to
Whom It May Concern, Greetings:
You are hereby notified that the
alleged Last Will and Testament of
David Weiller, deceased, late of the
County of Bernalillo and State of
New Mexico, was produced and
read in the Probate Court of the
County of Bernalillo. State of New
Mexico, on the 13th day of October,
1921. and the day of the
of said alleged Last Will andproving
Testa- ment was thereupon fixed for
17tn
Novemthe
of
inursaay,
day
ber, A. D. 1921, at 10 o'clock In
the forenoon of said day.
Given under m- - hand and the
seal of this court, this 17th day of
uiuoDer, a. JJ. 1H21.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
County Clerk.
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICP.. i
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
uounty. New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of John
D. Corhan, Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that the
undersigned was, on the 29th day
of September, 1921, duly appointed
Administratrix of the estate ot
John D. Corhan, deceased, b tht
Probate Court of Bernalillo Codnty
and having qualified as such Administratrix,
all persons .
f .1
Clftlm flffalnat Ih. .llaf. having
decedent are hereby notified and
required to present the same to the
undersigned In the manner and
within the time prescribed by law,
FANNIE D. CORHAN,
(SealJ
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THE PRIDE THAT IS
YOURS IN A

PAR-KERR- Y

THERE ARE ULSTERS OF UNASSAILABLE FORM AND OTHERS OF
RUGGED PROTECTION-B-

FEW THAT ARE BOTH. THE

UT

FEATURED IN THE SATURDAY EVENING, POST AS
DEVELOPED BY OUR TAILORS AT FASHION PARK IS A

MANY-SIDE- D

,

GARMENT OF ALL ROUND SUPERIORITY.

Administratrix.

Dated October 4th, 1821.
NOTICE OF EXECUTRIX.
In the Matter of the Estate ot John
Nicklas, Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that
Sophie Nicklas, Executrix of the
estate of John Nicklas, deceased,
has filed In the Probate Court of
Bernalillo County, New Mexico, her
nnal report aa such Executrix and
the Court has sDoolnted Thursday.
the 17th day of November, 1921, as
tne day fothearlng' rejections, If
any there be. to the approval of
said final report and the discharge
of said Executrix.
Witness my hand and the seal of
said Probate Court this 16th day
of October, 1921.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk of Said Probate Court.
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DOLLARS
AND MORE

FORTY-FIV- E

HAtlDELL

CLOTHIERS,

Inc.
-

Phone 153
116 ,West Central Avenue, Albuquerque,

Vf?Jf.

"Fashion Park Clothiers"

J
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BEAUTY CflATS
'

By Edna

TKE WOMAN HE MARRIED

".

Kent Forbes.

By JANE PHELPS.

nourishing oil, such as that from
cocoanuts or cocoa butter. .
Hopeful: The skin should be
this
As I have often said
space, age shows on the throat and
neck sooner than in the face. Thin
part of the body should never be
neglectod In any course of beauty
treatments, and yet unfortunately
It is almost Rlways overlooked. Of
course it is always possible to
'cover up a bad. neck by wearing
collars, and yet high collars only
. make the face look older. Flat or
low collars, open a little in the
front, give one a youthful appearance.
Another reason why I am astonished at the neglect of the throat
and neck Is that It is bo much more
easily treated than the face. If
; on
want to eliminate wrinkles
fun; 'he throat you can massage
cocoa b'?er, which Is too
l.
vy for the. more delicate
of the face.
The trentiient is somewhat the
'ace treatment. Wring
sani
cn oil t v 1 from hot water and
wrap It nr und the throat for a
momont, long enough to open the
pores of the skin. Then use cocoa
cream,
butter or
almond oil or olive oil, and massage thoroughly until the skin
seems to have absorbed all it will
hold. Exercises are good and
should be practiced in connection
with massage: in fact they are
even more beneficial if they are
done while the emollent Is on the
ekln.
The best exercise Is that of roll
lng the head around and around
over the shoulders, bending it and
Cold Crcnin Helps Prevent
stretching It as much as you comSunburn.
fortably can. The cream can then
be wiped off and ice or some other cleansed first in any treatment and
astringent used to end the treat- the Ice is used at the endareof it to
close the pores. If you
ment.
trying
Peggy: With brown eyes, chest- to clear the skin of blackheads,
nut hair and color to the com- open the pores with a hot damp
plexion, you should wear all the cloth, holding it over the place unrich browns and yellows, especially til the Bkin has been softened and
that of burnt orange. All of the steamed. The blackhead powder
autumn shades will be your colors or some cleansing cream will then
and the pastel ones, such as french be used to reaiove this hardened
grey and delicate tints from all substance, but do not keep up this
v
treatment until the skin is Irricolors.
H. J. O : Develop the upper part tated, as It will require many such
of the borly by deep breathing and treatments to entirely dislodge this
massaging the tissues with any soil from the pores.
THE TIIIIOAT

NECK.

AST)
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CHAPTER 123.
A certain quality in this bitter
of mino flicked me
constantly.
Loyalty to Junior and
me to emulate tho
led
to myself
Thursday.
example of others who had been
Busy Ten club will meet at home
through tho fire of neglect, and of Mrs. Frank Dlllehay at 2:30
fear, and keep my pride upper- p. m.
most. I had need of pride In those
Ladles Aid society of Lead Avedays.
nue Methodist church will meet at
Usually when I had been hurt home of Mrs. Thompson at Stanby outsiders, even unconsciously, ford avenue at 3 p. m.
they had been members of my own
But one
sex, women er girls.
night I had rfcmnined to dinner added to the worry about his relawith Mrs. Baker; Dick being with tions with Juanlta, perhaps the
Juanlta, as I had found out by longing to be with her entirely,
had aged him. The gray hairs had
telephoning it was nearly dark
when I started for home. Two men Increased appreciably, those over
were in front of me, and the soft his temples had whitened.
breeze wafted their words plainly
Ho slept until 8 o'clock. Then he
to me.
wrapped and addressed his story
"You haven't mot that, writer, unaware that I had spent hours in
Williams, have you?" one asked.
the study reading it. I was sure
"No what Is he like?"
it would be accepted. It was full
"He's all right, I guess, but he'5 of vigor In the treatment, a good
evidently fallen in love with Juan-it- plot, and was In all respects the
Some people say he's a cad best thing ho had offered.
and a fool. His wife was, I guess
I walked to the post office with
Is, still friendly with Junnlta. That him.
answer
for. If
woman has a lot to
"There now, ' that's gone. ' I
he is a fool he has the excuse, that shall play for a few days," he said
others have fallen for her before as we left the office.
his time."
Ho looked relieved as soon as
"You say his wife Is friendly the story left his hands. InvarUv
know
Doesn't
she
with Juanlta.
blv he Itrhnrt to chnnffe what Tia
about her husband's fascination ?"kiiad written If it was not sent away
Well perhaps. But something immediately It was fifrlshed, and
must be wrong with her she has
.netimps when he had done so
no pride or something.
.Tuanjta It had been detrimental. He had
Williams
make
she
doesn't
says
polished all the spontaniotv from
happy, that he Is wretchedly un- it.
"Shall we go over to Juanita's
happy with her."
"And Juanlta is willing to try for a while?" I asked.
must
There
be
her hand again!
"I Promised I would come this
something to the fellow or Bhe afternoon and have tea with her."
wouldn't bother with him."
"That will be refreshing, and we
They turned down a side street can tell her the story is finished."
and I walked cn, scarcely knowing
"She knows. I telephoned her
or caring where I went.
before I left the study." was his
No pride! It had been all that naive answer,
had kept me going. Something
He had told her first, before he
I made Dick came up to me.
wrong with me.
Complaining
Was
that words hung on my tongue, but I
wretchedly unhappy.
what they thought of me? I hadl did not give them voice. I wanted
hated the women's gossip, hut In- to turn from him and run home.
finitely more did the talk of these Instead of being an uninvited
men frighten and hurt me.
guest at their cozy tea
But
I found Dick had not returned, I forced myself to go party.
on, and to
and so I undressed and wont to chat with Dick until we reached
bed. I would pretend to be asleep. the house.
I felt I could not talk to him after
what I had heard could not talk
K
R
calmly, but would upbraid him.
It was late when he came !n,
and he went at once to the studv
and wrote until the dawn was
creeping in at the windows. When
ho came up I spoke to him. I had
not closed my eyes.
"You awake, Nan?"
"Yes."
"The story is finished, thank
Ood!
Let me sleep all day. I am
worn out."
"I am fo glad for you. Dick."
I kissed htm softly, not exnectlng
a return. Put h pressed his Hps
to my check find replied:
"I knew you would be. When I
wake un I will send it off Now
Us fellows was sct'Ing on my
don't tnlk, but let nie sleeif." Al- frunt steps and Redely Merfy startmost before he had finished speak- ed to come down the street with
ing his even breathing told me ho sutch a red tie on it couldent of
was asleep.
,
bin eny redder, me saying. Hello
I rose quietly, d.ir!i"ned the Roddy, youra certeny reddy with
room, and went out. No bv a that tie on.
sound should h
be disturbed.
Reddy, youre nose is bleedThere were tired lines In his face, ing.Hay
O no. ixouse me, its
dark shadows under his eyes, The neck tie, sod Sid Hunt, ony youre
strain of his constant application,
Hay Reddy, Is that tie slpposed
to be bladk or wat? sed Skinny
Martin.
All being good Joaks ony Reddy
EDUCATOR SAYS
dident appriclate them, saying

Social Calendar

self-contr-

UTTLE

mometer Is used, till the mercury
registers 290 degrees). Now dio
into this 6 or 8 small apples which

The following cakes and candles have been speared on the end of a
will be enjoyed at the Hallowe'en stick 4 inrhes long, and lay the
refreshments tablT
dipped apples-- Y still on the sticks)
Pumpkin-Fac- e
Cakes: Break 2 on a buttered plate, or wedge the
a
fill
the
into
and
cup end of the wooden stick Into someeggs
cup
up
with rich milk. Mix and sift to- thing that will hold it upright with
cups of flour, 1 cun the npple In the nil1. Let dry. The
gether 1
sugar and 2 teaspoons baking syrup may be colored red. If de.powder. Put both the liquid and sired, by using a little vegetable
dry mixtures Into a bowl and beat coloring matter such as one ures
well for S minutes. Put the hat- for cakes.
The apples may be
e
tins and colored with butterscotch In the
ter Into buttered
oven.
bake 15 minutes In a hot
same way by the following recipe:
k
Cover the tops of the cakes while
with Butterfolwarm
the
still
with
are
scotch Coating: Boll together In a
they
4
lowing:
saucepan
pound of butter, 4
Yellow Icing for Cup Cakes: pound white corn syrup, 2 pounds
a
1
into
Break the yolk of
egg
of granulated sugar and 1 pint wahowl and add to it 1 tablespoon ter; remove the pan from the fire
teaspoon of as soon as a llttlo of this mixture,
of sweet milk and
vanilla. Mix well, then add 1 4 when dropped into cold water, will
rattle against the cup when taken
cups of confectioners' sugar, stirlumps have dis- out with the finger and tapped
ring until allthe amountice
will
This
e
appeared.
(or 300 deagainst the
Before the icing is grees on a candy thermometer).
8 cup cakes.
entirely cold, make a circular face Then ndd 3 teaspoons of vanilla
on it with very small raisins (or and dip the apples into it at one?.
draw a face upon It with chocolate Or you may use this recipe simply
icing, using a toothpick as a to make butterscotch candy by
brush). Use raisins for the eyes, pouring it intd a shallow, buttered
nose and teeth.
pan and marking It into squares
Nut Taffy: Put Into ft saucepan before it Is quite cold.
cup of vinegar, 1 cup of water,
2 cups of granulated sugar and 2
NEW COOK BOOK
tablespoons of butter and boll
without stirring until a little, when CAUSES BAKING REVIVAL
dropped in cold water, will form
a hard ball at once (252 degrees
A new cook book which has just
on an icing and candy
published for free distribueter). Then add to the syrup 2 been
tion is responsible for a sort of
meats and
cup of hickory-nu- t
teaspoon of almond extract. Pour home baking revival in this town.
This book, the "New Dr. Price
the syrup onto a buttered
tablo Cook Book," is so crowded with
or porcelain-toppe- d
as well as new
and let it cool; then pull it until it good
becomes white. Cut It Into meat and unusual recipes that every
town
homelover in
has been trystrips.
really
Taffy Applesr' Put Into a sauce- ing them out to see how covers
The
index
are!
2
good
of
they
cups
granulated sugar
pan
and 2 cup of water; let heat until recipes for griddle cakes, waffles
sugar is dissolved, then add a and biscuits, pies, loaf, layer and
crullers,
cakes, cookies,
pinch of cream of tartar, 2 cup angel
shortof butter, 1 teaspoon of vinegar doughnuts,
and
other
cake,
of
many
cream
let
things.
and
and
good
boll,
cup
For those who have not yet been
stirring all the time until, when
a little of it is dropped into a cup able to procure a copy of this
wonderful
book on home baking
of cold water, It will become brlt
tie at once (or. If a candy ther that is so easy for every housekeeper, even the most Inexperienced to follow we
that It
may be procured free of charg.3
from the Price Baking Powder
Factory. Chicago. If Interested In
good, home baking (and what
housekeeper is not?) it will pay
to write for it.
-2

cup-cak-

Apple-on-a-Stic-
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cup-edg-

NOTE- BOOK,

COLLEGE GIRLS
WED FOR LOVE

ASPIRIN
Name "Bayer" on Genuine

1-

'

VVf

meat-platt-

frf&y?

MRS, HAYDOCK

warning! TJntess you see thf
name "Bayer" on package or on
tablets you are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physl
clans for twenty-on- e
years and
proved safe by millions. Take Aspirin only as told in the Bayet
package for Colds. Headache, Neu
ralgla,
Earache
Rheumatism,
Toothache, Lumbago and for Pain
Handy tin boxes of twelve Baye
Tablets of Aspirin cost few cents
Druggists also sell larger package 1
Aspirin is tne irade mirk of Bayei
Manufacture of Monoacetlcacld
ester ot Sallcyllcacid.

SAVED FROM

AN OPERATION
Followed Advice of Her
Druggist's Wife and Took
Lydia E. rinkham
Vegetable Compound
CMcago,IH. "I was in bed with a
female trouble and inflammation and
had four doctors
I
dux Done oi tnem
did me any good.
They all said
would have to
have an operation.
A druggist's wife
told me to take
's
Lydia E.
Vegetable
Compound and I
took 22 bottles,
never missing a
dose and at the end

'I

Pink-ham-

I

1

of that time I was perfectly well I
haveasixroomflatanddoallmywork,
My two sisters are taking the Com-

pound upon my recommendation and
you may publish my letter. It is the
gospel truth and I will write to any
one who wants a personal letter."
Mrs. . H. Hatdock, 6824 St. Lawt
rence Avenue, Chicago. III.
t Because Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound saved Mrs. Baydock
from an operation we cannot claim
that all operations may be avoided by
it, but many women have escaped
operations bv the timely use of this
old fashioned root and herb medicine.

ARTESIA MAN TO FEED
2,000 HEAD OF LAMBS

Miss Virginia C. GUdersleere.

being raised.

TWO AVIATORS KILLED.
. Oct. 28.
Lieut TTlrte
Bouquet of Brooklyn, N. T.,' and
Staff Sergeant Vernon E. Vickers
of Montgomery. Ala., were Killed
today when their airplane crashed
In flames while they were attempting to Join a flight formation at a

Honolu'

2,000-fe-

Try

et

a

altitude.

JournA!

Want Ad.

there are fewer divorces
among college women because the
college graduate Is apt to marry
purely for love and not for an occupation or a home. She holds
that motherhood is a profession
and a good cook may be a better, one for a knowledge of Greek.
The greatest value of a college education , for girls, according to
Dean Glldersleeve, is that it "gives
them a batter balance, a more
rounded outlook and a truer appreciation of life's values."
These are but a few of the beliefs of this well known educator.
Dean Glldersleeve is the daugh
ter of Judge Henrv Alger Gllder
sleeve, who in addition to being
a Jurist of note, made a remark- aoie recora in the Civil war and
later as an expert rifleman.
Miss Glldersrteeve wns born In
New York city, October 3, 1877.
Her early education was obtained
in Brearly school. She obtained
her bachelor of arts degree In
Barnard college In 1899. and at
tended
Columbia,
obtaining her
master of arts decree In 1900 and
her Ph. D. degree in 1108.
Her life has hern closelv devot
ed to , educational
matters, she
serving as assistant nthe Eng
lish department at' Barnard from
1900 to 1903.
Then she tutored
for two years end wjs a lecturer
from 1908 to 1910, when she became assistant prfesso. In English, and the next yeir was given
full professorship.
She has been
dean since 1911.

enything elts about his neck tie,
and Persey sed. Hay Reddy, la thai
tie named after you?
Ill soon show you who Its nairurd P-after, sed Reddy mad as enything.
And he put his packidges rttiwn
and Persey Jumped up and stnrted
to wawk, away as if he Jest thawt
of something somewares elrs. and
Reddy started to chase hjm and
Persey stopped wawklng to run.
and Reddy chased him erround
the corner and then cams back
ror tne pac Hinges and if enynody'd
elts sed enything about tfie tie they
.
must of sed it to theiraelves.
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Spokane is said to be the only
city In America to Own a mountain. It is 30 miles from the city
and is called Mount Bpokane.
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The
Westinghouse

Cozy Glow isn't a fire. It makes no fumes, nor does it
stale the air. It's perfectly safe even if upset. It throws
the heat in any direction.

Culture or
Bulgarian

Butter Milk
Albuquerque
Dairy Ass'n.

Pick it up and carry it to the room or to the corner that Is chilly.
Or send one of the
youngsters to get it. Like all the Westinghouse Heating Appliances, it makes a lot of heat
for it's 'Weight. It's a convenience, of course, but a winter necessity, also,

GET YOUR COZY GLOW NOW

Gas & Electric Company
Albuquerque
"At Your Service."
Phone 93
'

I!

pIms&N

is
WW arm

TIME

.

Journal Want Ads bring results.

rm In
GLOW
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York City

..

COZY

n

pptarance of you'.h. f:c
suits an Instant, hi
a tnft ,w 1
antiseptic
ieotl.ing acUoo. Over 73
years in use.
Send ISttcrTrtctSta
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Hills Bros,
Can"Coffee

'
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Aresearchrecentlycon.
ducted has shown that
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Little Brother to the Coal Pilel In the early days of fall,
in winter, and in spring, the Westinghouse Cozy Glow fills
a positive need and comes nearer to being an
Heater than you can realize unless you have one.

Miss Virginia C. Glldersleeve,
(Special Corrmondeiiee to The Jonrnnl ) dean
Artesla, N. M., Oct 26. R. L. that of Barnard college, believes

wen known alfalfa and
pari
grain dealer of Artesla. will feed
about two thousand head of lambs
for lhe market In 1he next few
weeks. The large alfalfa farm,
managed by M. Stevenson,
has
Been leased by the stockman.
This
farm with over two hundred acres
or alfalfa, will make an excellent
pasture for the lambs. Paris has
a large stack of hay to feed the
animals during bad weather.
A couple car loads of ewes will
also be fattened on the alfalfa
pasture.
S. A. Lannlng. prominent farm
er near Artesla, has several hundred tons of alfalfa hay stacked tn
his fields. It la the Intention of
Mr. tannine; to feed a large num
ber of cattle during the winter.
Livestock raising Is nrovlnr to
be very profitable to the farmers
in mis section of the Pecos vnl- ley. Almost every farmer around
Artesla has a large herd of dairy
cattle. Many young mules are alsi
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cuz7.in I'ersey came and
down
and pritty soon Reddy Merfey
tcrned erround the coiner on his
way back with about 4 packidges
proving he had bin on a errand,
i e
quick winking to everybody
but Persey and saying, Hay fellows, look at Reddys red tie, lets
ask him If that tie's named after
him, G thats a peeteh of a joak,
who wunts to ,ask him aijd make
him laff like enything?
Wich all the fellows sed. 111 ask
him, III ask him, and I sed, No
111
ask him, I made It up, dident
I. O well to settle the argewment
lets leeve Persey ask him.
G, all rite, 111 ask him. sed Persey. Wlch Jest then Reddy started
to go past looking at us fearse as
if he was dubble daring us to say

.MM
t

a.

BENN YS

By LAURA A. KIRRMAN.
ITAIXOWK'EN CAKES AND
CANDIES.

THE FINISHED

Hay, never mind all that frosh
stuff, the next one says enything
about this tie III give him sutch
a krack In the jaw he'll think he's,
at his own funerel. .
And he kepp on
past
as if he was goingwawklng
somewares,
Puds Simkins saying, I guess he
thinks we're afraid of him. Id of
sed something elts about his old
tie If I could of thawf of enything.
Wlch us other fellows all sod wo
would of too, and Pudses sissey
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POOL TABLE
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FIOHO BROS
Gift Is a Token of the Appreciation for the Systematic and Hard Fight
Made During Recent Fire.
Brothers

presented

the city firemen with a fine new
The table
pool table yesterday.
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IN EIGHT REELS

BUSHNELL'S CARTOON MOVIES OF NEWS EVENTS
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PASSEH6ER-HEIGHT-3.80-

Rosenwald
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I'age Six

FEET

IN ALBUQUERQUE
Chamber of commerce officials
are making every effort to secure
the national sanatorium soon to
be erected by the sovereign lodge
of the Woodmen of the World.
The special chamber committee
met yesterday afternoon and after
considering the possible phases of
the proposition, decided to write
the sovereign committee to secure
more Information regarding the
conditions which must be met before the Institution will be awarded to any city or state.
Two general conditions are laid
down by the sovereign camp
which must be met. One Is climatic satisfaction to the medical
and
advisory board of the lodge$100,-000
the other is the raising ot
in money or land as a bonus.
The chamber committee will seek
to secure an opinion as to the
medical board's idea of Albuquer
que climate. Little doubt was
pressed by the chamber committee hut that the local climate
would meet every requirement of
the medical board.
As soon as sufficient working
data Is secured, the committee
will formulate plans for raising
the necessary bonus to secure, the
sanitorium. The first state or city
which raises the bonus and whose
climate meets the approval of the
medical hoard will be selected as
the site for the new Institution.

was set up In ths lounging room
at the Central station yesterday afternoon.
In presenting the table to Fire
Chief William Collister, who received it on behalf of the entire
department, Mr. David Kosenwtild
stated that it was a token of appreciation for the splendid work
done by the department during the
recent fire which threatened to
the entire Rosenwald department store Friday.
"The firemen deserve great credit or the systematic fight they put
up against the fire," Alr Hosen-wal- d
''Their hard work
stated.
and consideration for the property
the
fire
from spreading
prevented
from the third floor and caused
only a minimum of damage to the
lower floors."
The Central station was equipped
with a pool table presented to the
department through a benefit
dance and subscriptions some years
ago, but It was removed by the old
force when it was dicharged.
While the new table is very valuable and will be greatly enjoyed UNIVERSITY TO HOLD
by the firemen, Chief Collister
ASSEMBLY TODAY IN
stated last night that it was the
that
the
nnd
the
fact
of
HONOR OF ROOSEVELT
gift
spirit
It stood for satisfactory service on
the part of the department which
A special assembly In celebration
pleased the boys more than its in- of the
d
anniversary of
trinsic value.
the birth of Theodore Roosevelt
will be held at the state university
this morning at 11:35 o'clock, ob-in
WORLD'S BIGGEST
connection with the general
of Roosevelt day throughELEPHANT COMES WITH servance
out the country.
for the assembly
AL G. BARNES SHOW Thebe program
as follows:
will
Solo Miss Doro-th- v
Violin
Ilusie:
Tusko" SI audi 11 Inches Higher
Cameron.
Than the Famous Jumlxv
Beading from "The Oreat AdWeighs (Six Tons.
Mrs. Robert S.
venture"
All elephants appear massive
Last Message '
"Roosevelt's
.after they reach 50 years of age, Frank
of the AsNeher.
president
and some of them when only 20. sociated Students.
wild
The Al. G. Barnes four-rin- g
Prof.
John
of
Music In charge
animal circus which comes to A- Lukken.
October
29,
lbuquerque Saturday,
The music will last only twenty-fiv- e
has the largest elephant that walks
and the public Is Inthe earth. This giant pachyderm vited minutes,
to attend. The regular weekwas imported from Ceylon, Indlu,
ly assembly, at which Raul A.mu-F.
reaching the circus during its en- Walter,
secretary of the state
gagement in Minneapolis the first seum, will
speak on "Archaeology
week in July.
held to"Tusko" is 12 feet, five inches in New Mexico." will11 be
o'clock.
at
morrow
morning
11
than
is
Inches
which
taller
high,
was "Jumbo" the elephant made
famous over the world by Mar-- ENGINEERS SOCIETY
m.
The Barnes
pachyderm
BEGINS ACTIVITIES
weighs nearly 12 tons, about a ton
and a half more than Jumbo
Just how old "Tusko"
The Albuquerque chapter of the
weighed.
is cannot be definitely stated, but American Association of Engineers
Al. G. Barnes, who hnows as much will begin Its winter activities wltn
about the elephant family as any a first meeting on November 19,
man in the country, estimates that it was decided at a meeting of the
he is between 70 and DO years ot board of directors this week. The
age. Burring accidents he should chapter has been disbanded sine;
attain the ripe old age of 150. th early summer.
To
as he is in perfect condition.
The annual meeting of the
be on the safe side, however,
was set for December 3.
Barnes has applied for a quarter chapter
At this time election of officers
dollars
insurance upon for the ensuing year. James Gladof a million
'him.
ding, city manager, Is the presiWhether or not "TUsko" will de- dent,
nnd O. A. Long of the forest
is not
velop ino a performer
service is the secretary. Meeting?
known, but Cheerful Gardner, who will he held every
two weeks after
has charge of the names menag- the annual
The local
meeting.
erie, believes he will readily absorb all the education usually ac- chapter has about thirty
Already he
quired by elephants.
Is getting used to pwU wagons
.
when an emergency arises and H. S. FOOTBALL TEAM
horses could not
yagons and 24 for
ROSWELL
LEAVES
FOR
him.
are
easy
budge
Owing to his massive size, the
tant that hp is not vet "citv broke,"
The High school football team
l,
"Tusko" cannot be used in the will leave this afternoon for
on
seen
he
can
and
only
where they will play
parade,
massive
the circus grounds. Thescores
high school. Saturday afterelephant is one toof thetheBarnes cir-of noon. A stop will he made at
novelties added
Vaugham Thursday night, nnd the
cus since its last appearance here.
team will arrive in Roswell FriunTwo features that will create
day.
the
"Lotus."
are
usual Interest
Th following men will jnalce
bethe trip: Wilson. Renfro, Long,
only educated
hemoth in the world and the Tar-za- n Holcomb. Classman. Hammond.
family of ape peo.'le.
Tloytml. Foraker, Ferguson, Deer-inBenjamin, Hogrefe, Tomel,
Venable, Noble, Marron and Ely.
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THE AVERAGE

MAN
-

Im

The average man who buys clothing is
largely at the mercy of the individual or
concern with whom he does business. No
more than one layman in twenty is competent to appraise the value or merit of
woolen cloth or to specify the kind of

canvas,' etc.,
linings,
go into his garment.
hair-clot-

h,

that should

That's why our unconditional guarantee
of satisfaction means so much to most
men. They don t have to be experts to
deal with us. They don't buy labels
but they DO get guaranteed merchandise.

BROTHERS

EUBArIK
"WHtN WFROiTiS OH WE PUf1FKIN
uiejt FFDERAL STATE CROP
STATISTICAN SAYS CORN A1SSKIN6 Id

rJ

CHIEF

HAILSTORM-FUL-

L

SI OODEO

TUn HIIAMPFn

ln(wvnw.,"""''"'"""""

I

INDIAN FROM OKLAHOMA
Mfi'FRIES A WEAL TA V GERMAN
AC TRE& FROM COL 06IHP AWSTAGES
A HONEYMOON IN FULL CHEROKEE
WHR PAINT ATGENfllAMITZEfMM
CHEROKEE

z' n

TIMUXMVO

jam

Phone 513

West Centra?

118

TMfKfii--

TO BE stfiwcvrRun
WE READY
.
OCERO-TfXf0K FHHMdltlWiD-

-

BuiLT WATCH

ENTIF1CALLY

Waltham Colonial No. 1410
U Jewels $4J to $7j
Depending upon the Cast

7H PRICE

?

Mf

sixty-thir-

Rock-woo-

The

"moon-eyedexpression,
used to describe an
advanced stage of intoxication,
had its origin in India, where a
certain variety of drink taken in
excess renders its victims blind
from sunset to sunrise, or during
tho pet tod that the moon is shining. Tho condition in extreme
cases lasts as long as eighteen or
nineteen days.

d.

LOCAL ITEMS

t

Ros-wel-

Ros-wc-

ll

blood-sweatin- g

TO
REPRESENT WEST AT
STRIKE CONFERENCE

CLYNE DESIGNATED
;

il.

TWO FOOTBALL GAMES
BOOKED F0RSATURDAY

Pr.

(By The Amorlntrd
26. District
Oct.
Washington,
Attorney Clyne of Chicago was des-

deignated today to represent the
partment of justice at the conference of western district attorneys
to be held soon to discuss the government's plan of action in the
event of a railroad strike.
Mr. Clyne, It was understood,
'
would bring to the atten n ct
the western attorneys the Debs
case as the basis for the
proposed action. The sucase is
preme court decision in this
held by officials to have established the right of the government to
secure an injunction rgainst interference with interstate commerce
and the passage of the mails. Independently of any statute, especially authorizing puchin proceedings.
1894 when EuThe case arose
others
gene V. Debs and forty-nin- e
were restrained upon suit brought
obstructfrom
by the government
trains
ing operation of interstate The
inInto and out of Chicago.
continued
officials said,
junction
up to 1898, when It was dismissed
on motion of the government.
overn-ment-

'a

Two football games will, be
played here Saturday, one batween
the Menual and the Indian school;
the other between the Santa Fe
Boy Scouts nnd the Squirrels, the
team of the local scouts.
The games will be at 2:30
o'clock In Washington park. The
scout game will take place just
before the big game.
Saturday
evening will be devoted to an
entertainment for the visiting
scouts by the local troop.

BRITISH DELEGATES
ARE UNABLE TO MEET
London, Oct.

JR.

At the Irish

headquarters tonight it was said
the delay in reassembling of the

Irish conference was caused by the
British delegates, who had not
been able to meet today on account
of other pressing matters. The
Irish officials expressed the belief
.nu7vfr. tlinr. arrangements were
being made for a meeting of either
the special committee or tne two
delegations or of the full delegation
tomorrow.

There are dozens of different brands of corn flakes on
the market-b- ut
only one

Post Toasties
best cornflakes
That's why particular people tay
"Peat Toasties" when ordering corn flakes.

'

4

TO DEFEND SELF
III HOUSE TODAY
Plea Is Made That Texas
Solon Be Censured, But
Mondell Insists He Will
Ask for His Expulsion.
(By The AMnrlutpfl rrpKii.)
Washington, Oct. 26. The house
was up in the air tonight over the
method of procedure tomorrow on

a resolution calling for the ousting
of Thomas L. Rlanton. democrat.
Texas, notwithstanding a statement
by Representative Mondell, repub
lican leader, that it would be called
up.
In fce of a plea from republi
cans and democrats for a resolution providing for severe condem
nation and censure, Mr. Mondell
declared he would not turn back.
"The resolution
to expel Mr.
Blanton for causing to be printed
in our highest government publication of offensive and obscene
matter." he sai(!. "will be called up
at noon tomorrow. Mr. liianton
will be given an hour in his des
fense.
of the republicans will vote for bis expulsion. I
of debate
two
about
hours
expect
on the resolution, which cannot be
amended or put aside for a substitute, end I believe it will be
adnnted."
There were claims, however, by
some republicans and democrats
vote necessary
that the
to expel would be lacking and for
this 'ason they urged a resolution
of censure.
Returning to the house late today. Blanton attempted to speak,
but was prevented by a parliamentary situation. After looking over
the record for a few minutes he
talked with Speaker Gillett, who
assured him he would be given an
opportunity to speak tomorrow before the vote on his expulsion.
Then when he found he would be
unable to obtain the floor during
the nfternoon he went away.
Some of the facts relating to the
publication of Blanton's "extension
of remarks'' were revealed to members
day by Mr. Mondell,' after
conferring with the public printer.
The Texan had been given the right
by the .house to print a Bpeech on
the government
printing office,
which was not made on the floor.
was turned
"The manuscript
over to the printer's agent late Saturday, Mr. Mondell said, and on It
was written the notice 'print In tonight's Record without fall.' The
copy did not reach the compositors
until nearly midnight and when
they found the affidavit which was
made a part of the speech, with
many obscene words, the man In
chargeValled up the public printer,
who Informed him he had no power
to stop its publication. Consequently thirty odd thousand copies went
everywhere."
It had been expected that the
Texas delegation would meet today
to agree on a plan of voting, but
there was no meeting, members deciding such a sten was not advisable. Nearly all Texas representatives said the, would vote against
the Mondell resolution but would
support., a resolution of censure.
Although democrats and republicans asserted the issue was not
discussions
partisan, informal
touc" "d often on the political angle
in view of reports that Blanton
was preparing to enter the race
for senator. If thrown out of the
house he could not come hack, if
elected, until the next congress.
Four-fifth-

two-thir-

Coal Supply Co.

Phone

4

and

6.

TO REORDERED

Lu-eil-

Commissioners
Crossing at
enue Railway
Be Constructed

FOR
HERE
MEETING
STATE

BIG ATTENDANCE

RHEUMATIC TWINGE

,
A large

MADE.YOU WINCE!
Sloan's freely for rheumatic
sciatica, lumbago,
muscles, neuralgia, backaches, stiff joints and for sprains and
6trains.
penetrates vrithoul rubbing.
The very first time you use Sloan's
Liniment you will wonder why yoU
never used it before. The comforting
warmth and quick relief from pain
will delightfully surprise you.
Keep Sloan's handy and at the first
sign of an ache or pain, use it.
At all druggists 35c, 70c, $1.40.

USE

Liniment
I

quickly

by

Ointment. Good for pimply faces.
mm, itehintf skin, and !!
other skin troubles. Oneof Dr.Hobeon'
Family Bemediea. Any Oruggiat.

'

I

Eczema Ointment

OPERATED IN I. & G. N.
SAN ANTONIO YARDS

'XPECTAfc

(By The Amorlatrd PrrM.)

For Three Generation
Have Made Child-BirtEasier By Uaing

Whiti ro

tap ln
ooolii ea MoMimWo
.

SAomUDlUeuMIo6-:.CtPT.9-D.ATUlTA.GA-
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Dr.Hobsorfs

n

ACCURACY

1

Soon.

for putting in
Arrangements
sidewalks on the north side of
Kast Central avenue from High
street to Mulberry street wero
made bv tho city commissioners
at their' meeting last night. This
section of the avenue is now being
paved and the south sidewalk has
already been ordered in. The city
attorney was directed to prepare
an ordinance ordering the north
sidewalks In within 120 days. The
ordinance will be voted on at the
next meeting.
A communication from the Santa
Fe railway company regarding the
construction of a 'cenent crossing
at Central avenue was read to the
commission in which it was suggested that the work be postponed
until the decision of pending liti
gation effecting the situation. The
commission decided that the present crossing was a great hardship.
especially to persons living on the
Highlands, nnd Citv Manager Glad
ding was authorized to inform the
railwav comnany that It was tne
desire of the city that the crossing
wltnout any un
be constructed
necessary delay.
Plans for the future were dis- cussed by the commissioners and
a general outline of the next year's
work was considered in so far as
It may effect probable bond Issues.
Among improvements contemplated were the Installation of new
CAKD OF THANKS.
viaWe wish to thank our neighbors storm sewers, the Coal avenue
and a possiand friends for their kindness dur- duct situation, parks
ble Improvement In the water suping the time of our recent bereavement.
ply and pumping station.
MR. and MRS. E. S. RODGERS,
Ranchos de Atrlsco. BAPTISTS ANTICIPATE

Diififarlni fseUl mption u
healed
Dr.Hobnon't Ecwme,

Accuracy

attendance at tho state
convention of Baptists which will
open in Albuquerque on .November 8 Is Indicated from reports
which are coming Into the Baptist
headquarters from the churches
about the state. It is probable
that about SOU visiting Baptists
will be In the city for the four
days convention.
The local congregation is makthe
ing plans for the reception of condelegates to the
A committee appointed
vention.
by the First Baptist church,
direction of A. O.
the
under
Tucker, is already making a canvass of the Baptist homes In the
city to proylde accomodations for
the church representatives.
One of the prominent speakers
who is coming to New Mexico
is
particularly for the convention 18
sne
in tne state.
already
Mrs. W. C. James of Birmingham,
Ala., president of the Woman's
Missionary union auxiliary or tne
convention.
Southern
Baptist
Mrs. James will arrive In Clayton
today on a speaking tour which
will include Baton, Santa Fo and
She will be here
Albuquerque.
on Thursday, leaving for a short
tour of the southwestern part of
the state before the convention
The Rev. J. W. Bruner, secre
tary ot the Baptist convention.
has returned from a four days
trip to Hope and Roswell where
he went In the Interests of the
The Rev, 8 S. Bus- convention.
sell, state Sunday school secretary,
left last night to attend a meeting
at Fort Sumner tonight.
Miss
Lillian May, Woman's Missionary
union Item worker, will be In
Santa Fe today to attend a special
meeting.
a

,

LEGAL NOTICE
4

34Sb

(REPIini.lfTATlOJJ.)
l'OK I'l'Hl.ICATlON.
Department of the Interi'T, U. S. Land
Oct. b
Office, at Santa Fe, N. M
KOTK.'K

ii2i:

Notice ta hereby given that Salome
Mnntnya y Chavrz, of Alameda, N. M..
who, on December 7. 1917, made homestead entry. No. 034338. for EA RK'4.
Ei4 SWH SB14, E'i SEH NWU SE4.
section 27. township 9 N., ranfse It E..
N. M. P. meridian, has filed notice of
proof, tt
Intention to make three-yea- r
establish claim to the land above de-

U. S. Commissioner.
N. M., on November 14, 1821
Claimant names as witnesses: Qulrlm
Coulter, Jacobo Medina, Auaustln Alfarns.
Nestor Pachecho. all of Chllllll. N. M.
A. M. BURGERE, Register.

SLOW
DEATH

Try a Journal Want Ad.

is worth

ng

than what you pay

A platinum and diamond cased watch that will
Vot keep time is no more useful than a retired
alarm clock on the ash heap.
g
Accurate
can only come from extreme accuracy in the making of the "parts" inside the watch.
Do you know that if the measurement of some
vital part varies but the fraction of a human hair,
that watch in which such variation exists will
always register a continuous loss or gain?
is a result of
Waltham accuracy in
absolute accuracy inf making every part of a
time-keepin-

ng

Waltham Watch.
is why your watch selection should be a
Waltham.
Consult your jeweler. He knows WaithamWatches."

That

Write for a valuable booklet that is a liberal "Watch" education
' Sent free ufon request. The Waltham WatchQompany

CrcscentStreet,Wa!tham,Mass.

WALTHAM
THE WORLD'S WATCH
Where you

$ti this ugn they nil tValthar

OVERTIME
Wttzka

akcrs of the famous Wattham
quality Speedometen
s
used on the world's leading cart
Automobi le

Aches, pains, nervousness, diffi.
culty in urinating, often mean
serious disorders. The world's
standard remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles

Pirns.

COLD MEDAL

bring quick relief and often Wktd oil
Known as the national
deadly diseases.
remedy of Holland for mora than 200
years. All druggists, in three sites.
teok for the name Cold Medal en even
box and accept no imitation
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Tlay tennis in. Fact
Kesott;
onioy the
yourseit,
hotels
beach.es, and) ;
many otnec mtevests
will make the winte '
pas quickly and pleasantly ;

Grand Gamoii
J'avkS
national
is

onyouf way. Spend l
;two days 01 longer.! ;
? A Pullman takes
you.;:
io the vim.Ef2ovap is :
maflae4 by Tted Harvey . .

(

I
For a Weak Digestion.
No medicine can replace food,
but cnamheriain's Tablets will
help you to digest your food. It
Is not the quantity of food taken
that gives strength i.nd vigor to
the system, but the amount digested and asslmll. ted. If troubled
with a weak 'digestion, give Chamberlain's Tablets a trial. Thous
ands have been
by their
use.

time-keepi-

time-keepi-

scribed, before

I

in

for it.

Pick, unthrifty farm animals and
poultry bring no profits. There's a
for every disease of aniDesire Good remedy
mals and poultry in the International
line
of Stock nnd Poultry
Central AvPreparations. Sold by Vaio Bros.,
Tracks; Will 307 North First ptreet.

1

4 SWITCH ENGINES ARE

San Intonlo. Tex., Oct. 26 Four
switch' engines operated today in
the local yards of the International
ft Great Northern railroad, whose
600 trainmen have been on strike
since last Saturday, according to
an announcement from the office
of the division superintendent.
Numerous clerks have been temporarily dismissed within the last
few days, It was learned today at
the office of the superintendent,
due, it was said, to lack of work
occasioned by the strike.

SIDEWALKS ARE

Charles Gilmorc, who has spent
the past two months at Whitcomb
Springs, returned yesterday to his
home at TuLsa. Okla. He was ac
o
companied by his sister. Miss
lilmoro. and his grandmother,
Mr;), lleulah
Gilmore, who have
been in California.
All Masons and
members of
their families are invited to a dance
to be given by the Order of DeMo-la- y
at the Masonic temple tomorrow night at 9 o'clock.
Members of the Woodmen of the
World will meet at C. T. French's
at 1:80
chapel this afternoon
o'clock to attend the funer: of C.
Wardrop.
A stated cnnclnve
of Pilgrim
Commandery No. 3, Knights Templar, will bo held this evening at
7:30 o'clock. There will be work
in the order of tho Hed Cross and
Malta.
Pay Poll TaT at Jt gTt School.
Horn, October 26. to Mr. and
Mrs. J. K. Rodden of 712 West
Tijeias avenue, a daughter.
Herman Krauch of the Fort Valley forest service experimental station, is in the citj' conferring with
local forest servtt?e officials. Mr.
Krauch arrived here from Santa
Fe, where he has been gathering
data for the past month.
I.e.indra T.ioon de Villalobos filed
suit for divorce in the district cotlrt
against Ventura Villayesterday
lobos.
Four dollars, fnli wagon load
amount.
factory, wood; limited
Hnhn Coal Co. Phone 91,
The Ladles' Aid society of the
T,ead Avenue Methodist church will
meet at 2:30 this afternoon at the
home of Mrs. M. W. Thompson. 212
Stanford avenue. Take University
car to the end of the line. Mm.
Thompson will meet cars from 2:30
to 3.
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GONZALES

IS CELEBRATED

INDIANS PAY TRIBUTE TO YOUNG BRAVE KILLED IN WAR

AND

CHAVEZ TO MEET
S,

TODAY IN CITY
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lows: Chorus, America, Quotations
from Roosevelt. Roosevelt's Patriotism. Roosevelt's Leadership.
Why We Honor Roosevelt. Salute
to the Flag, chorus, Star Bpangled
St. Vincent
Banner.,
Academy
program: The Roosevelt day program at St. Vincent academy follows: Roll call of seniors and Juniors. Glimpses of Roosevelt, the
Man. Battle Hymn of the Republic, high school. Roosevelt's Personality.
Roosevelt, the Author.
Roosevelt, the Statesman, Reading,
Roosevelt's Message. Salute to the
Flag. America.

KIWANIS CLUB WILL
BACK THE NATIONAL
PARK PLAN FOR N. M.
Tha support of the Kiwanls club
to the plan proposed by Secretary
e
oi tne .interior Fall for n
year national park In southern
New Mexico was assured by the
board of directors of th club to
whom the matter was referred
after being proposed to the club
at its luncheon yesterday.
The address of th day was given
by the Rev. F. E. McGuire, new
pastor of the Lead Avenue Metho
dlst church. Mr. Mcliuire talked
on Porto Rico, where he formerly
made his home, describing the
sources of the country and the life
among tne natives.
The Kiwanis club, together with
the Rotarlans, the Business and
Professional Women's club and the
chamber of commerce, voted to
Bend a telegram
to Mrs. J. G
Gould, president of the Albuquerque Woman's club, now attending
the state federation of women's
clubs at Ronwell, to Invite the fed
e ration to Albuquerque for its 1922
meeting.
A letter of greeting from Dr. H.
M. Bower, just reelected district
governor of Kiwanis, was read to
the club. The attendance prize, a
five dollar gold piece given by J.
H. Coons, was won by Ira N.
The club voted not to
Sprecher.
enter a float In the Armistice day
ell-th-

parade.
LOYAL SANTA FEM EN
PROTECTED BY ROAD
IN EVENT OF STRIKE
Those Santa Fe employes who remain faithful to the road In the
event of a strike and expulsion from
their organization will be protected
In their Insurance by the Santa
Fe. according to F. A. Lehman,
general manager of the Santa Fe
western lines. Mr. Lehman issued
the following bulletin:
"Engine, train service, and tele
remain
graph employes, if they
loyal to this company In the im
Dendlnar strike, if It occurs, and
by reason of expulsion because of
loyalty to tne company ana in
government insurance In their or
ganlzatlon is lost to mem, me com
pany will procure for them Bimtlai
amount of insurance with no in'
creased cost to them for premium
and without impairment of their
status in any pension or death ben
afits provided by the company
without any cost to them."

Charles Rice, son of Pr. L. G.
Rice, has completed Betting up u
wireless receiving set, consisting of
a multi-wav- e
tuner, regenerative
e
cabinet, detector and
was
Tne apparatus
amplifier.
mads here by the Radio Electric
Is
to
said
be strong
shop. It
enough to catch all of the messages passing from Denver to San
Francisco.
two-stag-

EXISTENCE, SAYS

PARLORS

S80RJ

A new and
thoroughly modern
Claims If Erother- - undn
tukimj establishment Will be
for
business here at BOl
hoodsAre Destroyed Rad loiH'iiijcl
i
avenue by Neil Mc- ical Labor Organizations ";M'lney,Central
or (Jhicago, now
lonnerly
living in Albuquerque. The equipAre Sure to Spring Up.
ment of the new firm is In every

Stone

I

J

'

i

r
including motorJ
Press.)
(By The
ized ambulance, hearse, and
Cleveland, O., Oct. 26 (by tho
vehicles,
S.
Associated
Press). Warren
A chapel ia being prepared for
Ktono, president of the' Brother- use in services in connection
with
hood of Locomotive Engineers, in the business.
a statement made public here
Mr. McNcrney was formerly In
KMserta that the brotherhoods the under!
Overwork, worry, anxiety or sorrow
king hugjnoEg in this
existundermines strength and health. There "are fighting for their very
city, luit five months aqo ho weiti
thev- - ore to
warned
if
that
ence"
and
Chicago, llo bus returned to
cauies contribute to kidney trouble, and
''radical labor organisa- make
his permanent home here.
weak or dieeaied kidneys make one destroyed
tions are sure to rpring up to take
now undertaking parlors will
The
feel old in middle age,
or
a
few
within
their places
years
open In two or three days.
months."
perhaps
"Let us assure you, however,"
The cotton weavers of the little
Mr. Stone said, "that this
city of Ouingamp, in France, firnt
is a long way from an ac- bit upon the idea of dyeing tho
fact." Mr. Stone a!no thread before it was woven nn.l
help week, overworked or diseased kid- complished
asserted that the mn'pt powerful then placing it in the loom m
neys sod bladder to that the system ii force in deciding tills railroad con- that
it would form a pattern of
free from watte and poiionoui matter troversy s the force of public opinand rhecJis.
Henco the
that causes one to feel old, tired, lan- ion and nslfd If security In travel stripes
dainty ,nnd pretty ginghams so
em
furnished
experienced
by
banish
rheuguid.
backache,
They
should popular today.
matic paint, tore muscles, stiff joints, ployes of the brotherhoods
,
not be preferred tn insecurity thnt
Mrs. J. D. Millir. Syracuse, N. Y., wtitts:
would result 1C tho operation of
n Far
many years I aufhrad with kidney trouble
is
left to inexperienced
1 had
and rheumatism.
severe backache and trains
Signor Kaoul V. Palerml,
men."
ielt miserable end ell playad out, I tot to
IMPLY? WELL, DQN'T BE
Mr.
said the rallrnndsi
Stone
tdeee where bed to do somcthintf.
ior Kaoul v.
I'nti. vn,i i,r
After lak.
. grand
ing two bottles of Foley Kidney Pilla I can say "with characteristic cunning" have-ni:i!m- (f the lii'iiiid
my backache is (one, and where I used to lay made it "appear that the brother
ot inny and thirty third
iuiigo
awake at niaht with rheumatic peine can now hoods have precipitated the whole People Notice It. Drive Them
sovereign
commander
sleep in comtort and enjoy 9 good nigbt'a rest." trouble." Evasive answers, he said,
of the supremo grand
Off with Dr. Edwards'
council of tho Anwere made by the railroad execucient
gold everywhere.
and
Accepted Kite, Mawon;;
Olive Tablets
of Italy and her colonies, is now
tives to all queries by tho "Rig
Five" transportation organization
tho
attending
meeting of tho
face
A
will not embarrass you
pimply
chiefs concerning retention of varicouncil in Washington,
ous rules and working conditions. much longer if you ret a packaga of U. C.
The executives made it plain that Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets. The skin
they were through with collective should begin to clear after you have MANY AUTO TOURISTS
bargaining except so far as the taken the tablets a few nights.
Cleanse the blood, bowels and liver
ARE TRAVELING WEST
railway wage board might be use
ful in lending force and sanction with Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets, tlio
to their designs," he added.
"In successful substitute for calomel ; there's
Tourist travel west 3 continuing
Soolhino; and HesJinq
formally the air was filled with no sickness or pain after taking them. neavy through AlbMcpinrque
and
is
to
'now
talk
the
time
that
smash
other points on the regular routes.
Doctors daily prescribe
tho unions.' "
which calomel does, and iust as cflec A check made Tuesday at Jos
"Suppose the brotherhoods are lively, but their action is centle and Lunas showed that 71 "out of the
this ointment fo heal
broken up. The first result will safe
stato" cars going west missed
instead of severe and irritatincr.
rouble because
be a certain lowering of physical
through th:it point. All of these
No one who takes Olive Tablets is cars
and moral standards with inevitable
passed through Albuquerque.
fhey know it
loss of life and property," the state-me- ever cursed with a dark brown taste, '"
Roads in the state are all fair
n bad breath, a dull. list ess. "no eood
continued.
to good, according to latest reprompt results
"Next will come an Inevitable re- feeling, constitution, tornid liver, bad ports,
although some ere getting
organization of the worker, not disposition or pimply face.
very dusty. The two routes
along the lines of the old brotherOlive Tablets are a nurelv vegetable to Arizona are being about through
equally
hoods, but organization based on
mixea with olive oil; you ufiid and both are in fair condi'
the 'one big union' principle, wield- compound
tion throughout their entire length,
will know them by their olive color.
ing the power of "direct action"
Dr. Edwards spent years amontr na- and stopping at nothing in the furHaydn was one of the most
with liver and bowel
therance of revolutionary political tients afflicted
of tho great musicians. In
complaints and Olive Tablets are the tho
designs."
dead of night and in the seimmensely effective result. Take one or clusion
of his own study, ho inEight hundred chess players, two nightly for a week. See how much
sat down to work In full
both men and women, participated better you feel and look. 15c and 30c. variably
court dress sword, laced hat, silk
In a recent tournament in London,
siocKings, etc,
Ankoil-itfi-

l

pass-em'-

er

Feel Old?

.1

Several cans of black bass are
expected to arrive hare tomorrow
for stocking the Rio Grande Gun
over Johnny club lake, seven miles south of tha
referee's
decision
Tillman of St. Paul, in a
city. The lake was stocked as a
bout here tonight. They are
test a few years ago and tha fish
have developed rapidly. The lake
Harry Bramer of Kansas City, will probably be closed to fishing
knocked out Mike Pundee, New next season and the next year It s
York, in the first round of their expeeren vatt basa fishing will be
scheduled ten round spml-finono of tho principal sports of the
match. They are lightweights.
club members.

Chamber of Commerce As
sures Visiting Teachers
Here November 20 They
Will Be Accommodated.
"Nearly every home In Albuquerque has a room which can be
made available for nio use of the
teachers to be here for the state
teachers'
convention
Thanksgiving week," declared D. Ii.
secretary of tho chamber of
commerce, yesterday when talking
of the large number of letters already received asking for reservations for the convention.
Fair rates will bo paid for the
rooms and the chamber of commerce teachers rooming bureau
will have complete charge of the
accommodations for tho three or
four thousand teachers who will
bo here to attend the convention.
All rooms are being listed and
i tho
checking of reservations has
already started. Many persons
with available rooms are calling
tho chamber
and putting tho
rooms at the disposal of the bureau. A solicitor is also working
through the city listing rooms.
tho
convention
"Long before
starts on November 21, we want
to have enough rooms listed so
that we can carefully rhock and
assign them without having to
work In a rush." Secretary Mc- Kee stated yesterday.
The state teachers' convention
Ir the' largest convention held in
New Mexico. The chamber of
has been
commerce heretofore
able to secure ample accommo- dntions and Mr.' McKee stated
yesterday that he was already in
a position to assure the visiting
teachers that they would be well
taken caro of during their stay in
the city.
"We will
expect
practically
every family In the city to list
one or more rooms," Mr. McKee
stated. Most of the tenrhers will
arrive November 20 and will leave
November 24.

-v

Mc-Ku- e,

"It's easy" if you are strong1. You
can be strong and well you can
overcome all obstacles if you will
but listen to the advice of many of
your neighbors. Jf your existence
is made gloomy by the chronic
weaknesses, delicate derangements
and painful disorders that afflict
the sex, you will find relief from
your troubles in- Dr. Pierce'8 Favorite Prescriptoin. If you're over-

i

j

1

-

1

j

Houston.
Texas.
When I had becomi
weak and
all
nervous and was feel
ing miserable all the
time, I took Dr. Pierce
Favorite Prescription
it was only necessary
for me to take two
bottles to build ms m
in health and strength
'Favorite Prescrlpltlnn
is an excellent tonlo foi
women." Mrs. F. R
2615 N. Main
Orand Ttapids, Mich., claims the Congo,
street.
unique distinction among American cities of never having hud a
hank failure.
run-dow-

it.

Over
4.000.000

It's Time For The Heavy Ones
We have a complete line of the
Famous Vassar and Lewis Underwear in cotton, wool or silk and
wool All very moderately priced.
Mackinaws, sheep pelt lined coats,
sweaters and all the heavier outer
clothing at attractive prices.

lic Iron Is iron juBt as it comes from the
actionof ntrongncldon small ptecea of
iron andisthareforeentirely dilferent
from organio Iron. Organic iron ia like
the Iron in your blood and HkaUleiron.,
may be had from your drug- -

glstunder thenameof
Bo- -

rfW

The "Prescription" contains no alcohol, now sold in tablet form by
all druggists for 60 cents. Send 10
cents to Dr. Pierce, Invalids' Hotel,
Buffalo, N. Y., for large trial
package of tablets.

Listen Men!

Paool Annually
Are Uainc Nuxated
Iron. When your blood
ia starving; for Iron, no ordi
nary tonica or stimulant can nut
you rljrht Starving- blood must have
lroithasamc as a starving person must
have food. Hut be sure the iron you
take is organic ironandnotmetallte
iron which peopleusuaUy take. Metal-

Nuxated Iron.
ware of sub- -

worked, nervous, or
you will find new life and strength.
It's a powerful, invigorating tonic
and nervine which wa3 discovered
and used by an eminent physician
for many year3. For young girls
just entering womanhood, for wo- -,
men at all times; the "Favorite
Prescripiton" will surely benefit.
"run-down- ,"

over-thro-

J

G.S

atitutes.

RESIHOL

skin

dives

nt
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CLUB LAKE WILL BE
STOCKED WITH BASS

(By Th Aaaoclnted Prma.)
fit. Louis, Oct. 26. Alex. Trnm-blta- s
of Portland, Ore., won the

TEACHERS MEET

The observance ot the birthday Chavez Gets Chance to Make
z cr
anniversary of Theodore Roos
Come Back Against Man
velt will be carried out In all of tho
schools today, by appropriate ex- Who Won Decision Over
rclies and ceremonies.
The high school will hold an as
Him Ten Days Ago.'
sembly at 10:30 o'clock in the
morning, when the student body
A return match between Benny
will be addressed by John Slmms.
and Sailor Gonzalez will be
The remainder of the program con Chavez
offered
fight Tana on the
slats of orchestral numbers by the afternoonto oflocal
November 11, Armia
school orchestra, singing of patri- tica
day, it was announced yester
otic airs by the students, and a
day by Dan Padilla, was has se
"The cured
reading from Roosevelt's
Great Adventure," by Forrest Ap slon. the armory for that occa'
pleby.
K
v
Benny Chavez returned a few
In the evening at the high
ago from Jemez Springs, and
school, a general meeting will ba days
is eager to get a return match with
held, which all are urged to attend the man who got the decision over
A. B. Renehan of Santa Fe will be him ten
days ago. Gonsnlcg has
he principal speaker. Mr. Hene- - assured Padilla
of his entire will
will lend the charm of his per ingness to give Chavez another
(ensMy to "n interesting address chance, and final arrangements
fx
It
si II
in thVIJfa and Character of were made today.
'i'.vtWur
:oosevelr." Miss drace
There has beeivmuch Interest In
American Lefiion members and Indians conveying;
Ptorti
sing "Land of Mine," the prospect of a return match bo
body of Moses Neptin to grave at Eastport, Maine.
will be, other musical tween
im;
the two fighters, Fistiana
ceremonies
marked
Impressive
imtary honors, American Legion
been oqnslderably
tribe and served in Company I,
the burial at Eastport, Me., re
'lue u.' rary school will hold a having
members and members of his
Ono Hundred and Third infantry.
pressed with the ring generalship
meeting at 11 o'clock, when the of Chaves In the recent contest,
native
cently oi rrivate Moses Weptin.
He was killed on Armistice day,
taking part in the
son of
William Neptin of
pupils will be addressed, by Pearce and Padilla has received many In
forceremony. Private Neptin, a
November 11,- 1918, in the
the tribe of Paseamaquoddy In
Rodey. A piano solo, a reading, quiries regarding the prospects of
mer altar boy, enlisted at East-po- rt
rejrion. Tho body arrived
"The Life History of Roosevelt," by another meeting.
aians. h was Durtea with mill
with other members of his
home recently.
John Strong, and other timely
A card of good preliminaries Is
will follow.
being arranged, and it ia expected
The ward school programs will that some
outsider will be import
be rendered by the pupils them- ed to meet either Kid Anaya
or
ITALIAN MASONIC
selves, and will consist of singing, Young Flynn lust before the main
0
and other bout. A
readings, recitations,
match between
LEADER ATTENDS
two local feather-weighappropriate services.
will bead
COUNCIL MEETING
The
and convent tne list.
parochial
school programs follow:. Sacred
OPE
FU
Heart school, Roosevelt celebra- LOCAL FIRM SETS UP
tion; The Sacred Heart school
program for Roosevelt day folBOY'S RADIO STATION

SFPTI1

AWARDED
REFERES DECISION

NEEDED DURING

DAY

six-rou-

TRAMBITAS

EVERY DOOM IS

I't

v.

Page Seven

PAJAMAS AND
(

NIGHT ROBES
Our Stetson and Walk' -- Over
Shoes in both dress and working
lasts are very late in design and

About Colds.
Just because you have had many
colds and always recovered from
them, you should not presume that
colds are not dangerous. It Is tin
the cold Itself but tho serious diseases that it leads to that are t
be guarded arainst.
Pneumonia
often follows a bad cold becaus;
the cold prepares tl.e system loi
tho reception and development 01
tho pneumonia germ which oth'u-:je would not havo rfound Ion
mont. It la the same with nnnv
other germ diseases. You are nii.st
likely to contract them when yoM
have a cold. Children who have
colds should be kept out ot school
until they recover. Get rid of every
cold as quickly as possible. In other words take Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy. It can be depended upo.i.

built to give the proper service.

t

E. L. Washburn Co.
"Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers"

FOOTBALL FOES OF NEW MEXICO VARSITY, IN GAME HERE NOV. 19
IT

1

O'DOWll GIVEN DECISION
Phil
New York, Oct. 28.
C'Dowd. Columbus. Ohio, tonight
was awarded the Judges' decision
bout with
after u slashing
Joe Lynch, former bantamweight
cnampion.

ini

Stops Hair Coming Out;
Thickens, Beautifies.

I
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TP Ko'' fef to
Middle

"Dan-Berin-

After

find a
falling
shows

more
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buys a bottle of
drug store.
one application you can not
of
dandrilff
or a
particle
Jiair. Besides, every hair
tew life, vigor, brightness,
fiolor and abundance.
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HlKht Pierce, lino coach; Carpenter. Wave. Clark. Thnmss. lrh. ki.hu. mir-i- ,.
...
Hanson. Monntcastle. Enfield, Berkley, dwell. Etz. Slonaker. ,
Row Bnsh. Conncll. Csitienter. Swiit. In
...
v..-- -,
.
:!
Ilnttmn u,.n. c.i.i.
n,
o'
ucuinne, cvrrii, jroierieK.
BIriuB, Dciiniu, uirreiio, xays, Wofford, captain;nciij,
utu,
Clymer, Manzo, Wallace,
'Connor, Houston, Bryant.
Arisona's great' football team. were grimly fighting for that last Arizona rush or start a
big push from them by the red and blue its own field. Arizona was the sec- slstent football
which meets the University of New touchdown
all season.
which would mean vic- of their own. A. and M. shoved
In sweatored team. Almost nil of the ond team to do it in
Mexico Lobos hsre on November tory for, them in spite of all their fresh
all that time. havo made 172 points and They
men in the final quarter and entire third
have
was played In- The Wildcats not
quarter
gave all the donesters heart handicaps.
crossed
the
only
yielded
up
battered
the
travel weary Wildcats side the Arizona thirty-yar- d
points to opponline,
line once, but to show that the ents. The thirty
failure last. Friday at College Inn
The Arizona squad numbered for the deciding polnta.
next
be
will
Is esti- and most of the tlmo the ball was goal
game
It
big
first time was not an accident, they at Tucson on October 29, when
station, Tex., when they got off the only eighteen men and they were mated that the long
trip was nearer tho Arizona twenty-yar- d
took it over again by the pas they meet the Texas School of
hour trip outweighed thirteen pounds to the equivalent to
train after a forty-eigtho Texas line, but still the Texans could not route, Rlonaker to MoClellan.
na rougnt the great Texas A. and man. Over; on the Texas A. and 'A. and M. to "spotting"
In Mines. On November 5 they play
two touchdowns.
carry, pass or kick successfully short, Texas A. and M. on
M. team to a standstill, losing by M; sidelines were three full teams,
New Mexico A. and M. at Mesllla
Time
after
time
the
big Tcxans for the needed points. Texas A. own grounds was one placo their
a score of 17 to 13. When the any cue' of which could bo hastily carried the ball almost to
kiofj Park, N. M. On November 19 they
the goal and 'M. has been scored upon only better than the Wildcats.
final gun sounded the Wildcats ihoved into the breach to stem an line and
meet 'the University of New Mexico
there had It taken away twice in the past seven years on
Tho Arizonans have played con- - at
Albuquerque. New Mexico re
:

nt any

s.

i

t
.

ht

'

K.

.
.

J',
v- -.

cently hold Colorado College to a
0
score and Arizona (a
this gamo very seriously. taking
On
Thanksgiving day they will play
New Mexico Military institute at
Tucson. A Christmas day game is
being arranged for them at El
Paso and it is rumored that some
Colorado team will ba chosen. The
game is being handled by the El
Paso Chamber of Commerce,

i
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ROOSEVELT.

liberty as all the rest of the people, but the law CONSIDERING
took them at Its own wages, put them In a uniform
and sent them where it willed. They had the same
right as the rest of us to pursue happiness, but the
I
government Instead compelled them to pursue Germans, through mud and muck and shell. They had
the same right to life as any of us, but society I
forced them to go where death was, in Its behalf,
and today many of them lie in eternal sleep beneath the daisies of France. No individual has any
rights as against the common need.
This doctrine must be as firmly established In
peace as It has been In war. A chance to make
more dividends is not a legal right when the public
good says otherwise. An opportunity to earn more
wages or have better working conditions ceases to
be a right when the public is imperilled thereby.
Those who deny these facts and defy this doctrine
will be broken. The public welfare will prevail.
This strike Is impossible from the standpoint of
the public. People cannot be starved and frozen
It is
while men quarrel over personal advantage.
the public's business and the public will make it
Its business to see to it that the strong arm of the
law protects the people.
If more law Is needed to see that Justice Is done
between man and mat, we must have more law.
Representatives of the law must decide these matters which concern the public.
The merits of the controversy is not the issue
Just now. The public welfare makes personal rights
The strike must be prevented.
subordinate.
I

II

RESULTS, THE OVERHEAD SEEMS
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was steady to firm on lighter deal
Ings.
Foreign bonus snowed no
pronounced trend, except Mexican
government 4s, which again were
affected by latest phases of that
external
obligations.
country's
Total sales, par value, $11,875,000.
Closing prices:
26Vi
American Beet Sugar
27
American Can
American Smelting & Refg.. 37
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 36
108
American Tel. & Tel
40
Anaconda Copper
85
Atchison
36
&
Ohio
Baltimore
63
Bethlehem Steel "B"
14
Butte & Superior
California Petroleum
42i
111
Canadian Pacific
28
Central Leather
63
Chesapeake & Ohio
23
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
25
Chino Copper
63
Crucible Steel
7
Cuba Cane Sugar
H
Erie
9
Great Northern pfd
35
Inspiration Copper
48
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
21
Kennecott Copper
105
Mexican Petroleum
22
Miami Copper
3 8 v
Missouri Pacific
0
New York Central
71
Northern Pacific
oft Mi
Pennsylvania
Rav Consolidated Copper,... 13 i
68
Reading;
. . 47
Republic Iron A Steel
22
Sinclair Oil & Refining
76
Southern Pacific
18
Southern Railway
74
stnrlehnker Corporation
41
Texas Company
63
Tobacco Products
118
Union Pacific
v
TTnlted States Steel
83
Utah Copper
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

By F. G, Cooper,

(can.)
KLtAb- tGOT!!!
J
I

"
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Washington, Lincoln, Roosevelt so history will
record the names of America's great triumvirate.
Washington, the founder, saw the aspirations
of a new people upon a new continent, to work out.
their own destiny, free from the despotic Influences
Pre-wof Europe.
His heart sympathized with those asprices prevail in some Chicago
but it is so far to go there to eat.
pirations. He was a wealthy aristocrat of his tlmo.
Yet he
He had nothing to fear from England.
Russia Just now is considered a poor place for
hazarded friends, comforts, fortune and life, to he'p
his people realize their desires. In agony of soul operatic singers. And, one would imagine, after-dinnspeakers.
he supplied the fortitude to withstand the terrors
of the winter at Valley Forgo when he might have
Why all the talk about recognizing Mexico? For
rested In luxury and safety at Mt. Vernon. He
served without ambition, and as tho servant of all years that land has been fully recognized aa a
mighty troublesome spot.
he became the Father of this Country.
Lincoln, the preserver, saw the ship of state
The Soviets are not prosperous enough to feed
about to split upon the rock of national distention.
g
To him came the
task of steerins their people, but they are able to shoot millions of
a safe course. He might have lpt "the erring rubles at the Turks In that Caspian sea,
brother go." One of less moral fiber would have,
done so. But Lincoln saw that our solidarity an-our liberties were dependent upon each other. H3
knew that If the old ship broke in twain she woull
soon be In atoms of flotsam and jetsam, scattered
on the sea of history with her name only a memory.
IN DUBLIN TOWN.
And so In sorrow of heart but with glorious firminto
staying.
Tn Dublin town the people see
ness, he coerced the erring brother
CJoigeous clouds sail gorgeously;
Thereby he made possible a great national destiny
They are finer, I declare;
Roosevelt, the prophet and evangelist, coming
Than
the clouds of anywhere.
at a time of gross materialism, when a nation
Golden
of
the
and
bowed before the power
glory
A swirl of blue and red and green,
A stream of blindness, gold, a sheen
Calf, scourged men for their grossness and selfishFrom silver hill and pearly ridge
ness and pleaded with a nation that it might not
"
Comes each evening on the bridge.
I.
i
:
lose Its soul. He reasserted the power of a governsnow balls!" went on Baby Bunty, "That
tt
is
"Aren't
sie.
glad
you
J:
with
to
too
r..
weak
cope
ment which many deemed
So when you walk In a field, look down,
will make him howl!
ing? Isn't it lovely?"
He made all to know, howT,est you tramp on a daisy's crown.
consolidated wealth.
Quickly Uncle Wiggily and his
it looks pretty," the bunny
"Ves,
In
a
But
city look always high
ever powerful, that they were subject to the governraid. And Just then Baby Bunty friends wrapped snow around some
clouds
And
beautiful
watch
the
by.
go
ran up behind him and dropped a horse chestnuts. As the wolf came
ment. He pleaded for Ideals of honor and patriotJames Stephens.
nnw full of snow down his back. on they threw at him again, hit
ism and courage until he awoke the people to n
"Tag! You're it, Uncle Wiggily!" ting him on his nose and toes.
B.
Pari
sense of civic duty. He established national Ideals
By Howard
"Oh, wow!" howled the wolf, as
sin laughed.
What kind of tag do he turned and ran away. "Throwfrom which, at times we may depart, but to which
"Oh,
my!
MeClure
Copyright. 1921. by
you call that?" asked the bunny, ing hard snowballs is no fair! Oh,
we will always return. And upon the shrine of that
wow! Oh, wow!"
Newspaper Syndicate.
as he squlrled and squiggled.
idealism will be chiseled forever the name of
DAMN'S IT WITH FAINT PRAISE.
"Ha! Ha! We made you run!"
answered
Baby
"Snow
tag!"
Viscount Grey indexes the Harding conference as
Roosevelt.
I'NCLE WIGGILY AND THE
Baby Bunty, and so they
Runty, as she ran down the path. laughed
HORSE CHESTNUTS,
had.
And when tho wolf was far
These three never sought the easy way; they greater than tho league of nations. Senator Borah
me
me
and
catch
can
tag
"If
you
Pittsa
limited compliment.
chose the hard road of duty. There was iron tn would classify that as
that snow melts and runs off, sore and smarting from the
"Dear me!" exclaimed Uncle before
clown your back, then I'll be it!" hard balls, Uncle Wiggily took
in the nerves. There was burgh Dispatch.
the blood and whip-cor- d
looked
he
as
one
morning
Wiggily
The Bahy Bunty and Susie to the store
But bless your lollypop!
UK HAS NO PLACE TO GO.
a prophet's vision of the end from the beginning.
over the tops of his glasses out snow melted before Uncle Wiggily and bought them hot chocolate
A Long Island highway robber has been- - senOf course
the bunny
hollow
his
of
stump
Today we do especial homage to the name of
window
of the
could even Iwlf catch the lively fudge.
to that name alone tenced to 40 years in Sing Sing. There's one man bungalow. "Can it be snowing, oi- little rabbit girl, so, of course, Mr. thanked the horse chestnuts for
To do
Roosevelt.
for whom the railroad strike will have few terrors. ls Mrs. Twlstytail, the pig lady,
having helped him. And if the
To honor Roosevelt we must j New York Herald.
would be sacrilege.
Longears had to stay "it,", but he beater doesn't crawl through egg
the
making new feather pillows?"
mind.
didn't
honor the ideals for which he fought throughout
hole In the sugar cookie and Jump
"It is snowing, surely enough,"
no: hi: gets
Down fell the white flakes ot out of the other side to scare the
way.
his strenuous life. Equality before the law; special
Nurse Jane Fuzzy Wuzzy,
answered
snow, covering the ground, and potato masher. I'll tell you next
Whether that $100,000 paid "Happy Harry"
houseprivileges for none; the ascendancy of the govern- Hevenor was a salary or a fee doesn't make the tho good nnmkrat lady Twistv-tail
though it was fun for Baby Bunty about Uncle Wiggily and Kittie's
Mrs.
"I
helped
and
keeper.
ment over private enterprise; honor, patriotism
Deand Susie, and though even Uncle tall.
slightest practical difference to the taxpayer.
change her feather pillows last
enjoyed the early storm,
courage these we must applaud and support or troit Free Press.
week. The white things you seo Wiggily
still there was danger in it for
flakes."
ire are not sincere in our proclaimed loyalty to the
snow
are
him.
IT NEEDS FRIENDSHIP TO BORROW.
name of Roosevelt.
coming a bit early
The Mexican government desires to borrov this"They are
The Woozle Wolf, loping along
genthe
on
rabbit
went
year,"
money from the U. S. A. This is one of the situa- tleman.
will to see what he could find to eat,
this
"I
don't
fancy
tions In which business promotes friendship.
PALSIED HANDS.
saw in the snow the bunny rabbe much of a storm."
Washington Star.
bit
bliztracks, and he sniffed at them
a
into
turn
it
"But
'
might
s
$
with his long, sharp nose.
How hard It is for us to struggle against yield-In- s
(Br The Associated Press.)
WE NEED ONE. TOO.
"Ah, ha!" snickered the Wolf to
New York, Oct. 26. Apart from
to complete selfishness! How difficult it beGermany's richest man Is on trial for war profihimself. "Uncle Wiggily has passed
Issues, especially oils, in
comes for us to surrender unfair advantage, once teering, which seems to show there must be somi'
along this way, with two other speculative
recent gains were enhanced,
law there prohibiting Individuals from succeeding
rabbits!
I shall have some fine which
we have acquired it!
today's stock market was dull and
ear nibbling when I catch them! inconclusive.
This observation is evoked by the conduct of an where the government failed. Kansas City Times
Oh, yes. indeed!"
Proceedings of the railroad labor
institution or two in New Mexico, In attempting to
So he loped along faster and
hearing were followed with Interest
forestall the organization of cattle loan companies
faster, the Woozle Wolf did, until and
shares, including sev
pretty soon he caught sight of Un- eral railway
and to prevent the securing of an agency of the
ot tne more popular Invest
cle Wiggily and the two little rab- ment
War Finance Corporation, in order that relief under
Issues,
developed more reac
bit girls, resting under a horse
MISSED FROM THE FARM.
tendencies.
the Agricultural Credits Rill might be had. Be it
chestnut tree, which kept off most tionary
Firmness of money rates prob
said to the credit of the majority of the bankers ol
of the snow flakes, as it still had ably accounted for
the less aggres(From the Boston Transcript.)
some of Its leaves.
New Mexico that the blockade proved a failure.
sive
tactics of bull pools. Call loans
The Father of his Country, in addition to his
snickered the
are!"
"There
they
at 6 per cent, the week's
Centuries ago a great politician said: "I must other duties as president, commanding general, and
his red opened initial
Woozle Wolf, sliding
rate, but relaxed to
follow my people, for am I not their leader?" Ho vestryman at Christ church. Alexandria, accepted
on his sharp teeth. highest
along
tongue
BV4
in
last half of
the
session.
and served as vestryman for a
"There they are waiting for me!" In private negotiations the
well knew that when the people had made up their election
t!o con(rr(Batlon ,
brokers retne backwoodll ot KajVfa
his
and
Uncle
course
Of
Wiggily
minds to do a thing, new leadership would be devel county, which worshipped at a plain wooden struc
loans of this class at 6 per
friends weren't exactly waiting for ported
cent.
ture known as Tayne's chapel. This chapel was
oped, if the old leadership failed to lead on.
Just happened that
it
but
the
wolf,
The
cheaper oils were most fa
about twenty miles or more from Mt. Vernon, and
History has recently repeated itself in New Mex- the
way.
Sneaking softly over the vored and motors) of the same type
roads through the bushes were always either
snow the bad chap came nearer also moved
ico. Great institutions, under very able manageforward,
although
muddy or dusty. It must have meant a long hard
and nearer to the horse chestnut trade advices respecting this
rr
indusment, built up a leadership and prestige which day's ride for him to attend a meeting of the vestry.
tree.
were
not
favorable.
especially
One entry In the general's own hand concludes
amounted almost to veneration and awe. But FathV&U
snickered
the
all of a sudden, Baby try
Then,
some
and
rubber
Food,
of
leather,
er Time has done his deadly work and the Institu- this way: "And there being no quorum, we ran and
Bunty and Susie looked up and the Independent steels displayed In
himself
a red fox." The thought of that day's sport
saw the savage creature.
tions have passed to palsied hands, without the catched
termittent firmness, but United
may have been in the general's mind when he zard," spoke Nurse Jane. "If you
Uncle Wiggily!" cried Su- States Steel fluctuated within the
power to grasp, or the vision to sec, opportunity. penned his famous general order against the foollsn are going out to look for an ad- sie."Oh,"Look what's
coming!"
narrowest limits, making no visible
The momentum of earlier days has carried thesa habit of profane swearing. If those excellent gen- venture, Uncle Wiggily, you had
"I'll drop a snowball down his response to yesterday's
quarterly
who were present had spent their time in better start before it snows hard- back!" exclaimed Bunty.
great institutions forward in spite of lack of power tlemen
the profitless occupation of expressing their very er."
called report.
Don't
"No!
dare!"
you
in the management.
showed
mixed
Equipments
gains
Justifiable views of the moral character of thoso
"I will," exclaimed Mr. Long-ear- s. the bunny gentleman. "But we'll and
losses and coppers and tobac
e
Gradually the public has seen that the
whose derelictions were costing them and the cause
"I love to be out in the throw snowballs at him! Com on cos were susceptible
to
pressure.
ability to strike men dead, commercially, is goes. so dearly, they might not have heard the music of snow, and I may meet some of the
throw snowballs at th wolf!"
Chemicat, fertilizer and chain store
The difference between the imitation and the real the hounds, and a splendid day's sport would have animal boys and girls having fun.
Susie, Bunty and Mr. Longears Issues were among the firmer misTa-tbeen
lost
to
to
Nurse Jane! I'm going
them,
on
bad
the
did
this,
cellaneous stocks. Selling of Mexichap
Is
hitting
Is
one
No
afraid.
apparent.
any longer
thing
toddle along!"
Washington Is now a world figure. His
his nose and toes.
can Petroleum contributed to the
Without a change in management these institutions worth has made many strange peoples sterling
So saying Uncle Wiggily put on
"Ha! Ha! Pooh! Do you think Irregular close.
willing
Sales, (SO.OCO
will cease to be a factor in commercial affairs.
enough to claim some of the rights and benefits of his old soft cap, instead of his tall you can drlv me off with soft shares.
Time was when their opposition to such an en- participation in him. But they that were his own silk hat, for he thought if he wore snowballs?" howled the wolf, comConfusion marked trading in the
had no way of foreseeing all this. There was a time the latter it would be too good a ing nearer and nearer. "I'm not foreign exchanges, which was at
terprise as that of last Monday would have been when they thought
him Just a fine representative mark for the animal boys to throw afraid of them!"
tended by circumstantial rumors
were
as
as Idle
fatal. Their efforts Monday
the of a fine old stock. Living not so far
away was snowballs at.
"Tru enough," sadly said Uncle dealing with proposed revision of
another similar family which shared the Washing"I wonder what sort of an ad- Wiggily, "soft snowballs can't hurt Germany s reparations payments.
zephyrs which fan the cheek.
The Journal is glad of the opposition. It proved ton confidence, if not its fame. The descendants venture I shall have?" thought you!"
Sterling was easier, as also were
are
there still, and one of them has a quaint the bunny rabbit, as he skipped
"But I know how we can make French and Belgian rates. Central
its futility. V a,so proved that New Mexico is capa- old living
letter from Martha Washington in which that along over the newly fallen snow. them hard so they will hurt him!" European rates reflected latest ad
ble of a new and virile leadership.
These institu- worthy lady makes this plaintive comment on tho
Mr. Longears had not gone very whispered Baby Bunty.
verse development In that section
"How?" asked the bunny gen- and Far Eastern bills rallied from
tions have allowed progress to pass by and leave cost paid for greatness by the home folks: "I do far before he saw Susie Llttletall
wish
two
all
small
foolishness
would
and
and
that
tleman.
George
recent heaviness.
quit
Baby Bunty, the
them at the roadside.
come on home. The farm Is running down worse rabbit girls, coming toward htm.
"Put som of th hard horse
Liberty issues closed mostly at
New Mexico has needed the infusion of new and worse
every day!"
"Oh, Uncle Wiggily!" called Su chestnuts inside the soft snow gains and the general domestic list
blood in her commercial leadership.
come.
has
It
She has needed to rid herself of fear and awe ot
(Copyright 1921 by George Matthew Adam Trade Mark Registered U. 8. Patent O ffice)
ths powers which were. Their day is done. Now "REG'LAR FELLERS"
let those who have picked up the burdens carry-o- n
courageously, unselfishly and ably. If they do, tt
will bring honor, profit and an
prestige.
The day ef selfish domination by a few is passYoOTrVrSMM '
,
.
SWT CMZX
W-r- M
-ing. Mass action, for the common good, received a
rce- II
Wis
rMMN
yooe.
great Impetus last Monday.
1
fAC cN TtUL HER.
HOMJEMfc
It will require a few months for it to become
fully apparent as to what happened at the meeting
of the bankers. But something vitally Important
to New Mexico occurred. Walt and see!

....

..........

er

c
to $1.11. Corn lost Mc to
c. Provisions
and oats ',io to
varied from 6o decline to an ad
vance of
Owing to fancy premiums at
western terminals. Montreal was
said to have shipped wheat back to
Toledo, and there was said to have
been a sale of red winter wneat at
cents over De
New Orleans at 6
comber f. o. b. New Orleans, as
for
against 10 cents premiumz here Bean ordinary car or No. rea.
were understood to
sides,
be offering wheat at Liverpool below the cost at New York. All
these factors caused liquidating
sales here by holders, and sentiment changed from bullishness.
Initial upturns appeared to be
based chiefly on opinions that refor
ceipts of grain would be small railtome time, at least until the
road strike problem was settled.
Complaints of dry weather, too,
continued from parts of the winter
crop belt.
Corn and oats were governed almost entirely by the action of
wheat. Corn husking was reported
as making excellent progress.
Support from packers counterbalanced in the provisions market
the effect of weakness in grains
and hogs.
Closing prlres:
Wheat
Dec, $1.06; May,

2c.

Bedtime Storieb

For Little Ones

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

old-tim-

a,

my
clalty.
1130-J-

ii,...i.inn
home: ..D.uianlus,
Children'

.

kT:

VJ

LOST AND FOUND
LOST
Fountain
--North.
315
pen.
Eleventh.
LOST
Child's crocheted tam. n
and
pink; return to 708 North Fourth.
LOST
Two auto Urea, ona Ala. nn
Federal, alza J2x314. between Alam.da
brldfte and corrala; reward SIS. Hauaef
Saddlery, 111 West Copper.
LOST
Tan shepherd Anx with blaclc
noae; license tab no. 317 attached in
atrap collar. Return to 8M North Fifth
or call 2398-Reward.

FOR SALE
LE

Two

Livestock"""

freaw

ml Ik cow

South Broadway.
cleorae
FOR SANK Kreeh Ilolateln
North Thirteenth.
FOK SALE Two good addle
lady's saddle. 2107 South
phone 216-FOU BALE. CHEAP Belgian
413 West
and 12 young.
214 Virginia.

FOR SALE

a.'lT'i

Blake.
cow.

710

h,.rsea and
Droadway,
buck, doe
Copper ot

Ranches

FOU BALE Two best ruicucn m n,a
McMullen,
north ot indlan
val'ey.

2407-R-

ATTKESS KENOVATLNO,
3.6ianduu.
Hug cleaning, furniture repairing, fur471. Ervln Bedding Company.

niture packing. Phone

SEWING MACHINES

t,wj.(j
cleaned;

MACHINES
repaired
parts and supplies for an
makes; all work guaranteed.
C H.
.,
Morehead. phone
412 W. Conner.

Romi"

WANTED

In good condition!
HEALTHSEEKER,
employed, desires furnished aln nun
in private family, close In.
ddress box
rare Journal.

TYPEWRITERS
'

YPEWRITElis
All makea overhauled
and repaired. Rlbbona for avarv ma.
chine.
Ex
Albuquerque Typewriter
122 South Fourth.
change, phone H03-- J.

FOR RENT-- Miscellaneous
FOK RENT
oa 1.

Private garage,

FOR SALE

till West

Furniture

FOR SALE Rug. library table "Vna
email rocker. 120 South Cedar.

Zlnc Steady. East St. Louis da.
livery, spot $4.60.
Antimony Spot, 14.85 0 5. 2S. j
Foreign bar silver, 6940.
Mexican dollars, 53 e,
KANSAS

CITY PRODUCE.

'

Kansas City, Oct. It. Buttei"
Dec, 48c: May, 63e.
and poultry unchanged.
Dec, 33 c; May, 88ic.
E.ggs Firsts 2c to 3c higher, 47.
Jan., $15.00.
48c; seconds unchanged.
Ijird Jan., $8.90; March. $9.15.
Oats
Pork
Klbs

Jan., $7.55; May, $7.95.

LIVESTOCK MARKETS.

LIBERTY'' BONDS.
New York, Oct. 26. Liberty
$92.40; first 4s,
bonds closed:
$93.00 bid; second 4s. $92.20; first
$93.30; second 4 Vis, $92.42;
third 4is, $94.86; fourth 4Hs,
$99.60; Vic
$92.82: Victory
tory 494s, $99.44,

3s.

4s,

THE MARKETS

'

Phone 381J j
:rrn or .
at
ua,
mln.
an.
lira. Baker, 600 N. Second. Ph.
E. Silver.

1S01

wa ntrti

$1.11.
Corn

it either

to

stencilling;

lc

8

'

DRESSMAKING
HEMSTITCHING, pleating. Williams' Millinery, 200 South Broadway, ph. J07:i-iWANTED Sewing at home or by the
day. 1724 East Silver, phone 1916-DHESSMAKJ.SU
I.adle' tailoring; even.
lng dresses, beading and embroidering.
Phone 18U5-PLEATING, accordion, aide ana box
mall orders. N. Crane, tit North
8aventh: Crane Apartmenta. phone Sl.
OIUUINAL BLOUSES, negligees,

ten-ac-

VERSE OF TODAY

o--

sis

Chicago, Oct, 26 Assertions that School.
BALE Country home, stucco bouse,'
exporters were selling red winter FOKeven
heated, electrlo
wheat back to primary markets at lights; onrooms, steam
ranch; la alfalfa and
a profit gave a Jolt today to bulls orchard, Address Postotflce box 277, or
In wheat. Prices closed heavy,
phone
to 2Vio net lower, with December
MATTRESS RENOVATING
to $1.07 and May $1.11
$1.06

heart-breakin-

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

mm

3s,

NEW YORK COTTON'.
New Tork. Oct. 26. Cotton fu
tures closed steady. Dec. JR.(;

May,

Jan., 18.58; March, 18.40;
17.97; July, 17.50.

NEW YORK MONET.

Firmer. High and ruling rate, 6
per cent; low and last loan, 6
percent; closing bid, 6 to 5', 4 per
cent.
Time loans Steady, Sixty and
6Vi to 6

90 days and Blx months,

per cent.
Prime mercantile paper,
5
per cent.

5

to

Foreign

130-pou-

110-pou-

FOREIGN EXCHANGE,
New York, Oct. 26.

1,270-poun-

250-pou-

Call money

New York, Oct. 26.

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago. Oct. 26. Cattle Receipts 7,000. Beef steers and yearlings unevenly but sharply higher;
many desirable steers fully $1
above last week's close. Top yeard
lings, 812.25;
top
steers, $11.60; bulk beef steers,
$6.60(810.00; hutcher she stock
mostly 25c higher; bulls, ctockers
and feeders strong to higher; veal
calves steady; best vealers to packers, $11.60.
Market
Hogs Receipts 19,000.
mostly 10c to 15c lower than yesterday's average. Choice 220 to
butchers, $7.80; choice
light lights, $8.00; bulk light and
light butchers, $7.60 (fS 7.75 ; bulk
packing sows, $6.25 6.65 ; pigs
steady; bulk desirable 90 to
kinds, $8.008.30.
Sheep Receipts 20,000. Killing
classes strong to 25e higher, Fat
native lambs to packers early,
to outsiders up to
$8.508.75;
$9.10; comeback western lambs,
$9.00; fed western shorn lambs,
Montana
$8.40; choice
yearlings, $7.25; choice light fat
ewes, $5.00; feeder lambs steady.

ex-

Kansas City Livestock.
change easy. Great Britain deKansas City, Oct. 26. Cattle-Rec- eipts
$3.94.
cables,
mand,
$3.93;
13,000. Beef steers active,
cables.
France demand, 7.30;
7.31. Italy demand, 3.94; cables, strong to 25o higher. Top, $9.10;
8.95.
Belgian demand,
7.15; other sales, $4.00 8.50; calves
demand, steady, best vealers. $9.50(3)10.00;
cables, 7.16. Germany
feeders slow and
cables, .60. Holland de- stockers and
.60;
mand, 84.05; cables. 34.11. Nor- steady; big string Kansas feeders,
Sweden de- $5.75; big string Texas stockers,
way demand, 13.12.
23.13. Denmark
demand, $5.80; other early sales etockers
mand,
19.28.
Switzerland demand, 18.17. and feeders, $4.50 0 5.75; all other
strong; most cows,
Spain demand, 13.35. Greece de- classes steady to
some sales, $4.2501
demand, $3.504.00;
mand, 4.63. Argentina
Colorado
grass heifers, $5.15;
32.25. Brazil demand. 13.12. Mont- 5.00;
bulk cutters, $3.003.25; most
real, 91.
canners, $2.25 02.60; few bulls,
$4.60; most sales under $4.00.
CHICAGO PRODTJCE.
Market
8,000.
Hogs Receipts
28.
Butter and closed fai ly active to packers,
Chicago, Oct.
mostly 10c to 15c lower. Bulk 200
eggs unchanged.
40(3)7.50; packPoultry Alive, lower. Fowls, to
droves
top, $7.60; mixed
28c; ers
22c; springs, 19c; turkeys,
of
bulk
around
sales, $7.00 8)
$7.40;
14
c.
roosters,
sows generally
7.55;
packing
around $6.00 6.25; pigs steady.
NEW TORK METALS.
New Tork, Oct. 26. Copper
spot ana
Steady.
Electrolytic,
nearby, 13c; later, 13134c
Tin Easier.
Spot and nearby,
28.60.
S28.25; futures, $28.25
Iron Steady, unchanged.
Lead Steady. Spot, 84.70 4.75.

Sheep Receipts 14,000. Killing
classes generally steady with slightly easier tendency. Few light ewes,
$4.75; western lambs, $8.85; natives, $8.25; feeding lambs steady;
early top, $7.50.

By Gene Byrnes

ever-growi-

&mijcf

j

THE STRIKE.
The Journal can not believe that any are so
reckless aa to carry out the threat of a railroad
strike. They must not do it. The private welfare
of one man or on set of men is inferior to the
right of a whole people. No man has any private
rights when they corns In conflict with the public
well-bein-

g.

W feel that we have a right to life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness. We have those rights as
against Interference from any other individual. We
los them when the welfare of all is Involved. The
boys, who went to France had the same right to

)hs,
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BRINGING UP FATHER.
I'LL

ET YOUS.
NUMBER IN A
)

HEALTH SEEKER
We have- Just listed a small
adobe house of three rooms and
bath. This is an extra well
built - house and is located in
an ideal spot for health seeker.
This property CRn be bought
for only $2,660, with uxtra good
terms if desired.

MINUTE-SIR-

THAT'S ALL

RlHT.'M in

CENTRM.-PtEA.-b-

t

oh:tak your
isc -

TlMr

hurry that

NO HUR.SJY.

!

S

HELLO-HELL-

LWT Nl

'M--

Wl

"YOU KIN CO TO
LUNCH NOW-M- st
I LL
TAKE THE.

W(TCH;60AO

FT
x"JVIn.

By George McMarnu
ALL
VOL)
MAN

RlKT"

AN

GET THIS
Hlt rjUM&ER-

4ET

fi C0MPANT.

HURRY UP. AN'
IT- -

CMST'

I

nEALTOItS.

STAND HERE

OIH

ALL DAY'

orn PLEASURE
it's
TO PLEASE YOU.

Our. dealings must bo satisfactory to you. We sell you what
you want. Not what we want
to sell you.
We have one of the largest
listings in the city. Tell us just
what you want. If It's to be
had we will get it. All com-

FOIt RKNT.

Iltuhlnuds.
and two porch-

unfurnished
apartment,
furnished

es,

3-

54-

,$30.00

- Room

- Rooms,
- Rooms,

$00. 0C

furnished
furnished
Lowlands.

J65.00
f 31.80

munications strictly

$100.00
furnished
us
we
Tell
what you want
may
6-

- Rooms

have it.

1921

T

D, T. KINGSBURY,

BEAT THIS BARGAIN

REALTOR

.

One property consisting of 4 furnished apartments; also
store. Total monthly income, $180
For quick sale, $7.000.00. Terms
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH

Loans and Insurance.
210 V. Gold.
Phone 907-FOB BALK
Double tram cottage, I rooms,
bath, glassed porch on each? side, comrent fur flO a
pletely furnished;
month; bast Central,
Five-roo16,000
cement block Hunga-lomodern, bult In features, fireplace,
furnace; Fourth ward;
16,300 Five-roowhite stucco bungalow,
modern, large rooms, hardwood floors,
fireplace, furnace, corner, fin location:
Fourth ward.
Houses
Some god ranches for sal.
and lots In all parts of the city. Business property and business opportunities.
A, FLEISCHER, RKAI.TOR.
Fire Insurance,
Automobile Insurance,
Plnte Glass, Burglnry, ( Pobllo Liability, Compensation Insurance.
Surety Bonds,
Phone 674.
111 South Fourth St.

FOR SALE
Four room frame house, Second
good

Phone 414

Realtors

120 S.

Fourth

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE

FOR SALE
Rarujh property, from one aero
up, with or without dairy or
range cattle.

About that home you long to
own, or may 'bo it is a vacant
lot. Wfr have them in all sizes
and locations, Look here;
$750,' easy
Highlands,
terms.
furnished,
Lowlands, $4,250, Terms.
Six-roo-

$750 CASH, FURNISHED
Five nice rooms, glassed sleepchina cabinet,
ing pvrch, built-i- n
book cases, fire places, garage,
chicken yard, fine location. Don't
hesitate price) $4,250.
J. P, GILL.
115 S. Second!
Phone 723. J.
8CDDEN SERVICE.
Tb Red Arrow tall over the West) renders sudden service on Kodak finishing
Work
to people wher demand quality.
:n before II a. m. mailed same day
Work In befor S p. ra. mailed noon next
day. Address work to
TUB BED ARROW.
E. La Vegas
Albuquerque
want
a representative in YO'JH
(We
territory.)

$2,500.

buy,

ASK US

one-roo- m

M.OOD

ward. A
Terms.

LEAVING TOWN.
And owner must sell furnished
home of four large rooms,
screened porches, well located
in Fourth ward.
lt
brick house
This is a
on a largo lot. Furniture includes piano,
gas and coal
ranges, refrigerator, russ, diBh-esilver and linens. Seven
hundred dollars cash will
handle. Balance to suit purchaser. Prico complete, $4,300
BOLTJTf E. GUTHKIDGE,
314 W. Gold.
Phone 1023.

Shelley Realty Co,
Phono

Four-Roo-

216

459-- J.

V. Gold.

Furnished
Bungalow

m

Stucco

$3800,00

modern
house,
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, hardwood floors throughout, large
basement, built-i- n laundry tubs,
rarage, full size lot, all for only
$3,80Q. Reasonable terms.
A, L, Martin Co,, Realtors
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
233 XV. Gold.
Phone 156.

L PHILLIPS,

lights, water, sewer, one block
from Cental avenue, and car
line, near grocery store; good
Place is furneighborhood.
nished, $750 cash and $55 per
Immediate possession.
month.
Hee us
CO.
REALTY
DIECKMANN

Realtors
Real Estate, Insurance Loans
Notary Public
Phone

Real Estate.
Phono
110 S. Second.

FOR SALE
FOR

SAI.B

s,

354--

Houses
brick

house.

n

North E1lth. Phone J401-RFOR BALE By owner, new house,
corner lot; shade tsees, outbuildRent-Roowith Board
ings; ideal for cos, chickens, rabbits, For
terms. 1800 South Elm.
room ror $10 week.
board
and
PLAIN
modern stuoc"
FOR BALE five-roo1930 south Second.
house, screened-l- n
sleeping porch, back NICELY furnished roon. with board;
end front porches, bath, lights and
private family; no sick, 1037 Forrester.
11;. owner. 813 South Arno.
Front room with all conFOB SALE Near cor line and school, FOR RENT and
board. 611 South
veniences,
four-roohouoe, bath
sleeping
. ft Oand
.
111
H7
modFOR SALE By owner, four-rooern brick house, two large porches,
full lot, small cash payment, balance like
rent, son south Edith.
FOR HALE By owner, 718 West Coal:
Frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, two
vacant.
large porches, newly decorated,,
Terms if desired. Phone 1803-FOIt BALE $170 income property; this
is a fine Investment; It will pay you
to investigate, part cash, balance to
801 South Edith.
to suit. Phone 1B76-modern furFOR SALE New four-rooon
South
Walter, $500
nished cottage,
J. A.
down and
monthly payments. 1622.-Hammond, 834 East Bllver, phon
five-roobuilt
New
well
extra
FOR SALE
bungalow; hardvood floors, built-i- n
feature; baeemerlt. lawr garage, fur.
terms. Phone
nished or unfurnished;
1970-J- ,

BY OWNER
Six, rooms, cement finish,
hot water heat, two fireplaces, two
bed rooms, fifty foot frontage, shade
and fruit trees, garage and outbuildings,
good sectfon, Fourth ward, 65,000 cash,
balance like rent. Phon 518-modern bouse In
OWNER,
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fireporohes, three
place, large ecreened
light airy bed rooms with extra large
closets, fronts east on large lot with
lawn, trees, eto.j everything In excellent
Phon
If
desired.
condition; term
1)Y

1977-- J

FOR RENT Rooms with, sleeping porch
and boar'. fit) 2 South Arno, phone
1908--

FOIt RENT Room ana u.,urd, with
board. 410
sleeping porch; first-clas- s
East Central,
ON THE MESA
M1RAMONTES
PRIVATE HOTEL for tubccular persons
2400-JPhone
FOR RENT Bleeping porch and
adjoining bath, with board. Private home; 13 E. Central.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room with
61$ West
board.
Lady preferred.
Fnilt. Phupe 1473-Ideal location for
JAMESON'S RANCH
now
few reservation
healthseekers;
available. Phone 2$3-llUlll
tjUVT f.. ha thlirhlnntla
heated
apartment; also room and
hoard. 10S South Walterr- FOR RENT Furnished rooms with nr
without board; bath and phone. 31514
Phone 820-South Second.
FOR RENT Front room, adjoining bath,
board It desired; gentleman preferred.
605 Pouth High, phone 1579-- J
F R RENT Room and eleeplng porch.
v.lth board for convalescentr; gentlemen only; private home. Phone 8148-rooms
FOR RKNT Nicely furnished
table
with steam heat and flrst-claH37-W- .
110
South
Arno,
board.
phone
Modern
HEALTHBEEKERS
FOR
with snurse eervlce.
Osa de Oro. tJ West Gold, phone 61
FOR RENT
Nice rooms witn sleeping
porches with board, for convalescents
Mr. Heed. 612 South Broadway, phone

FOR SALE A real bungalow, price and
hard wood
place worth Investigating; window
seat,
buffet,
floors, fire place, built-in
feature of an
linen closet; every
large .front and rear 6211.
Ideal kitchen;
porches; stationary tubs, extra number
Home-lik- e
place, sleeping
of windows; large lot; three large out- FOR RENT
or garporch, bath and board, In University
buildings; suitable for business 1H8-Aldrtss
women
preferred.
J
Helghti;
age; can arrange terms. Phune
Home, care Journal.
DEL1UHTFUL SLEEPirvG PORCH and
AUTOMOBILES
SBseitfMSMeseBese'seeessSjskjeBskeBfeSjieSSeB4eBSj
bedroom, with board. In furnace-heate- d
FOR SALE, Ford touring car and fcord
home; reasonable; also table board.
710
Thirteenth.
North
truek. Inquire
1420 East Silver. Phone I42J-Forii
BUY
Lat
TO
model
WANTED
FOR RENT Extra large well furnishvd
roadster or truck with starter. Phon
front room with reeeonabl board, In
852-family; prefer man and wife
prlvat
6
car
Bulcfe
or roommates; nice modern hme, best
FOR BALK
touring
first-claCo. location In town. C2J W. Copper. Phone
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
1436-;
city.
FOR SALE Some extra gone? useor cars, FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto OR, tOI
with or without bath; Just across from
West Central
the postofflce; hot water heat for winFOR SALE 1921 Hudson (port model, ter; beat of horn cooking, served family
worth 13,800.
will nil for 11.850. style; room and board, $45 to $55 per
Phone 490-month; board by meal, week or ticket;
FOR SALE Nearly new Essex tour'.ng meals, to cenp. tie vvesi uoiu.
car; at' the light price. Roland Saur RESERVATIONS may now be had at
& Co.,- - 420 West Central.
Th Murphey Banaionum. naies:
room
FOR SALE Several used Dodge Brothers to $26 per week. Includes private
bath
with
roadsters and touring cars; terms if
sleeping porch, oonnected with
medical
desired. J. Korber tti Co., auto Sept. and toilet General nursing,
All
service.
meals,
excellent
783.
tray
care,
phone
stesm heat, hot and old
FOR SALE OR TRAE Twin six Pack-ar- rooms have
491.
Dr.
Murphey.
Phone
water.
In first-clas- s
hspe; or will trado running
for smaller car. Dodson's Garage 400- WANTED Porition
403 North Fourth.
FOR SALE Two Bulck light sues, 1918 EXPERIENCED cashier wants position.
Call 626-models, 1760 and 1850; Ford truck,
Ford truck, worm drive. HEALTHY young man desires mechan
1300; one-to- n
$400; Ford speedster, $200; Dodge tourical JOO. 1670-ing car, $450. 110 West Gold.
WANTED Position by blacksmith. 109
USED CARS FOR SALE By Jquare
North Sycamore.
Deal Garage, Albuquerque's Uebuit WANTED Stenographic , and
clerical
Ford market.
Call 1566-work.
42t
Ford Touring, 1031, like new
to
take
work
WANTED
home,
Laundry
Ford Touring,tft-- 11)19, overhauled and 823K
or by the day. Phone 2101-J- J
Uam
work In private
want
SEAMSTRESS
Touring, overhauled and
JonFord
V
15
home. Apply Rabbi Bergman.
painted, has good tires
1917 Speedster, overhauled, all pes'
MAN
YOUNG
healthy, experienced, de- -'
200
cord tires
a driver, automobile T
sire
1917 Chevrolet Touring, a bargain
t.$lt0 truck. positron
1570-We specialise on Ford Repairing. Al!
HEALTHY young lady desires clrnra)
work guaranteed.
or stenographic position; experiences;
"
refcier.ces. Phone 1918-FOR SALE Poultry-Eg- g
WANTED Work for high school boy of
FOR SALE Two doien spring pullelg
ID, after school and. on Saturday. Call
Phone 19I6-,
venlngs. Phone H6-FOR SALE Mc fat pullets, 80o to TVB AUDIT, CHECK. OPEN, CLOSE and
$1.98 each. $02 South' Broadway..
WILLIAMS ft ZANO,
keep books.
Phone 701-Mellnl building.
FOR SALE- - -- Twenty-six
pigeons, Ho a room
1971-1608
South
Arno,
phone
pair.
WANTED Position collecting, soliciting
or salesman, or would consider buying
FOR HALM Twelve thoroughbred Barred Roc pullet; now laying, Phon a going business. . Address H. G. G
'406-Rcsre Journal.
'OR SALE Bucks, doe and frying rab- - WANTED Work, Tuan 49, T, B Indus-trlou- s;
wages secondary consideration;
bits; hens and frying chicken. 710
will take board and room. Address F. M.
Vest Lead.
White, care Journal.'
IffONEY TO LOAN
NURSE with two yeirs' experlenco In
hospital, went position nursing and
30.NEY U'O LOAN On watches, dla-- I kee:
41
ing house .for heslthseeker.
mnnds, guns and vrything valuaui.
Scuth Edith.
Mr. B. Marcus, 81$ South First.
MON e Y TO LOAN on diamonds, watches WANTED
Board & Room
and gold jewelry; liberal reliable, confidential. Gottlieb ft Beer, 108 N. First, HlClM school" girl wants to w. .k fur
room and hoard. Thone 1901 J.
'.mVVinKMTUI. Inani ,n tiulrv. ilk.
....
u.l.li. I tlup,. 3..nla nl. m i. WANTED Room and board by middle-age- d
man; must be reasonable; state
117, South First. Bonded to the state. rates. Address Wa X. H., car Journal.

CASH

$1200

lust beyond Mountain Road, ob
serve the new enterprises, look
at the growing surroundings.
will
make
Somebody
good
money In this section. Why
not you. A few choice
lots for $760 each. Cash or
easy payments.
W. C. THAXTON,
705 W. Mountain Road,
1 to 6 p. m,
Phone 761-I to I t. m.

A HOME
That you want,
brick,
oak floors, built-i- n features, base-

A

70

A.

Balance

C.

monthly
STARES

Real Estate Insurance
319 W. Gold Ave. Phone 168

Dwelling

Five rooms and two glass
porches. 621 North Thirteenth.
FOR RENT A houtte of twe rooms and
sleeping porvh, furnished. 1300 North
b'Oki RENT

Second.

One three-rooand one
house; botlr. furnished. 1306
South Walter.
I'Ok RENT Five-roorurnlsn ii Iioum,
11C5
East bllvir,
$80 per month.
1588-phone
FOR RENT Ranch home, $U per month.
Inquire mornings only,
fit kofth
I
.
Eleventh.
three-rooTo
modFOR RENT
couple,
ern furnished
130$
$30.
cottage,
South Arno.
FOIt RENT Furnished
house, three
rooms and sleeping porch. Apply 614
South Edith.
FOR
RENT LThree-roofurnished
house and bath, large sleeping porch.
1117 East Central.
unfurnished
FOR RENT Three-roobrllk cottage, in rear; reasonable rent;
close In. Inquire 306 West Iron.
FOR RENT By November 1, five-roomodern home, beautifully furnished;
no slok or children. 604 West SUrble.
modern unfur-nlshe- d
FOR RENT Five-roosleeping
bungalow, glassed-i- n
porch; vacant November 1, 114 South
Sixth.
FOR RENT On paved street, five-roobrick, with sleeping porch; nicely fur606
nished.
North
Twelfth, phone
1647-or apply at house.
FOR RENT By December 16, to respon-sibl- e
tenants completely
furnished,
five-roohouse; garage.
Inquire at
220 North
High street, city.
Furnished
four
house,
FOR RENT
rooms, 1009 South Fourth; hot and
cold water, bath; $25 per month. Broad
Bicycle Co, 230 South Second, Phone

FOR RENT
two-roo-

7.16.

furnished cottage
FOR RENT One-roowith screened porch, for light househealthseeker
preferred, $10 per
keeping;
month; nursing attention available. 1902
South High
brick house,
FOR RENT Five-roobath, screened sleeping porch, window
coal
shades and
rang in house, newly
decorated, garage, $CO, water free. Call
at 220 North High.
everal houses
FOR RENT We have
OWNERS,
to rent.
and apartment
list your properties with us. We can
rent them and eav you troubl. Gober.
Short ft Onher. 8a West Gold, phone M.

W A NTfeD

Who will make his headquar-

410.

ters in our office. We are prepared to give you special service in insurance rates, forms,

RANCHES

LOAN

$25 Down and $25 Monthly

WANTED

Will pay 9 per cent on $2,000
and $4,000 First Mortgage on
brand new real estate.
Phone 1576-- J,

with 3 interest will build or buy
you a home. Call at our office
for further Information.
Ill South Fourth Phone 835-- J
WESTERN AGENCY
AMERICAN HOME BUILDERS

(Incorporated)

R. L. WOOTON, President
Cadillac

Miscellaneous

Wanted Carpente, work, job or days.
Phone 103J-POLISHED end set up. Ervln
Bedding Co., phone 471.
WANTED Washing and honing by the
Call after 6:80, 1204-day.
IF YOU WANT anything hauled,

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS LOTS
A RE SELLING DAILY.
No better place for a Savings
Account and Investment. Get
your lot today. Only $10 cash,
and $10 per month. Let us
show you the official map of
this addition at our office.
You'll be surprised to see how
very rapidly they are sSlllng.
Our autos are at your service.

plans, etc.

F, H, KENT & CO,,
"Insurance Service."

v.

J.

FOR SALE
Eight Model

65

Rooms

FOR RENT Room. 616 West Copper.
FOIt RENT Nicely furnished room. 209
North Sixth.
FOR RENT Several unfurnished rooms.
1U South Edith.
FOR RENT Oood
apartment,
furnished. 415 North Second.
FOR RENT Furnished room for lady,
405 South Ka th,
$10 per month.
FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no
414 West Silver.
sick; no children.
FOR PENT Two furnished rooms. 1727
West Cenlral. phono 1749-FurnlSfc-rooms. Jli
FOR RENT
South Walter, phone 1C67-rooms.
FOR
KENT Three rurmshed
modern. 1011 North First.
FOR RENT Front room suitable for two
gentlemen. 327 North Fifth
FOR RENT Four furnished rooms for
housekeeping. 609 South Welter.
FOR RENT Furnished room, to employed men. 415 North Fourth.
i iiMbliED rooms; hot water heat; no
sick; no children. 414 West Bllver.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
housekeeping. Apply 617 West Silver.
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms for
light housekeeping. 616 West Atlantic.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, outside entrsnce; also garage; no alck.
Ills North Second.
FOR RENT Two
light hou,ek.ep!nB
rooms, furnished, with lath; no sick.
609 West Marquette,
ohme 2021.J,
FOR RENT Nice, large front room, with
private entrance; desirable for ladles
rnone 2359-FOR RENT Room and glassod-l- n sleep-ln- g
224 South
porch; Hgentleman
only.
nn-- n
TU.I.- - C
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
toom,
modern home, Mrs. Fred Ham, 623
North Second.
FOR RENT Rooms, by the week; iur-na- c
heat. 118ft West Silvor, ;hi ne
569.

FOR RENT Nicely furnished
front
room for gentleman; bath adjoining;
close In. 407 Vest Coal.
FOR RENT Furnished room In new
house; board across street. 114 North
Mapie, pnone 1880-FOR RENT Two
unfa u!ihel house- West Trnn.
FOR RENT Furnished room with bath;
gentlemen preferred; ne sick; $5 per
week.
05 North Fourth.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for ilglit
(housekeeping; modern; also sleeping
porcn. sis west Bllver.
FOR RENT Pleasant front bed room,
sultabl for two; no slclc S15 North
Eleventh, phon 1670-FOR RENT On large furnished front
foom, suitable for sleeping or light
nouseiceeping. 414 West Gold.
FOR RENT-tNlc- ely
furrJished front
room, adjoining bath; private entrance;
no sick.
201 South Arno.
FOR RENT Housekeeping roome and
sleeping porch, for two persona; no
cnnuren. iiv soutn walnut. ,
FOR REI'T- - Well ventilated front room,
furmic heat, convenient to meals; no
1 Aft

call
Mltcneu iranarer, pnone avos-- j.
floor
work,
for
JANITOR
houseoleanlng
waxing, i. W. Lowe, phone 1972-FOR PAINTING, , paper hanging, tint
ing end rurmture reiinisning can uqp.
WANTED Washing and Ironing to take
home. 105 East Coal, pnune iaui-Bfpk.
RAittl,
WANTED Your garbage. Phon 2409-RIMPERIAL ROOMS Nic. olean rooms;
or writ C W. Hunter, general delivery.
rate by day or week. Over Pastime
HAULING of all kinds. Scavengertng Theater, till
Cen'ral.
and transferlpg. 732 East Iron, phone FOR RENT Modem
sleeping room,
J399-bath; steam heat. Averlll
WELDING AND . CUTTING ot meuls; apartments. 20H North Second.
also welders' supplies and carbide for FOP. RENT Nicely furnished, well
sale. N. M. Steel Co.. Inc., phon 1947-bed room; suitable for one nr
WANTED To lease room for smali tw gentlemen. 416 South Third.
oil
no
.or
coal
in
good
location;
cafe,
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for light
would be used. Address Cafe, care Jour
housekeeping; bath eonneotlons; water
nal
and lights furnished. 710 West Lead.
South
316
MAX BAROA1N
at
STORE,
FOR RENT Front bedroom; prlvat
First, will pay th highest prices for
adjoining bath; to employed
your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and man; no sick. 11 a South Seventh.
Phone $5S,
furniture.
FOR RENT Nice, clean room, next to
RUG CLEANERS
bath, close In, healthy family; orle
MATTRESSES renovated. $3.50 and up. reasonable! 1 ,
ck.
306 W,est Roma;
furniture repaired and packed. Ervin pnone iiiis-Bedding Co.,
phon 471.
WOODWORTH
'
furnished, mo
Newly
KODAK
BHTTBK
FINISHING It is
mean ruums ana nousexeeping aperr
better.
Return poatag paid oa man ments, by day, week
$11
or month.
order. Th Barnura Studio, tlK Weet ouuin jnira
Central. Albuquerque. N. M.
ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping room
end
WANTED
Careful Kodak finishing.
housekeeping
by th day
Twice dally service. Remember, satis- wek or month. apartment,
602 V, West Central.
faction guaranteed.
Send your finishing
RENT
To
FOR
In good
gentleman
to a reliable, established firm. Hanna
health and employed; furnished front
Hanna. Master Photographers.
room.
South Edith, a short distance
FOR RENT Office Room rrom Central. Phon 1451-FOR RENT Larg
room with small
FOR. itLNi' office suae or dsk"ruo'n
room
bath, large soresned
close lni reasonable.
Address Bog sleeping adjoining,
entrance: sultporch,
private
ear Journal.
abl for two gentlemen. Phen Mrs. A.
27I-n. Han. TI4 Bart OoW. phon
FOR RKNT Attractive
office,
ttm
furnished. FOR RENT Hlgk-clus- a
water
heet, light and
room, north,
Wright building, opposite postotflce.
south and east exposures, southeast
FOR RENT Office rooms; heat and sleeping porch private homo; best resiwater; above Mataon' (tor. Central dential district; home privileges. ' Phon
avenu. Inqulr J. Korber' Auto de- - 970.
pnrrment.
FOR RENT
furnished front
FOR RENT Three very desirable office
bad room. In private home, adjoining
owiini 11111, Heal nu Yvaiei ( will rent bath, furnace heat; to gentlemen
$20 a month: no sick. 906 West
separately or as a whole. A. B. MUner,
313 'A "West Central, phon til,
,
I'hon 15S4-Marquette.

Wt

WE INSURE ANYTHING
INSURABLE.
If you knew the protection we
can give you on your auto
policy for only $3.00 extra per
year, you would not be without it. If our salesmen do not
happen to see you ask us

Two beautiful lots on East
Silver. Price reduced for quick
sale, singly or together. Want
to see them? Call
J. A. HAMMOND,
824 E. Silver.
l'honc 1522-R- .

SHADE TREF.S AND ORNAMENTALS
FROM ALBUQUERQUE NURSERIEH
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOUNG A CO.,
Albuquerque, N. M.

shout

It.

.

Second and Gold. ' A Phone 040.
Let's Serve You Today.

REAL HOME"

Seven rooms, bath, built-i- n
fea
$500
tures, large front and back porch,
etc.
es,
In
the
four-rooFourth
garage,
For sale, almost new modern
ward. $4,500. Easy terms.
house, lights, water, furnace
Mcdonald & worsham,
cement basement, garage, coal and
Real Estate and Insurance.
wood house. $500 cash and $00 per
900-Phone
108 S. Third.
month. Now vacant. Inquire

CASH

-l

......

FINE HOME SITE

FRUIT TREES

"

In

Acondition Apply
BIAVA AUTO CO,, New Mexico
Gallup

FOR RENT
FOR RENT

FOR SALE,

HOME

Phone

we are

has sent us a

ENGINEER

Keleher, Realtor,

V. Gold.

Company

agents,

SPECIAL SERVICE

six-roo- m

BUYS,

modern house, furnished or unfurnished; fireplace and sleeping porch. New- -'
inside and out.
ly decorated
in.

For which
local

only $4,000?
Six room modern houso to rent,
(45.00.
$1,500 to Loan
$1,200 to Loan
D,

INC.

HARTFORD
FIRE
INSURANCE CO,

'

J,
JU

THE BIRDS
Who fly away with your rent
have
sense enough to
money
buy nests of thoir own.
YOU CAN buy a
home of
your own with
that, rent
money.
Wo can show you how.
Ground is being broken now
for three houses we have just
arranged to build.
Mr. E. C. Morgan, architect
and buiklor, is always glad to
go into detail witn you. Come
In or call up. Let's be of service to you?
If you would like to refer to
our bankers before seeing us,
.
here they are:
,
Citizens National Bank.
State National Bank.
First National Batik.
First Savings Bank & Trust
Com puny.

"

THE

Twenty acres, good house, chickS rooms furnished,
glassed In porch en house, fruit; four miles from
frunt
large
lawn,
porch,
fireplace,
acres, all kinds
city. Twenty-tw- o
ment, furnace, garage, sidewalks, etc. Good location
and priced of fruit, alfalfa,
house,
in Luna district for '15, 250. food
right with terms.
garage, farm Implements. Owner
terms.
leaving on account of health, two
H. F. GILMORB
K. McCXrCHAK.
milos out.
Thona 442-Phone 41l!-204 W. Gold !14 W. Gold
u. McMiri.iox,
800 West Gold.

Five-roo-

Close

BRAND NEW
beautiful new Jiome of five
rooms and basement, hardwood
floors throughout, lavge living
room with fire place, splendid
location and built to endure.
Can you believe the price is
A

five-roo-

Four rooms, bath, two porches,

800 W. Gold Ave.

Four - room

Br INT'L PgATURC SgftVICC.

r

ARE YOU A THINKER
If so gee North Fourth street

weli-bui-

J,

MOTTO t

"SERVICE TO TIIK PUBLIC"
We give special attention to locating the stranger In a home.
Our autos are at your service.
Several houses and apartments
for rent.

FOR

SALE

m

bargain, 621- - North Thirteenth street, $500 cut In price.
Five rooms, two glass porches,
one screen porch, modern, except heat,
A

628 South Walter Street.

FOR

SALE

Rooms

FOR RENT

Nice rooms, bath, phono.
Phone 920-31614 South Second.
FOR RENT Room furnished for light

housekeeping. 200 South Broadway.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for housekeeping, reasonable; no 4lck. 215 West
Iron.
FO RRENT Two large light front
616 Vj West
rooms, newly furnished.

fntral.

FOR RENT Newly furnished room, private entrance to bath; furnace heat,
close In. 416 South Third.
FOR RENT Furnished front room for
Employed pregentleman or lady.
ferred. 716 South Arno. Phon 1413-Room
with
RENT
FOR
eleeplng porch,
genadjoining bath: suitable for two
114
North Eillth. Phone 2278-tlemen.
front
furnished
FORRENT--Nlce- ly
room next to bath, lare closet, private entrance, across street from good
119 North Walter,
boarding house.

FOR

RENTApartoent

rooms and sleeping
Two
porch. 911 South Third, phone 9S2-FOR RENT Desirable furnished apartment, close In; no sick. $15 N. Fifth
and four-rooFOR RENT Two-rooapartments: rarage If desired. 1104
North Second.
apartment;
FOR RENT Unfurnlehed
two rooms and sleeping porch. 20$
North Walnut.
FOR RENT One large and one small
modern
furnished
apartment 216
Noith Seventh.
FOR RENT Two rooms and kitchenette,
or unfurnished.
modern, furnished
Phone 1S20-for
FOR RENT Two rjrnimed toom
light housekeeping; adults; no alck
724 South Seoond.
FOR RENT Two large front rooms,
for lluht
furnished
housekeeping;
porch. 40$ North Arno.
FOR RENT Two large rooms, kitchen-et- t
and glassed-tsleeping porch. 606
West Iron, phone 1919-Furnished
FOR RENT
apartmeuis;
three room with bath. Albuquerque
Hotel, IllUt North Second.
FOR RENT One room and sleeping
porch, nicely furnished for light housekeeping. Apply $!0 South Broadway.
FOR RENT Two Jarge rooms, nicely
furnished for housekeeping; gas and
coal rang, desirable location. $16 Weat
FOR" RENT

Coal.

FOR RENT Furnished modern apartment, three rooms nd bath, steam
heat. Averlll Apartments. 208 Vt North
Second.

FOR RENT Two rooms, bat'-- , and large
glassed sleeping porch, for housekeep1004
ing; two private entrances.
three
furnished
FOR RENT Nicely
rooms
nd sleeping porch; furnao
no
$60
sick or children,
per month,
heat;
400 South Seventh.
FOR RENT On small light housekeeping apartment, or well furnished bed
roo i with board; also garage, 1010 Forrester, phon 1690.R.
of three
FOR RUNT One apartment
rooms and bath, completely furnished,
Apsteam heat and prlvat entianoe.
ply mornings, $08 South Fourth.
FOR RENT Two - large
unny rooms.
well furilehed for housekeeping, beak
nd front porohes, ground floor, close
In; no alck. Inquire $06 West Iron,
furnished
FOR
RENT Three-rooapartment, with bath and two sleepdecorated
and
Inside
newly
ing porches,
out; water and light pa'd. lit East
Coal.
Phon U9--

Personal
SEE J. C ESP1NOSA, No. $, WWtlng
Phone 466,
building
REFINED young woman will ahars cosy
"home with congenial girl; reference
exchanged. Phone 1478-W- .
NAVAJO rug mended and worn spots
by expert Indian weaver, 41$
South Second, call after I p. m.
WOULD I.IKE w see at once any lady
going to New York on or befor Octo609 West Qnld.
ber tt. Phone 614-STUDY FRENCH with a French teacher.
Either clan or private Instruction. For
call at 633 souto uroaaway,
particular
or phon I561--

FOR SALE

Lands.

FOR BALE Or will" "trad for Albuqukr.
que property, ttt acre garden apot In
Portalca, N. it.l fruit trees. 1 fine well;
cement nous, shad. Call
good
toai-- w
after 6 or on Saturday. B, ii.

riant,

,

.J

,

business prop-

down-tow- n

erty at a bargain.
J, H. PEAK,

,

HELP WANTED

Miscellaneous

WANTED
furniture
Phone

Two

"MaiiT
sirens ooye to work

tor.

In

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

Apply American Fur-nltu2036-Co..
South Second.
JOHN W. WILSON.
'
WANTED
Attorney.
Young man for city salos
FOIt SALE A plauo at &16 West
Rooms 1(, 17 and 19, Cromwell Building.
man; must hav knowledge of
.
rnone
Udi-jAddress Box "C," care Journal,
TRY BODDY'S MILK, BEST IN IOWN.
FOR retail business man who baa knowpiivmciANs and mmuitowtj.
Phone S413-Rof
ledge
city,- and can handle office D1L 8. L. BURTON,
Albu
TRY our Bulgarian buttermilk.
and solicitation work. Address postofflce
Dlseaaes of tne Btomnrk.
Association.
querque Dairy
box 447.
Suite.
Barnett Building.
FOR SALE New winter overcoat, me- WANTED Live
man
B.
OH.
to sell specO. CLARKE,
young
dium size. 715 Enst Gold, phone 1914-.at
ialty;, experience preferred.
nd Threat.
Noeu
Apply
Far,
By,
FOR BALE Medium slsed heating atove, 410 North Sixth, between
a. m.
end
Barnett Building. ,
phon lit.
716 East Central.
112.50.
and 7 and. 9 p, m.
Office Hour
to H a. m.. and I to I p. m.
FOR BALE Heating stove. Gottlieb and WANTED Mai stenographer and clerk
Beer, 105 North First.
for temporary work; om knowledge IR. MARGAKKT CAKItYRIUlIlT
T
machine, $76 bookkeeping desirable: stat salary de- Offlc Grant Bldg., Room 16. Phon
FOR SALE Tnresnu.
sired. Addresa postofflc box 606,
P. O. Bog 41 a. City.
Residence 1193 Jaat Central.
Phone 671.
THY BODDY'S MILK. BEST IN TOWN
Phone I4K-RDB.
ALFRED
at
FOR SALE Water motoi.
I. THKUK,
inquire
DID TOU READ our ad In November
Dentist.
Morning Journal office.
American magaslne, pagea 126 and 16 7
Phon
Sonth Third.
lis;
DENVER POST delivered it your door, Get one, read It. The same opportunity Open
Dental
Tenlng.
1949-I'lrone
6",o per month.
Is open to you.
See Mr. Atwater, 114
FCH ENOW WHITE CLOTHES and no Nortli High, Saturday, I a. m.
spote try the Maneano Company Bluing.
W, M.
FOR SALE Howard heater, china cabPractice limited to
724 East
inet and kitchen cabinet.
GENTTO-URINAKY
DISEASES,
Central.
WANTED
Experienced collar girl. Ex- AXIS IllKTi'AKK'a nv TIII.i
cl-i-v
celsior Laundry,
FOR SALE Banner Hot Blast heater.
tVaniennan
In
Connection.
Laboratory
623 North Eleventh.
Inquire morn-Ing- e WANTED Competent girl for bouse- - CHIm-ii- h
Bank Bldg. Phone 880.
work. 227 North High.
only.
FOR SALE A few choice Navajo rugs, WANTED Experienced
cook.
CHIROPRACTORS
Apply
reasonable.
right from reservation;
west uopper.
wri. weinman,
208 South Arno.
WANTED Girl for general housework.
Chiropractor.
FOR SALE Nice fresh eggs, 760 per
Mrs. Olassman, 614 South Walter.
H nd 80 Armljo Building.
doten. at Ely' Poultry Yard, 23 South WANTED Woman for
""""
house-vvor- k.
K.
M.
KNGK,
general
D. C.
Eighth, phon 1168.
Apply nt 15:4 North 8eeond.
Phone Connection.
Chiroprnrtor.
5
and
FOR SALE Used tractors,
802 Went Central
WAN 'i ED Girl to wash disire and do
Room
32 and tt.
with gang plow. Hardwar
Departh, utework.
611 South Broadway.
ment J. Korber eV Co.
WANTED
Hi)
In
costume
couples
to
FOR SALE Uorae-mad- e
sausage and
attend the big barn dance In Ala- frosh country pork, delivered to your meda
tonight.
ELECTRIC CO.
door.
Phone 1915-WANTED
supplies of til kind, duo
Young
girl for housework ELECTRICAL
FOR A XMAS PREMsiNT, for shopping
to our low overhead expani, w can
and
assist
with
to
cooking,
home
go
is
a
and travelling needs,
handy bag
nights. Apply 207 North Maple or phone give you better price on fixture, lamps,
a dandy bag
Phone 827-1436-M- .
wiring, aupplles. etc. We dollvor. Phon
1720-J- .
before the season WANTED
1720 West Central.
BUY YOUR GUN
Girl for light housework,
,o
rifle
open; fifty shotgun and
good wages, permanent position,
tay-In- g
elect from. 11 Weet Gold.
in.e Apply Mrs, H. Llvlngiton, 1021
TIME CARDS
CLARIFIED and Paateurlzed milk. There west Roma.
'
la only one place to obtain IL AlbuEARN BOARD Room and 110 month
351.
Phone
Association.
querque Dairy
while attending achooh catalogue free.
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot. Mackay Business College, 906 'A South
In gallon
tag cheese t also fresh milk 1916-i,os Angeles.
tnin,
lots.
Swayne' Dairy. Ph"n
Male and Female.
and
160
FOR SALE
Hart, Schaffrf,
Coll In person.
Marx overcoat, site 87; only been WANTED Solicitors,
WK8TB0UN3 Dally.
owner;
for
405 West Central.
Manna's.
small
too
worn few times;
Train.
Arrive.
will sell for $20. Phone 1724-Depart.
WANTED Stenographer for law offloe, Nu.
1
7:80 pm
:S0 pm
Tha.Scout....
velvet
ult, knee
FOR 8ALE-Blu- o
Albuquerque Business college graduate No. S Calif. Llmlted.l0:!0
11:00
am
am
skin
coat,
preferred. Call at Albuquerqu Business No. 7
length coat, alse S: pony
10:60
am 11:20 am
Fargo Fast..
belted, slio 98, nearly new. Address college.
No.
.12:35
Ths
1:00
am
am
Navajo.
442-214 West Gold, phone
HELP WANTED We want one cr two
SOUTHBOUND.
men or women to write fir ana auto No. 29 El Paso
FOR SALE A few selected Navajo ruga
10:10 pm
Eip
pillow tope direct Insurance; ttandard, old Una companies; No, 27 El Paso Kxp
and Germantown
U;30 am
from reservation: good designs; bargain. non but producer can he used. Gober,
EASTBOUND.
1419-Short ft Ooher. 920 West Gold.
No. S The Navalo.. 2:10 nm 2:40 pm
1005 East Central, phon
rch cushions WANTED Cook for fumily of seven and No. 4 Calif. Limited. 6.00 pm 6:40 pm
SOFT "SPOTS Hel and
few transients; salary 150 a month No, 6 S. F. Eight.. 7:25 pm 8:10 pm
prevent fllen Instep, cure all foot
Leather and railroad fare to Houck. Aria, Only No. 10 Th Scout. ....7:20 am 7:60 m
Keleher.
Thorn
F.
trouble. II.
.
middle-age- d
FROM SOUTH.
fto 408 West Central. pnoneiQ57-jpersons need apply. Wire
Houck Trading Company, Houck, Arls. No. 16 From El Paso 6:36 pm
FOR SALE Well casing, 125 feet t
No. 30 From El Paso JL00 am
60
80
140;
thk
Inch.
WANTED
120:
feet
Inches.
Salesmen, ladles or gents, to
No. SO connects at relen with No. 25
sell a hlRh-grad- e
line of men'e wom-en'- e
feet 12 Inch stove pipe casing, 160; 6 Inch
Clovla, Peco Valley, Kan.- - - City and
and children's hosiery direct from for
bras lined Irrigation cylinder, 835, W.
u- - . uoaet.
mill to wearer; you take the orders, we
p. Johnston, 729 South Arno.
No. 29
at Belen with No. 21
deliver: a good Income for hustler any from Clovlconnects
ASBESTOS ROOF PAINT
and point east and south
or call
Writ
plac In New yexleo.
GOOD for all kind of roof, il per galCo- 110 South District Manager, Up Stairs Clothe Shop,
lon.
Th
Maniano
a built up Woolworth building. Albuquerque, N. M.
Walnut, phon 1834-- J. -tn quiihipt.
roof, will lest s long
BUSINESS CHANCES
FOR SALE

FOR RENT

Alredal

FOR SALE OR TRADE
Good

puppies.

823

SHERlDAMOT

Special notice

tfj

KUK 6ALf
i.arage, beat location in
tow n,
Flv hundred shares of Clly
phone 179.
Electrlo Railway, below par. Dr. M. FOR SALE Grocery store; good locat'tn,
L, Hust, N. T. Arm I Jo building.
cheap rent; doing good business.
H. C. H., jare Journal,
FOR SALE Onof th
but busmen
IRON
AND
PAINT.
USB VELVA ROOF
properties In Albuquerqu.
ill Bouth
Roof Koter: Root Cement, stops leaks. First street.
at
Bavoy Hotel
Inquire
Mohair top dressing; Plymouth Cottage
Paint; Valspar Enamels, for automobiles. FOR SALE Shoe shop, best location in
Satisfaction
Floor Paint.
Homestead
city; complete line of machinery,
assured. Thoa. F, Keleher Leather Co. 1950.
fj00 will handle. Address Eho
408 West Central, phone 10ii7-Shop, care Journal.
SMALL
BUSINESS WANTED Must be
CARPENTERING
bona fide money-makin- g
proposition,
ODD JOBS of carpenter work wanted. that can stand Investigation.
Address
Phone 12S0-"Business," 124 North Mulberry, phone
PETT1KORD TUB ODD JOB MAN 1478-- J.
Phone 1673-An kind of work
FOR SALE Two-stor- y
brick rooming
bouse and residence oomblned, on large
Odd Jobe carpentering, paint
WANTED
lot ner business section t room for a
ing nd roof repairing. Phon 14-building; a bargain at IJ.600;
ROOF PAINTING: business
FOR HOUSE OR
part terms, J. A. Hammond, 824 East
flrst-elareasonable prloee Bllver.
work;
George T. Prnwn. 1020 South Brodway
FOR SALE OR TRADE
gro.
BEFORE BUILDING or having your
eery, clean
tock, nice flx'itre. fine
our figure location;
house repaired, call J64-Will
also
cotl'lar
dwelling.
may interest you; no joo too larg or too c.ttle or something
In or around Albumall.
querque. Pollard Brother, Swtwater,
LET US figure ou that buus you are Texas.
and
'
Intending to build; prlcee reasonableWhit-tewanted-houd
furnished at your request. B. O.
and builders, VVAN ED W
A Bona, contractor
want ptoier.j to sell, .f
l
614 South Arnn. phone 1252-worth th money, w can move It.
See our advertisement under Real Estat
FOR SALE Real Estate column If your propsrty war thus adlot. 14
t'Ult SALE Vweniyfive
vertised, tt would move, wouldn't It?
feet deep between Second and Third J. L. Phillip. Real Estate. 110 South
364-an. Lead avenue,
Frank
i,600,
ttejp Third, phon
FOR SALE

.;;

PedM

Me

Santa Fe Ilailway
.

iba Wailld!

The Santa Fe Railway has received notice that employes in
engine, train and yard service and
telegraph and telephone
and station agents of this operators
company
will leave Its employ at six a. m.
November 1st. The Santo Fe Rail-- ,
way recognizes its obligation to
the public and proposes to make
every legal effort to maintain passenger, mail and freight service
and requests the
ot
Its patrons. Volunteers for engine,
nd
train
yard service, telegraph

and telephone operators and station agents ara invited to applv
promptly. Applications, giving full
name, residence, age, occupation,
railroad experience and position
preferred in railroad service will
be received by C. II. Bristol, Assistant Generat Manager,
La.
Jjinta, .Cfllorado.
:

j

Wo Sell tho

&

Jumbo Blanched Salted Peanuts

New Filberts in the Shell
Sugared Dates
Fard Dates

tVLBY

A -

ROBERT JONES

Phone

i

2A

B76

PflSJlEfiE

LET'S GO

CHALLENGE

CROUP

30

lb 1M taint Aim! k'Etlaii

THE

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Eus Noodles, Spaghetti and
other Macaroni Product

1

G. BARNES

IN ONE BIG ACT

Coal and Sontb Walter

Atenoe

Phone

UAt

WILD

ANIMAl CIKUS

OH

IN CAFTIVfTY

rU

The residents of the Heights de
sire to call attention to tne clean
liness of the alleys and to compare
same with those in the Rowlands.
J. Stillpass of the Albuquerque
Transfer company has purchased
itwo nice building lots on Vassar
avenue and contemplates making
immediate improvements.
,
N. B. Keho yesterday purchased
two lots facing on Columbia avenue, south of Coal.
Quite a few recent purchasers of
lots south of Coal avenue are build-in- s
.temporary living quarters in
the rear where they will reside
pending the building of a more substantial house in the front.
M. W. Thompson lias purchased
the interest of K. C. Morsan in the
Builders' Supply company of Tale
and Central avenues, University
Mr. Thompson is a forHeights.
mer partne of Mr. Morgan. He
the business,
to
continue
plans
building homes on the eas
plan,, and handling all kinds
of building supplies.

Phone

117 fa. First, St.

DOOR9 OPEN I AND 7 P.M.
PERFORMANCES 2 AND 0 PM

stands 12 feet 5 inches 11
inches taller than "Jumbo."
3wint to his massive size Tusko
cannot parade and can be seen
only nt circus grounds.

BIG DANCE
Elks' Ball Rooms
"The largest and finest Ball
room in the Southwest" given

9I7-- J

To replace

A Special Feature

that broken window

glass. Albuquerque Lninber Co..
423 North First
Phone 421.

nt

CITY

Phone

Patrons are requested '.o place
orders for shelled piiion nuts well

F.I.KCTRIC 8IIOK SHOP
IM7-313 Smith Second.
Cull and Delivery.

I'm

Tho Watch Maker.
Jewels
cleaning
Mainsprings,
staffs, $1.60 each.
American Swiss or English
Makes.
117 South First.
Phono 917-- J

Ads bring resulta

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

Tickets $1.10, per
Couple.'

Leaves Albtiqueroue, . 7:45
Arrives in Santa Fe. . .10:45
4:30
leaves Santa Fe
Arrives In Alhuoueroue 7:30

Phone

210

For a limited time only we will
for

Wiseman's

CAFETERIA

WANTED
Must
Experienced
Saleslady.
Speak Spanish. Apply at
J. DREYFUSS & CO.
113 North First St.

pm

Call Albuquerque Transfer Co.
Phone S42.

Also

m

Skinner's

mod-

-l

Garrison Caps
$1.50
$1.50
Campaign Hats
Reclaimed Wool Gloves... 35c
Our line of Shoes consists of
and Officers
Russetts, Hob-NaDress Shoes. Leather Puttees
at reasonable prices.

ern house on West Gold. Just

completing. Call at
Phono I949-821 W. Siwer.

ARMY & NAVY

HALLOWE'EN

Rolls Developed
Packs Developed
Printing, each

We Deliver Your Order for 10c
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered FREE

MEDICATED AND SULPHUR
BATHS
Graduate nurse and masseuse
In attendance
Shampooing and
scalp treatments a specialty.
Call for appointment.
MRS. TERRY DEASIER, Prop.
Phone 685-W. Central
508

fine assortment imported
bulbs, hyacinths,
tulips and
daffodils for fall planting.
It. F. BLOOM,
Phone 2107-J- .

ERQD E WINDOW
CLEANING COMPANY
Windows cleaned and floors
scrubbed stores, offices and
houses cleaned. Reasonable rates
First Class Work
P. O. Box 101. Call American
Grocery. Phoi,e 2B2. '
A. GRANONE
A LBl'QC

FOGG, The Jeweler
Expert Watch. Clock and Jewelrv
All
Also Engraving.
Repairing.
work guaranteed. Opposite
Phone

903-J-

.

Crystal Opera

122 S. 4th St.

THO MAS MEIGHAM
it
C
The
of
Gcynuest
House
Frank Tuttla
W. Neill Scenario
Directed by Roy

NIGHTS, STARTING TOMORROW

x

years of high quality and low prices.

WILLY-NILL- Y
J. A. Skinner

15c

3c to 5c

The Barnum Studio

REGULAR PRICES

Jazz Festival

OONTINrOtJS

Because It's Rich and Mellow
We Sell

Skinner's

ether Macaroni Products

-- AND

"The Dizzy Harmony Four"
..85c and 55c
(Including Tax)

CANON CITY COAL
Hotter than Hades and full of satisfaction In that It- burns
freely to. a pure ash and no clinkers. Will burn anywhere.

4

AU advance
Car on track.
orders will be taken care of
at once, so they can be delivered.
'

158

Phone

Taxi & Baggage

DID

217

158

Crystal Opera House

5

PHONES

Trucks Bring Comfort 'to Yonr Home.

Let Onr

Store

206 W. Silver

READ

YOU

THAT THE LIBERTY SUPPLY CO.
has a full line of ARMY GOODS
which will pay you to come in
or write and get our prices
'

117 NORTH

PHONE

01.

Quality

First.

Service
Always.

is unequalled.
We'll be glad to show you

r

205 W.C

EJA LAVE.

She was yonng and twenty, sbo was in love,
lifo was sweet.
What more natural than that sho should forget
her promise to stay with mother, nlono in the
empty house that onec was so crowded?
"THE OLD NEST" tells a story with Hh dominant
motif tho fiercest, sweetest, most loyal mill most
dlvino of all the pnsloin of tho soul.

J. M. BUSBY

r

BENEFIT DANCE
Given by Union Musicians, Local 618
for DISABLED MEMBER, at

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27
Prices, 55c, 85c and $1.10,

(Including Tax)

Admission

$1.10

Presents

GOLDWYN

"The 0 Id rJesT
Rupert Hughes

Heart-Grippin-

ADDED

,

"BEAT IT!"

Colombo Hall Tonight
IIKVaTCHMAKERS & JEWELER!

nTWC OLD NEST"
jVfcUPEET HUGHES.(3bLDWYN
PK?
lUU.dirededby REGINALD BARXER

"A HONEYMOON IN PARIS
; LET'S GO!"

HAVE YOU A SUPPLY OF COAL?

IIAIIN COAL COMPANY

LAST

v

FIRST STREET

on

select your gifts now. Pay
h
each week to
all who make selection this
week we will make a gift
of the tenth installment.

NELOC OWMCKand ROLAND GUSUTOH'

LIBERTY ARMY SUPPLY CO.

Just One Night, Monday,
October 31st

Easy Payments

I

TO 11 P. M,

UNLOADING TODAY.

CHOCOLATE CREAM COFFEE
The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

1

TODAY, TOMORROW AND SATURDAY.

Musical Revue

Christmas Gifts

THAT

The STER

Lyesi c

Can We not fill your bin with good clean dependable fuel.
CERH1LLOS AND GALLUP LUMP AND EGO
ANTHRACITE
FOR FURNACE AND BASEBURNER
CEDAR FACTORY WOOD AND KINDLING.
Place Your Order Today.

GIFTS

"Current Events"

GIRL- S-

219 West Central.

South First St.

Our assortment of

205 South First Street

"Holmes' Travelogue"

OF 1922

one-tent-

Twenty-si-

by

Adapted from the

Famous Novel by BOOTH TARKINGTON
ADDED ATTRACTION

Mile High Follies

...10c

t

i

Walnuts, Brazils, Filberts, Almonds, Popcorn,
Pumpkins, Canned Pumpkin, Apples, Mincemeat,
Mints, Marshmallows, Shelled Nuts. All the best
materials for making fresh crisp doughnuts.

DUTCH BULBS
A

Better Kodak
Finishing

STORE
823

--

Prizes
BIG JAZZ ORCHESTRA

LIST

il

FOR

Two Big Costume

Over Woolworth Storo
Cp n Flight Save $10 to $20

REDUCED PRICE

COAL $11.50

O. D. Wool Shirts, new.. $3.75
O. D.
Wool
Breeches, reclaimed
$2.00 to $3.50

five-roo-

HighVinc's.

Sold At This Store.

First St.

$1.25 to $1.75

FOR SALE BX OWNER
modern
fust finished
proas brick snd new
modern except heat. Both Id

ALAMEDA
TONIGHT

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.

O. D. Wool Army
Shirts Reclaimed

--

Postoffice.

for the Armory
will be held at

GIRL- S-

EAM COFFEE

pm

LOOK AT THESE PRICES !
sweaters in A$5.00
condition
$3.00
Army Jersey Gloves, long knit
wristlets
25c

Trading Post,
WDIPHT'Q
VVlMUni 'Indian
Building

25 Cents

West Gold Avenue.

CHOCOLATE

690

all-wo-

Your Trunk Hauled for

116

Joe Louden's folks
had never
been
and1
in u c h,
tho
town's "best" people
didn't think much of
loe. But he'd fought
for an education and
had come hack homo
to make good.
The rest of his big,
bravo, blood tingling
story will fill your
heart compieiely

Which was Scheduled

PRICES
am
am

Store,
West Central

S23 South

Moccasins, Baskets,
Jewelry, Gems, Laces.

We Are on the Job

TROTTER

FR

LAST TIME TODAY

.

UPSTAIRS
Clothes Shop

3

why

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY
The Past to Live Down
and the Future to Win!

Barn

--

STORE

RUGS

Opposite

10-1-

ARMY & NAVY

CURIOS
MAVAJO

I5c
Premium Sods CYncbprn
20c
Bulk Peanut Butler, lb
Pui'o SorKlmm Molusscs, In
r, and
cans.
30r
Comb Honey
$1.75
Honey
Giil. Honey
..90c
10 bars Boras Naphtha Soap. 50c
fiOr
Lima Bonus
50
Blarkeyed Peas
I gnl. Cider Vinegar
50c
1 lb.
50c
Royal Cocoa
35r
Sack of Menl
25c
Pig Bacon
25c
Pig Ham
Star and Horseshoe Tobacco, . 80r
45c
dozen
Eggs,
.J ( ST IN
1921 Holland Milkers
Herrings.
ONLY
CASn AND DELIVTHE
IN THE CITY
ERY STORE

Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and

HIE ONLY WAY TO GET
VOIR MONEY'S WORTH IS
TO TRADE AT THE

$1.50.

guaranteed

Watch Shop

215 South Second

Open from 7 a. m. to 8 p. m.
Corner Fourth and Central.

WE SELL FOR CASH
ALL GOODS DELIVERED
CRANBERRIES ARE FINE
NEW CITRON, ORANGE AND
LESION PEELS AND GLAZED
CHERRIES
.TIST RECEIVED.
BCI-FLAKE HOMINY,
25c
NATIONAL niSCl'IT CO.'S
BI LK CAKES, Just received
fresh and nice, per pound... 35f
Blnekberrles, Pitted Cherries
and Strawberries,
by the

other Macaroni Products.

TAXI
SINGER
Office Slnircr Clear

'T
clean your watch
Expert workmanship

PHONE 624 TODAY

the highest grade Macaroni,

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

'

Five-roo-

EAT AT

On Wed., Nov. 2nd, 3 p. in., the
of Auutuerque
will
sportsmen
have
an opportunity to see
CAPTAIV A. II. HA HOT, representing The Peters Cartridge Co.,
give a free demonstration at
EXI UNIVERSITY CAR LINE
Captain Hardy holds several
world's records and is a member of
the famous Denver revolver team
that has defeated all comers in
competition at Camp Perry, Ohio.
Captain Hardy has shot In practically all of tho larsre cities in the
United States and The Peters
CatriilKe Co. use this method to
advertise their ammunition, believing that a practical demonstration
proves the merit of their goods.

we sen

STAGE

g

stucco, hardwood
floors throughout. Large living
room. Extra large garage. Excellent condition.
000 West Ti.lcrns Road.

DESIGNERS AND BUILDER?
lobbing promptly attended to
Cement work and floor sanding
Phone 94.".. 211 West Gold.

War Tax.

Including

For Sale By Owner

Rossiter - McConnell

y

Made of heavy plaid back
Materials.
Buy direct from the manufacturer and save middleman's
y,
profits.

The Dizzy Harmony Four of
the Mile Hi Follies of 1922
have kindly volunteered their
services after their performance
at the Crystal Theatre.

J. W. BRASFIELD

lir advance In order to be promptly
nerved. Fannie S. Spitz, 323 North
Tenth St. Tel. 802. Mail orders
Eiven careful attention.

October 28th.

Friday Evening,

if!

trillion.

SEE

Let Us Send a Man

22J--

BRACY'S

ANIMALS

FANTASY

By Elks' Band

'

Journal Want

OF HORSES

T' ...1, rt"the largest elephant
1 UbKO that walks the earth

Music And Jewelry Store

BITTNERHOUSE ROOMS
'

mats attraction

THE EAilfYlAND

Rot ii man's

-

310

rU

erma

OF PEOPLE

Pianos, Player Pianos,
Grafonolas and Records
Musical Instruments
Jewelry and Diamonds
Watches and Silverware
Indian Beaded Bags
Moccasins & Souvenirs

.

Phone

LION

an
BABNT3
FOR THE SEASON A MOST NOVEL, STUPENDOUS and
GORGEOUS EXAMPLE Of ALLECORI
CUTTERINCIV
CM. PACEANTr
HUNDREDS
HUNDREDS
COUNTLESS

,

South First.

AVIATING

ADMISSION

HEIGHTS
DOINGS

pay-me-

THE

SAMSON

J

Dancing

Ma

Fields

AND FURIOUS"

, UNIVERSITY

'

I

THE OW.T
EDUCATED ZCtlAS
m THt WOKLP

LAVT

OH
A Great Story of Intrigue on Knnoli and In the
Also n St. .Tohn comedy

REGULAR

$23.50

$25.50 & $27.50

IA.TH

OKAPI

T0DflY

FARNUM

PRIMAL
"FAST

$16.50 &

Ladies' Coats

20

kUmM.SlMMMtliS

ONLY

WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS

in

r

fibs

jga

The Big 10c

for motor or business wear at

h

PERFORMING BENGAL
AND SIBERIAN TIGERS

AIR COOLED.

DUSTIH

r

ACll

AN

LIONS

ORESCENT GROCERY

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARD

AMAL

AN ANIMAL

ACT

150,000

17I-17--

A

Made for the Price -

RING

Cask of Dill Pickles

SIB Marble

Best

Tailored to your measure. Also

rure Buckwheat Flour

"

i,rir'

Suit or O'Coat

Oct.

Sat.

MtTitriHh

MEN

Albuquerque
One day only

Candied Citron
t Candied Orange Peel
Candied Lemon Peel
Larjre Shelled Almonds
Shelled Pecan Halves
'

October 27, 1921.
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g
Story of Home
ATTRACTION

A

Chester Comedy

NOTE ADVANCE IN PRICES
MATINEE Adults
Children
25c;
NIGHT (6 to 11) Adults. . .35c;
Children.

..........

(Tax Included)

10c

.... .15c
1

GUARANTEED COAL
Gallup

Sugarite

Swastika

Brilliant

Direct from the cars or from
weatherproof bins. :v
,

.

NEW STATE COAL CO.
Phone'' 35
Our Coal Makes Good, or We Do.

t

'.

